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Abstract
All Day in the Treyfold: Sound, Objecthood, and Place in the Mixtapes of DJ Screw
by
Matthew K. Carter
Advisor: Chadwick Jenkins
This dissertation traces the impact of the mixtapes of DJ Screw on the emergence of
Houston hip hop culture in the 1990s. The relationship between these “screwtapes” and local
culture resists demonstration through conventional modes of representational analyses, due in
part to the screwtape’s preponderant use of hip hop tracks that originally represent other places. I
suggest that representation itself is the result of the structuring tension emerging from a threefold
field of representation of sound, objecthood, and place, and that when a hip hop artist or critic or
fan claims to "represent" Houston (or any other constituted and constituting place) the
mechanisms that make such representation possible are not a mere matter of indexicality
(pointing in some relatively direct manner to the place one professes to represent) but rather the
result of competing exigencies among materialities, localities, and sounding presences.
This dissertation divides into three chapters, each of which highlights a different soniccultural tension. In the first chapter I argue that the sonic techniques Screw uses to deform
mostly non-Houston tracks are the force behind the screwtape’s representation of Houston,
which problematizes conventional analyses of hip hop representation. Through close musical
analysis and an expansion of the philosophical concept of the sublime, I advance a theory of the
screw sublime, which foregrounds an enduring strife between local cultural autonomy and wider
mainstream heteronomy.
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The second chapter considers the relationship between authenticity and objects. In the
first half I present a cartography of authenticity in 1990s hip hop culture, revealing a pervasive
paradox in which authenticity gains value among fans while increasingly being commodified by
corporations. In the second half I examine the abiding tensions in the screwtape through the lens
of an aesthetic process called allure. Allure, as theorized by philosopher Graham Harman, pits
inaccessible objects against their accessible qualities while simultaneously creating new objects.
When applied to Screw’s sonic techniques, allure demonstrates how Houston hip hop culture was
shaped through the screwtape’s revelation of the inscrutable but ineluctable nature of
authenticity.
In the third and final chapter, I interpret Houston as a place experienced through the
screwtape. The chapter opens with an exposition of the most prevalent theories that attend to the
issue of place, many of which—especially in popular music studies—use the term either as a
stand-in for some physical location in space, or interchangeably with the term space. I suggest
that place is best understood as experiential rather than locational, and that the experience of
place is undergirded by a deeper background web of constraining forces that frames social and
cultural. Through analyses of freestyles, pre-recorded tracks, and Screw’s four techniques, I
reveal various ways in which the experience of Houston obtains through the screwtape’s power
of what Edward Casey calls gathering, and how lyrics and sound together instantiate a
phenomenological experience of place that cannot be explained through surface-level content
analysis.
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Introduction
When I moved to New York from Houston, Texas in 2002, I met a small group of fellow
students who were, like me, fervent hip hop fans. We would get together for hours and listen to
well-known artists like Outkast (from Atlanta), Missy Elliot (from Virginia), and Brooklyn’s
own Notorious B.I.G., as well as lesser-known “underground” artists like J Dilla (from Detroit),
CunninLynguists (from Kentucky), and Madlib (from Southern California). Despite a healthy
knowledge of and fondness for hip hop from across the country, none in the group had ever
heard of DJ Screw. From the early 1990s until his death in 2000, DJ Screw created an unknown
number of mixtapes known as “screwtapes,” the sound of which quickly epitomized Houston hip
hop culture. I was excited to do my part for our unwritten ethos of sharing uncelebrated music by
introducing everyone to the screwtape (albeit in CD form).
First I played a bit of a famous screwtape that features a cast of Houstonians freestyle
rapping over the same instrumental track for nearly thirty minutes: nobody liked it. Most were
polite enough to refrain from overtly disparaging something I clearly revered, but their
indifference was palpable. I chalked it up to a difference in taste for rapping styles; and so during
the following session I put on a screwtape version of a Notorious B.I.G. track that I knew was
well-liked by the group. Everyone hated it. A synthesis of the general commentary goes
something like: “Why would anyone do that to Biggie? Why destroy a classic like that? And why
do people down there in Houston like this shit?” These and similar questions have motivated this
dissertation.
In a given moment on a screwtape, we will typically hear either an extended freestyle
session in which local Houston rappers take turns improvising rhymes over instrumental hip hop
tracks, or, more often, pre-recorded hip hop tracks by artists mostly representing non-Houston
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cities being manipulated in various ways. Screw achieves the latter by sonically deforming vinyl
records through one or a combination of four general techniques: screwing, chopping,
backspinning, and layering. In the handful of scholarly works that discuss screwtapes at any
length, and in commentaries in the popular press (which has seen a resurgence over the last few
years as megastars like Drake, A$AP Rocky, Beyoncé, Solange, and Travis Scott have noted
Screw as a musical influence), authors mostly ignore the prevalence of non-Houston tracks, or
mention it only in passing. Instead, they tend to focus on the freestyles by highlighting how
lyrical content indexes cultural objects and locales that are central to Houston hip hop culture. 1
The implication that screwtapes’ use of non-Houston tracks is ancillary to one’s
experience of them has always struck me as odd, since those tracks constitute, in my rough
estimation, well over half of the music in the sprawling screwtape catalogue.2 How could such a
sizable portion of Screw’s output, so essential to Houston’s local identity, be summarily ignored?
There seems to be two logical possibilities. It may be that screwtapes only represent Houston
culture when they feature Houston tracks or Houston freestyles; therefore, to discuss those nonHouston tracks is to discuss non-Houston culture. Alternatively, it may be that the screwtape
always represents Houston culture even when—perhaps, particularly when—it manipulates
tracks created elsewhere. Anyone who has spent time engaged with the Houston hip hop scene
from the 90s through the present would find the former explanation implausible. This

There is one ethnographic dissertation, a brief and general discussion in a chapter on local Houston hip hop
economy, and an afterward in a book on Houston hip hop in the pre-screwtape years. See Langston Collin Wilkins,
“Screwston, TX: The Impact of Space, Place, and Cultural Identity on Music Making in Houston’s Hip Hop Scene”
PhD diss., Indiana University, 2016; Jamie Lynch, “The Long, Hot Grind: How Houston Engineered an Industry of
Independence,” in Hip Hop in America: A Regional Guide, Vol. 2, The Midwest, The South, and Beyond, ed.
Mickey Hess (Santa Barbara, California: Greenwood Press, 2010), 449-452; Julie Grob, afterword to Hip Hop in
Houston: The Origin and the Legacy, by Maco L. Faniel (Charleston, South Carolina: The History Press, 2013),
131-139.
2 There are over 350 known screwtapes, but even conservative estimates of how many Screw actually made are in
the thousands.
1
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dissertation argues the latter hypothesis, and one of its primary aims is to explain how this mode
of representation operates and why the screwtape became the crucible in which Houston hip hop
identity was forged.3
I present a threefold structure comprising the major themes of this dissertation: sound,
objects, and place.4 For some readers the word “structure” might imply that our three themes are
smaller discrete parts that hold together a larger edifice. Perhaps it is more useful to look at these
polarities as nodes within a field of representation, each informing the whole in various ways.
Although I will take up each theme respectively in separate chapters, we should consider them
thoroughly intertwined, and the reader will no doubt frequently recognize their interdependence.
I also buttress each topic with a philosophical concept: sound with the sublime, objects with
object-oriented ontology, and place with phenomenology.
Philosophy seems uniquely equipped to ask questions that should concern musicology
and popular music studies. Such questions include: what are the metaphysics that ground our
understanding of place? How does the idea of essence relate to authenticity? If authenticity can
be commodified, can essence, too? Does musical autonomy exist? Does listener autonomy exist?
Or is autonomy necessarily unachievable because of a countervailing heteronomy? Should
aesthetic judgements be separate from philosophical, ethical, and political ones? Does jumbling
them together jeopardize a deeper understanding of any single one?
I do not mean to suggest that a philosophical bent to thinking about music and music
history or the questions it entails is breaking new ground. I do maintain, however, that these

I do indeed engage with screwtape freestyles, since to ignore them entirely would be as egregiously selective as
focusing solely on freestyles. However, rather than adding to (or worse, repeating) a list of freestyles’ indices and
their referential objects, locales, and slang, I confront the screwtape freestyle at the level of sound and experience.
4 The term “trey-fold” in the title is a play on this threefold structure and the word “Trey,” used in Houston to refer
to the Southside neighborhood of Third Ward, where many screwtape fans and performers lived.
3

3

questions should play a more central role in music scholarship, particularly within popular music
and hip hop studies. I contend that by dovetailing musical and historical analyses with
philosophy we can unlock as yet unarticulated connections between popular music and cultural
identity.

Enduring Tensions
This brings us to another overarching theme of the dissertation: tension. Of course, every story
(or every good one, at least) entails tension, and thus its prevalence is not itself revelatory. What
is unusual about the many tensions we will encounter here is their longevity. The very sound of
the screwtape, for example, does not inherently “seek resolution” (to paraphrase an old analytical
trope in musicology and music theory), but is characterized above all by a seemingly-unending
strife created through Screw’s techniques. There is no teleological synthesis of opposing forces.
The endurance of tensions is the screwtape.
In the introduction to his book on the innovations of Louis Pasteur, Bruno Latour
bemoans the attitude that science must be independent from politics—that their tensions should
be ignored or artificially resolved—or else “the sky would fall on our heads.”5 A similarly
entrenched belief abounds in musicology, as musical works (namely those with written scores
and “composers”) and their audiences are often studied as separate phenomena. 6 While such a
cavalier bifurcation of musical worlds into the “music itself” and its attendant social context has
declined within recent scholarship, it has been replaced by an approach that either construes the

Bruno Latour, The Pasteurization of France, trans. by Alan Sheridan and John Law (Harvard University Press,
1988), 7.
6 Richard Taruskin has taken to calling this approach the “poietic fallacy,” and has been one of its most vociferous
(or at least most visible) challengers. See Richard Taruskin, “The Poietic Fallacy,” The Musical Times 145, no. 1886
(Spring, 2004): 7-34.
5
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musical work as mere evidence of preceding or incipient social machinations, or as a catalyst for
contemporaneously nascent effects.
Either of these methodologies can be useful, though, especially when deployed as
components within a larger study. Yet scholars too often maintain this cause/effect binary that
belies a dialectical reality of mutual influence. As such, sound and culture, like science and
society for Latour, “become mutually inexplicable and opaque when made to stand apart.” 7 I
argue that we should dwell on and interrogate the nature of tensions (be they musico-historical,
socio-cultural, poietic-esthesic, or otherwise) instead of rushing to resolve them.
Framing cultural and sonic issues in binary oppositional terms is also endemic to hip hop
scholarship. Hip hop-as-resistance to hegemony is a particularly pervasive view, due in large part
to an assumption that the resistant strand of hip hop’s origins necessarily runs throughout its
history. This view relies on flimsy essentialist presumptions, and fails to historicize the
connection between hip hop’s ascent in popularity during the 80s and 90s and record labels’
commodification of resistance. The real story is more nuanced, since hip hop was not entirely
resistant nor entirely coerced, just as consumers were not entirely autonomous nor automatons.

Chapter Summary
This dissertation divides into three chapters, each of which highlights a different aspect of the
sonic-cultural tension introduced above. The first chapter concerns sound and representation.
Most studies that seek to demonstrate how hip hop “represents” employ content analysis, which
looks at how hip hop cultures construct and mediate their identities by indexing locations and
cultural artifacts through lyrics, videos, album art, and other multimedia. However, content
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Latour, The Pasteurization of France, 7.
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analysis cannot sufficiently account for how Houston hip hop is represented through tapes that
mostly feature non-Houston tracks, because it is unable to parse the representational potency of
sound. In Chapter 1 Screw’s four primary sonic techniques—screwing, chopping, backspinning,
and layering—and argue that they are essential to the screwtape’s representation of Houston hip
hop culture. As the self-proclaimed “Third Coast,” Houston was enmeshed in an identity crisis
that stemmed from an admiration for mainstream (mostly bi-coastal) hip hop on the one hand,
and feeling overlooked, marginalized, and disrespected by it on the other. Screw’s techniques
cohere to represent that abiding ambivalence, revealing indebtedness to non-Houston styles as
much as they signify Houston’s place outside of them.
To engage more deeply with the sound/representation problem of the screwtape, I employ
the philosophical concept of the sublime. The sublime is a confrontation between one’s being
overwhelmed by something that escapes comprehension (e.g., the idea of infinity) and the
transcendental faculty of reason that enables one to contemplate the experience at all. Although
the sublime is a well-trodden path in “high art” aesthetics, the applicability of its insights in
popular music remains mostly unrealized. By drawing on the theories of François Lyotard,
Edmund Burke, and especially Immanuel Kant, and through a critique of Adam Krims’s concept
of the hip hop sublime, I advance a concept of the screw sublime. The screw sublime is both an
expansion, or “maximalization,” of the sonic prescriptions of the hip hop sublime, and a new
mode of representation in which Houston identity is made manifest through the aesthetic
deformation of tracks produced elsewhere and initially representing other places. Moreover, the
screw sublime foregrounds an enduring strife between local cultural autonomy and wider
mainstream heteronomy. In short, the screwtape constructs Houston identity in creative tension
with more established centers of hip hop production.

6

Chapter 2 considers the relationship between authenticity and objects. In the first half I
present a cartography of authenticity in 1990s hip hop culture. This reveals a paradox in which
artists and labels that sought broad appeal found that appeal to be contingent on their music
being affirmed as authentic; and that affirmation was contingent, in part, on authenticity not
being marketed and packaged for a wide audience—which, of course, it was. This highlights a
tension between representing and assessing authenticity. The rubrics with which authenticity was
adjudicated vary wildly, and something considered as immutable as authenticity was in fact also
contingent and pliable. There was an abiding tension among artists, labels, fans, critics,
journalists, and scholars that reveals authenticity to be always foundational, yet always slipping
away from the firm grasp of certainty. The screwtape’s sonic processes bring to light that tension
embedded in the notion of authenticity, exposing the concept itself as essential yet
indemonstrable. As such, the screwtape challenges the efficacy of conventional authenticity
typologies based on binaries like underground/corporate, black/white, hard/soft, inner
city/suburbs, and bi-coastal/not bi-coastal.
To further elucidate these tensions, I interrogate the screwtape through two philosophical
concepts that themselves rely on sustained and unified tensions. The first is Adorno’s
paradoxical notion of the “speculative moment,” which holds that “what will not have its law
prescribed for it by given facts transcends them even in the closest contact with the objects, and
in repudiating a sacrosanct transcendence.” 8 The other I draw from Graham Harman’s objectoriented ontology, which claims that every object is unified through a playing out of tensions
between two realms: one withdrawn and unknowable, the other sensorial and present for
experience. I expand upon an aesthetic process Harman calls allure, which pits inaccessible
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objects against their accessible qualities while simultaneously creating new objects. When
applied to Screw’s sonic techniques, allure demonstrates how Houston hip hop culture was
shaped through the screwtape’s revelation of the inscrutable but ineluctable nature of
authenticity.
Chapter 3 discusses the place of Houston as experienced through the screwtape. Place has
become an increasingly popular topic among scholars across the humanities in recent years,
including those in hip hop studies and musicology. However, scholars typically use the term
either as a stand-in for some physical location in space, or interchangeably with the term space.
Despite diversities in methodology and scope, there seems to be consensus, either explicit or
implicit, that place is fundamental to experience.
This chapter first surveys some of the most prevalent uses of place, space, and how they
are distinguished in experience. I suggest that experience of place—and thus our understanding
of it—is undergirded by a deeper background web of constraining forces outside of one’s
control. This background frames the social and cultural experience of place, but is not
determinative. I then advance a phenomenological theory of place and Houston hip hop through
applying Edward Casey’s notion of gathering to musical and historical analyses. Gathering
entails holding together seemingly incommensurate entities that inflect our experience of place
(even as they may not be present for us or are largely obscured from our view) within a unified,
ordered arrangement. Through analyses of freestyles, pre-recorded tracks, and Screw’s four
techniques, I reveal various ways in which the experience of Houston obtains through the
gathering power of the screwtape, and how lyrics and sound together instantiate a
phenomenological experience of place that cannot be explained through surface-level content
analysis.

8

Chapter 1. Screwtape Manipulations: Rethinking Sound, Identity, and
Sublimity
Hip hop in the United States has always been preoccupied with the practice of “representing.” To
represent often has to do with marking location, from geographic regions, states, and cities to
specific neighborhoods, streets, and even addresses.9 One of the earliest examples of this
preoccupation comes not from hip hop music but from graffiti (one of the original “four
elements” of hip hop along with rapping, deejaying, and breakdancing). Early graffiti tags often
included an artist’s name or pseudonym and the street on which they lived or that they
represented—JULIO 204 was one of the earliest New York City taggers from 204th street in
Inwood, Manhattan. Tagging was an especially effective medium of representation when applied
to subway cars and billboards since both could reach a greater number of viewers, many of
whom were outside the borders of the communities of those represented streets.
When interpreting hip hop’s modes of representation, scholars mostly employ the
methodology of content analysis, which looks at how hip hop cultures construct and mediate
their identities by indexing locations and cultural artifacts through lyrics, videos, album art, and
other multimedia. Charis Kubrin examines the “complex, reflexive relationship between the
street code, rap music, and social identity” through a “content analysis of 403 songs on rap
albums from 1992 to 2000.”10 Matt Miller has sought to “subject [a] song’s lyrics to close

We will explore the issue of hip hop and place in much greater detail in Chapter 3. For further reading on hip hop
and representations of place see Murray Forman, The ‘Hood Comes First: Race, Space, and Place in Rap and Hip
Hop (Middletown, Connecticut: Wesleyan University Press, 2002); Matt Miller, “Rap's Dirty South: From
Subculture to Pop Culture,” Journal of Popular Music Studies 16 (2004): 175–212; Murray Forman, “Visualizing
Place, Representing Age in Hip-Hop: Converging Themes in Scarface’s ‘My Block,’” Continuum 28, no. 3 (2014):
300-313; Lidia Kniaź, “My City, My ‘Hood, My Street: Ghetto Spaces in American Hip-Hop Music,” New Horizons
in English Studies 2 (2017): 114-26.
10 Charis Kubrin, “Gangstas, Thugs, and Hustlas: Identity and the Code of the Street in Rap Music,” Social
Problems 52, no. 3 (August 2005): 360-61; Kubrin, “Gangstas, Thugs, and Hustlas,” 360.
9
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analysis in order to better understand the representation of the South.”11 In describing her
methodology, Tricia Rose, author of Black Noise, a seminal work in shaping our understanding
of the central role hip hop music plays in the cultural processes of black youth culture, writes “I
have listened attentively to a large majority of rap albums available, transcribed [the lyrics of]
over five dozen songs, taped and viewed hundreds of rap music videos, [and] researched rap
samples.”12 Despite its merits, content analysis mostly ignores or marginalizes a central element
of hip hop’s mode of representation: its sound. While videos and lyrics are of course key
motivators of representation in hip hop, they are always marshalled in support of the underlying
sonic landscape. Sound, although notoriously difficult to pin down to a single semantic value,
must be heard as the foundation that grounds hip hop representation, and content analysis
consistently mutes the role of sound and overlooks its cultural stakes.13
Representation became a central concern of the Houston hip hop scene toward the end of
the twentieth century. In an interview, rapper Paul Wall emphasized the role of DJ Screw in
affirming Houston’s hip hop identity in the 1990s: “You didn’t see Texas music on TV, you
would rarely hear it on the radio; so if we wanted to listen to Texas music, we had to listen to

Miller, “Rap's Dirty South,” 176.
Rose, Black Noise: Rap Music and Black Culture in Contemporary America (Hanover, New Hampshire:
University Press of New England, 1994), xiv. Rose’s interest in samples’is in the politics of sampling, the
controversy surrounding a sample’s intellectual property, and the technological innovation black teens learn through
the sampling process. The sound of those samples is rarely discussed.
13 Examples of content analysis can be found throughout the hip hop literature. What follows is not an exhaustive
list: Jeff Chang, Can't Stop, Won't Stop: A History of the Hip-Hop Generation (New York: St. Martin's Press, 2005);
Andrea Clay, “I Used to Be Scared of the Dick: Queer Women of Color and Hip Hop Masculinity,” in Murray
Forman and Mark Anthony Neal, eds., That’s the Joint!: The Hip Hop Studies Reader, 2nd ed. (New York:
Routledge, 2012); Greg Dimitriadis, Performing Identity/Performing Culture: Hip Hop as Text, Pedagogy, and
Lived Practice (New York: Peter Lang, 2009); Maco L. Faniel, Hip Hop in Houston: The Origin and the Legacy
(Charleston, South Carolina: The History Press, 2013); Forman, “Visualizing Place, Representing Age in Hip Hop;”
Cheryl Lynette Keyes, Rap Music and Street Consciousness (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 2004); Monica R.
Miller, Anthony B. Pinn, Bernard 'Bun B' Freeman, eds., Religion in Hip Hop: Mapping the New Terrain in the U.S
(London: Bloomsbury Academic, 2015); Tricia Rose, Black Noise: Rap Music and Black Culture in Contemporary
America (Hanover, New Hampshire: University Press of New England, 1994); Langston Collin Wilkins,
“Screwston, TX: The Impact of Space, Place, and Cultural Identity on Music Making in Houston’s Hip Hop Scene”
(PhD diss., Indiana University, 2016).
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screwtapes.”14 The irony of Paul Wall’s statement is that music from Texas was not nearly as
abundant on screwtapes as music by those same artists he would have seen on TV and heard on
the radio—artists not from Texas. Nevertheless, despite the preponderance of non-Texas (and
thus non-Houston) music, the screwtape as a whole—not just those moments that feature
Houston artists—is considered by Paul Wall and other Houstonians to be representative of
Houston hip hop culture.
Content analysis is not equipped to explain such a phenomenon, since the contents of
most screwtape tracks represent non-Houston cities. Moreover, Houston hip hop was enmeshed
in an identity crisis that had grown out of feeling marginalized, overlooked, and disrespected by
the wider hip hop community on the one hand (even as Houston artists had for years emulated
popular hip hop to garner recognition and acceptance), and feeling connected to, inspired by, and
part of that seemingly hostile culture on the other. Any content analysis of non-Houston
screwtape tracks could only demonstrate the latter, contributing little in the way of understanding
local identity in relation to and in tension with its national “parent” genre. To achieve such an
understanding in the case of Houston we must dig into the fertile ground of the sound of the
screwtape, and recognize that its representational pungency has little to do with the origins of the
tracks, and everything to do with how Screw sonically deploys them.
I will account for this here through a critique and expansion of Adam Krims’s concept of
the hip hop sublime, which describes how a particular hip hop genre organizes sound in a way
that reflects the urban decay in the inner city ghettos of the 1990s. While Krims’s insights are
foundational to any serious study of hip hop, the hip hop sublime as he construes it cannot fully

University of Houston Libraries, “A Screwed Up History: Legacy of DJ Screw,” YouTube, posted June 20, 2012,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I8h8cNVby8c&t=2083s. (This video is of a panel discussion from “Awready!:
Houston Hip Hop Conference,” held at University of Houston, March 27-28, 2012.)
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account for the cultural force of the screwtape in Houston. One of the reasons for its limitations
is Krims’s implementation of the word “sublime,” the potent philosophical and aesthetic
underpinnings of which Krims often either misinterprets or ignores. Those underpinnings
originated in the work of philosopher Edmund Burke, and were forged most concretely in
Immanuel Kant’s Critique of Judgement; I will have much to say about both. I maintain,
however, that Krims’s lens is pointing in the right direction. I will narrow its focus by
demonstrating that a keener understanding of the philosophical sublime will better frame how the
musical poetics of the screwtape inform a local hip hop identity, and that Houston’s ambivalence
toward popular hip hop taste encodes the screwtape with a special kind of sublime expression.

Houston and the Sound of Screw’s Techniques
Despite being the fourth-most populated city in the country and having diverse and robust
cultural practices, Houstonians felt overlooked and marginalized by the wider state of 1990s hip
hop. There were similar sentiments of frustration among rappers all over the southern United
States, and these feelings bubbled over as a paradigm-shifting moment in Southern hip hop
unfolded at the 1995 Source Awards in New York City. Andre 3000 and Big Boi, the duo that
make up Atlanta-based hip hop group OutKast, took the stage to accept their award for Best New
Artist amidst boos and jeers from fellow rappers in the audience. During the height of the East
Coast-West Coast hip hop wars, the rappers in the audience—mostly from the east and west
coasts—could apparently only agree that this award being given to a Southern artist was a
cultural and aesthetic injustice. Andre 3000, articulating the simmering frustration within
Southern hip hop, then says into the microphone: “I’m tired of … close-minded folks. It’s like,
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we [made] a demo tape and didn’t nobody wanna hear it. But it’s like this, though: the South got
somethin’ to say!”15
As this phrase galvanized rappers and hip hop fans in southern states and transmuted their
feelings of widespread underappreciation and irrelevance into a new sense of collective
solidarity, commercial record labels began harvesting the hip hop styles emerging in Atlanta,
New Orleans, and Memphis for a growing national appetite. And yet, as appetites and products
expanded, Houston’s hip hop scene remained comparatively untapped. This problematizes a
popular view of Southern hip hop as a singular regional aesthetic with a shared history or
identity, since Houston rappers and producers remained much-maligned while other Southern
subgenres were being culturally and sonically embedded in the national consciousness. It seemed
that audiences and record labels looking specifically for sounds from the South didn’t care to
look toward Houston.
Houston has a rich history of independent hip hop artists and record labels. This
independence was not—or rather, not always—an idealistic response to the corporate greed or
interfering ideas of major record labels, but rather was a pragmatic response to major labels’ (and
their audiences’) lack of interest in music from Houston. Rappers in Houston felt particularly
disrespected and overlooked by the East Coast. The Geto Boys, one of the few nationally
recognizable hip hop acts from Houston thanks in large part to “My Mind Was Playing Tricks on
Me” (1991), were booed during a 1990 tour in New York; Chad Butler (Pimp C) and Bernard
Freeman (Bun B) of UGK, a duo originally from Port Arthur, Texas but who spent the majority
of their adult lives in Houston, were perplexed by the hostility with which their own music was
met by hip hop fans in New York, especially since they considered themselves connoisseurs of

Max, “Outkast winning Best New Rap Group at the Source Awards 1995,” YouTube, posted October 12, 2014,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vwLG7aSYM3w.
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hip hop originating anywhere: “[Pimp C and Bun B] were mostly offended because they had
always supported music from all over the country, but felt that their music didn’t get the same
respect from the East Coast.”16 Pimp C was particularly outspoken about the pain of being
neglected by the very hip hop community to which he believed himself to belong: “They [New
York hip hop culture] shitted on us for so long … After a person rejects you for so long and
keeps telling you [that] you’re not [‘real’ hip hop], eventually you’re gonna decide that they’re
right. [And now] we don’t want to be a part of your movement.” 17
The screwtape serves as an instructive example of the city’s confrontation with and
ambivalent stance toward popular hip hop. But if the content of a hip hop track derives from a
non-Houston city, as it often does on a screwtape, how can that same track reasonably be said to
represent Houston? Since content analysis provides unsuitable (if any) answers to this question,
we must examine the screwtape’s poetics through a different methodological lens.
Screwtapes consist of two types of tracks. Some tracks derive from extended freestyle
sessions in which local Houston rappers take turns improvising rhymes over instrumental hip
hop tracks. More frequently, Screw manipulates pre-recorded popular hip hop tracks by artists
representing non-Houston cities through screwing, chopping, backspinning, and/or layering on
top of other instrumental tracks. It is by way of these sonic deformations that Screw reconstitutes
non-Houston tracks to represent Houston. I will give an overview of these techniques below, and
have provided links to musical examples in footnotes (URLs are also provided in the List of
Figures and Examples).
The slow tempo of a screwtape is its most recognizable and omnipresent characteristic.
Through substantially decreasing a track’s original speed, a screwed track’s length is extended
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and its pitches are much lower, creating timbres that are increasingly muddied and distorted.
Every screwtape has this tempo manipulation, which is perhaps why the technique is
eponymously referred to as screwing.
Chopping is achieved by switching between two records—call them R-A and R-B—
spinning the same track—call it T-X—at the same speed, but with R-B set to always be one beat
ahead of R-A. With only R-A sounding, Screw would quickly fade over to R-B for one beat, then
fade back to R-A for the next beat, and continue in this way; thus we hear the content of some
beats twice—the first time on the switch to R-B, one beat ahead of R-A, the second time on the
return to R-A—while the content of other beats is actually omitted (see Figure 1.1).
Figure 1.2 is a schematic of the chopping technique applied, hypothetically, to the
nursery rhyme “Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star.” The row marked “Original song” charts the
course of “Twinkle, Twinkle” as if it were on R-A, spinning without ever fading to R-B; the row
marked “Chopped song” shows the text as if it were being chopped, fading between R-A and RB every beat; the dark lines connecting text in both rows demonstrate which of the two records
would be heard during a given beat of the song. When looking at the text in both its original and
chopped forms we can see and hear how chopping—even when hypothetically applied to
“Twinkle, Twinkle”—can simultaneously disrupt rhythmic flow, obfuscate lyrical content, and
undermine conventional expectations of harmony and rhyme scheme (see Figure 1.3).
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Figure 1.1. DJ Screw’s turntable setup and chopping technique.
Turntable 1

Turntable 2

Record B (R-B)
playing T-X one beat
ahead of R-A

Record A (R-A)
playing
Track X (T-X)

The fader
position
determines
which turntable
is audible

T-X is heard on R-A
(Turntable 1)

Fader toggled to R-B (turntable 2);
this audibly skips T-X ahead one
beat from what would have been
heard had the fader stayed with RA.

Fader toggled back to R-A (turntable
1). The beat articulated on R-B in
Figure 1.3 is now heard repeated on
R-A. Thus the content of R-A’s
skipped beat from Fig. 3 is never
heard.
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Figure 1.2. DJ Screw’s chopping technique applied to “Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star.”

Red words/syllables: indicate text of the original song that is deleted by chopping technique.
Blue words/syllables: indicate text heard one beat ahead of where it would be heard in the
original track.
• Blue text replaces the red text above it.
* Lines connect the text/record which would be heard through toggling the fader.
Felt time (in
beats)
Original
song (R-A)

(0)

2

3

4

5

6
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(Silence) Twin-
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li-

-ttle

star

Chopped
song (R-B)
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-ttle

star

(rest)

Felt time (in
beats)
Original
song (R-A)

8

1

2

3

5

6

(rest)

how

Chopped
song (R-B)

how

1

I
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4

7
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-der

what
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are

(rest)

Figure 1.3. “Twinkle, Twinkle” original and chopped text.
•

Red syllables in the original text are deleted in chopped text; blue syllables are “chopped”
syllables that are immediately duplicated (in black text).

“Twinkle, Twinkle” original text

“Twinkle, Twinkle” chopped text

(1) Twinkle, twinkle, little star,
(2) How I wonder what you are

(1) (Twin-) Twin-, twin- twin-, li- li- star star,
(2) How How won- won- what what are are.

Turning away now from the hypothetical, Figure 1.4 is a transcription of the chorus to
Mr. Mike’s “Where Ya Love At” in both its original form and screwtape form. 18 The distortion
of the two refrains through the chopping process is especially noteworthy: the original Refrain
1—a sung phrase with longer durations that balances the faster, spoken phrase of Refrain 2—is,
by way of chopping, rhythmically accelerated to the level of consistent quarter notes in the
screwtape version. Thus the two refrains in the screwtape version are rhythmically more closely

Mr. Mike, Wicked Wayz, Suave House, 1996; DJ Screw, Blowin Big Behind Tint, 1996, cassette tape [unreleased]
(released as Diary of the Originator: Chapter 26, Screwed Up Records and Tapes, 2012, CD).
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aligned with each other, which, along with the shared percussive accents on all four beats that
chopping necessarily entails, renders the rhythmic texture more stilted, and the text mostly
incoherent (original version is Example 1.1; screwtape version is Example 1.2). 19
Figure 1.4. Composite of original and screwtape versions of Mr. Mike, “Where Ya Love At?”
Red boxes show contents in the original that are deleted in screwtape version. Blue boxes show what
replaces the deleted content.

Backspinning is a technique that goes back to the formation of hip hop itself, when
deejays would use two records playing the same track to isolate and repeat instrumental patterns
in order to build and sustain energy at dance parties. Screw uses backspinning less
conventionally, reserving the technique to highlight particular sections of a track he found worth
emphasizing. This less-formulaic approach to backspinning has a way of showing adoration for
specific moments or phrases without verbally commenting on them. Moreover, backspinning
extends the musical and rhetorical sense of tension that naturally pushes towards a release in a
subsequent phrase or section; this intuitively expected release is stymied with each backspin,

Matthew Carter, “Example 1.1 - Carter - All Day in the Trey-Fold,” YouTube, posted April 29, 2020,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E_m4d8u2Lm8; Matthew Carter, “Example 1.2 - Carter - All Day in the TreyFold,” YouTube, posted April 29, 2020, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LaiZ9gXYA5o.
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thus extending the overall tension of the passage. In other words, backspinning widens the
temporal space of a hip hop track by tugging at smaller phrasal expectations.
Screw usually backspins phrases of two, four, or eight measures; in each case there is an
expected arrival of a new, repeated, or consequent phrase that is undermined. At the level of
sound this can play out as a deferral of phrasal resolution and an expansion of overall form
through stretching sectional hypermeter—both of which create a palpable asymmetry in the
track. Figure 1.5 represents backspinning as heard in the opening of “Where Ya Love At?” (the
same track excerpted in Figure 1.4). Adam Krims contends that an aural understanding of hip
hop can “only come from listening to relevant excerpts, since it involves the deployment of
musical strategies beyond the reach of standard music-theory language.”20 The same can be said
for an aural understanding of the sonic effects of backspinning. Since the transcription in Figure
1.5 ostensibly shows little more than a rendering of the original track with added repeat signs, the
reader is encouraged to listen to the excerpts of both the original recording (Example 1.3) and the
screwtape version (Example 1.4) to get a deeper sense of its impact.21
Notice how the backspinning of mm. 1-4 forestalls the completion of the line “know I’m
sayin?” since the final syllable of the word “sayin” falls on the downbeat of m. 5. But just as
“sayin” is finally admitted into the texture at m. 5 after the third iteration of mm. 1-4, we are
thrown into a momentary timewarp as one record is again backspun to m. 1 while the second
record continues. The sound of the backspun record is cut right after the downbeat of m. 3
(written as “m. 3.1”), which is just enough time not only for a fourth “Straight G,” but also for

Adam Krims, “The Hip-Hop Sublime as a Form of Commodification,” in Music and Marx: Ideas, Practice,
Politics, ed. Regula Burckhardt Qureshi (New York: Routledge, 2002), 68.
21 Matthew Carter, “Example 1.3 - Carter - All Day in the Trey-Fold,” YouTube, posted April 29, 2020,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qwaGoaisPF0; Matthew Carter, “Example 1.4 - Carter - All Day in the TreyFold,” YouTube, posted April 29, 2020, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ubnW0O_TIqA.
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the synthesizer gesture beginning at the end of m. 2 to rub against the higher arching synth line
in mm. 6-7. The synth lines momentarily collide on a G/A-flat dyad at m. 3.1/7.1 before Screw
cuts the record playing mm. 1-4, thus making room for the new line “got me loked on the West
Coast” before backspinning mm. 5-8 once without any further interference from mm. 1-4. This
track constitutes the opening of the screwtape Blowin Big Behind Tint, and the immediate effect
is one of delayed resolution, melodic dissonance (that is not present in the original), and
asymmetrical hyper-meter (mm. 1-4 are heard three-and-a-half times against the twice heard
mm. 5-8). In other words, the concretized expectations of the form and content of hip hop are
being challenged (or at the very least disrupted) by Screw’s recalcitrant technique.

Figure 1.5. DJ Screw’s backspinning technique.
Introduction, mm. 1-8, of Mr. Mike, “Where Ya Love At?”; the original version has no repeats; Screw’s
version is annotated with ‘SV’

The instrumental backing of a hip hop track is often already pieced together by a
combination of sounds and samples. Indeed, the origin of hip hop is the practice of deejays
isolating and repeating a section of one record—usually from the funk, R&B, and disco genres—
20

and combining that repeated segment with a different, often disparate sounding, second record.
With the advancements of technologies like drum machines, synthesizers, and software that can
isolate, store, and endlessly combine sounds taken—or “sampled”—from external sound sources,
the hip hop producer’s modus operandi became increasingly sample driven. On his tapes, Screw
would often layer the entire instrumental beat of one track on top of the beat and voice of a
different track. This confluence of disparate timbres, harmonies, rhythms, pitches, and moods
can have a dramatic sonic effect. Most deejays use some form of layering by mixing the end of
one track with the beginning of the next track in order to make a smooth transition between the
two, and to avoid dead air between tracks. But whereas most deejays will cut the former track by
the time the first verse or refrain of the new track is heard, Screw extends his layering technique
well into the second track, and occasionally keeps both tracks layered for many minutes at a
time, enveloping the listener in a disorienting sonic atmosphere.
On Choppin Game Wit Toe Screw layers the instrumental beat of Scarface’s “Mary Jane”
with the entire track of 2Pac’s “No More Pain.” 22 The warm, jaunty, almost playful synthesizer
gestures and targeted harmonic motion in “Mary Jane” (Example 1.5) is in stark contrast to the
glassy, repetitive melodic line and static harmony of the piano in “No More Pain” (Example
1.6).23 Moreover, the comingling of the accents on the and-of-two, beat four, and the subsequent
beat two in “Mary Jane” with the piano’s march-like accents on beats three and one in “No More
Pain” creates a heightened rhythmic tension; and the pitting of the F Phrygian mode against F
natural minor creates a crunchy dissonance at the level of pitch—especially in mms. 4 and 8

DJ Screw, Choppin Game Wit Toe, 1997, cassette tape [unreleased] (released as Diary of the Originator: Chapter
4, Screwed Up Records and Tapes, 2010, CD); Scarface, “Mary Jane,” on The Untouchable, Rap-A-Lot, 1997;
2Pac, “No More Pain,” on All Eyez on Me, Death Row, 1996.
23 Matthew Carter, “Example 1.5 - Carter - All Day in the Trey-Fold,” YouTube, posted November 28, 2017,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AWAcr_2ZYqs; Matthew Carter, “Example 1.6 - Carter - All Day in the TreyFold,” YouTube, posted November 28, 2017, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E4fLoi8bHvo.
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when the “No More Pain” piano hangs on a high C-flat against the C-naturals in “Mary Jane.” As
Screw melds the two tracks together, the sonic pile of incommensurate melodic, harmonic, and
rhythmic layers forges a track that feels distinct from either of the originals (listen to Example
1.7).24 For Screw, then, the layering technique is transformative, rather than transitional. Screw
is not moving from one track to the next, but deforming and dissolving both tracks into a new
sonic texture that has an identity all its own (see Figure 1.6). Screw’s four techniques constitute a
general “poetics” of the screwtape, a poetics that undergirds 1990s Houston hip hop culture as a
whole.
Figure 1.6. DJ Screw’s layering technique.
Screw layers 2Pac, “No More Pain” and Scarface, “Mary Jane,” on DJ Screw’s screwtape Choppin Game
Wit Toe.

Matthew Carter, “Example 1.7 - Carter - All Day in the Trey-Fold,” YouTube, posted November 28, 2017,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LBBj8qvu2fc.
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The Sublime(s)
Adam Krims offers the most elucidating work on hip hop sound’s intersection with
representation, identity formation, and larger shifts in political, economic, and social landscapes,
contending that “the sonic organization of rap music … is directly and profoundly implicated in
rap’s cultural workings … especially in the formation of identities.”25 Krims attempts to traverse
a notoriously slippery bridge between the “music itself” and its “socializing effects,” holding that
music analysis can deepen our understanding of hip hop’s socio-cultural world.26 Moreover,
Krims realizes that the hip hop sounds of the 90s are symbolic representations of “late-capitalist
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ghetto geography,”27 and he is prescient in hearing some sounds as articulating not just a singular
hip hop culture, but rather particular cultures in specific geographic regions. 28
The neologism “hip hop sublime” remains Krims’s most enduring legacy. 29 While this
concept has been referenced and implemented in hip hop studies, and deservedly so, few (if any)
scholars have seriously engaged with the underlying structure of sublimity, nor critically
examined the hip hop sublime’s blind spots. The screwtape and Houston offer us a new way of
evaluating and expanding Krims’s insights.
The hip hop sublime is a “musical strategy” that represents the “hardcore,” impoverished,
dangerous yet alluring reality of the late-capitalist urban ghetto, a musical encoding of the “fears
and pleasures of the Black, inner-city ghetto that both fascinated and horrified rap fans and our
popular culture generally.”30 Moreover, Krims often implies that the hip hop sublime is always
sublime regardless of how one experiences it. He reifies the hip hop sublime by making it an
object that is identifiable as a dense combination of incommensurate layers of sampled sounds,
rather than a process or experience of a particular feeling or range of feelings. The sound of the
hip hop sublime therefore remains relatively static, and only the circumstances of its deployment
change. As cultural representations of the inner city began presenting it as a viable location for
cheap cultural renewal, hip hop genres that had formerly employed the ghetto realism of the hip
hop sublime shifted their musical poetics—“arguably in a gesture toward greater audience
appeal”— towards more eclectic and consonant sounds that likewise mystified the inner-city
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devastation and spatial segregation that took place as urban areas were “forcibly reconquered”
and gentrified.31 Krims suggests that this late-1990s and early-2000s trend to represent the inner
city as a “contained and reconquered urban landscape” saw hip hop’s “corresponding playing
down of the impacted ghetto” through its “sidelining of the hip hop sublime.”32
But why the sublime? The usage of a term with such a robust philosophical and
historiographic legacy, and which carries so much intellectual baggage, is not a matter of
semantics nor is it inconsequential. Krims’s use comes from his reading of postmodern theorists
like Jean-François Lyotard, according to whom the postmodern sublime is achieved through art
that in some way represents the unrepresentable; and indeed, the hip hop sublime “partakes of
the dynamics required for at least postmodern versions of the sublime (i.e., unrepresentability,
giving rise both to pleasure and to fear).”33
Although Lyotard sees modernism and postmodernism as inextricably connected, he
makes an important distinction between modern art and postmodern art. 34 “Modern aesthetics,”
he writes, “is an aesthetic of the sublime … [that] allows the unpresentable to be put forward
only as missing contents; but the form, because of its recognizable consistency, continues to
offer … matter for solace and pleasure.”35 Painting can achieve this modern aesthetic by
avoiding “figuration or representation” and by “making an allusion to the unpresentable by
means of visible presentations.”36 The postmodern intensifies the modern by putting forward
“the unpresentable in presentation itself;” it is “that which denies itself the solace of good forms,
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the consensus of a taste which would make it possible to share collectively the nostalgia for the
unattainable; that which searches for new presentations, not in order to enjoy them but in order to
impart a stronger sense of the unpresentable.” 37
What is the hip hop sublime if not a means of putting forward a missing content
(incommensurable pitch and timbre combinations and deleted syllables from chopping) in a
recognizable, consistent form (a roughly three-and-a-half-minute track with a duple meter,
verse/chorus structure, and a rapper more or less fulfilling reasonable expectations of rhyme
scheme) that offers solace and pleasure (hip hop being at the apex of popularity)? In this way,
Krims’s hip hop sublime, with its incongruous content presented through recognizable (and
pleasing) form, fits more neatly within Lyotard’s concept of the modern than the postmodern.
At any rate, what is it that Krims claims is unrepresentable, and how does the hip hop
sublime represent it? Krims twists himself into a double bind by arguing that the musical poetics
of the hip hop sublime represent the unrepresentability of inner-city ghetto life, while arguing
elsewhere that the hip hop sublime’s musical structure is such that it sonically represents the
“hardness” and “realness” of ghetto reality more starkly than any other sound of hip hop. It is
precisely this representation, Krims theorizes, that is pushed aside as popular cultural
representations shifted towards further obfuscating inner city devastation, implying that the hip
hop sublime was all-too representative of something very specific (i.e., something wholly not
unrepresentable). Moreover, Krims argues that the hip hop sublime “may be a means of
mystifying the social conditions of inner-city African Americans.”38 The hip hop sublime
becomes a commodity fetish by inflecting black poverty with new use value that mystifies the
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lack of value of its social reality. This seems to constitute the hip hop sublime as mystifying the
representable more than representing the unrepresentable.
Krims never mentions how deeply Lyotard’s sublime is indebted to Immanuel Kant’s, in
which “modern art … finds its impetus and the logic of [avant-garde art] finds its axioms.”39
Kant’s sublime, according to Lyotard, is an articulation of a special combination of pain and
pleasure that ultimately arises from objects and “Ideas” that “can be said to be unpresentable.”40
Perhaps Krims, finding the hip hop sublime to be a particularly postmodern phenomenon, didn’t
see the need to investigate its Kantian (i.e., decidedly non-postmodern) inheritance. Nonetheless,
Krims’s legwork affords us a unique opportunity to excavate deeper connections between hip
hop culture and sublimity.

Burke, Kant, and the Screw Sublime
In his 1757 treatise A Philosophical Enquiry into the Origin of Our Ideas of the Sublime and
Beautiful, Edmund Burke gives a physiological account of the sublime experience in which one
initially feels overwhelmed and terrified by objects in the natural world, and subsequently takes
pleasure in that experience by remaining at a safe distance from the threat.41 Kiene Brillenburg
Wurth summarizes the Burkean sublime: “I am faced with (a fictional or imagined scene of)
impending death, but when I realize that the danger is not or no longer ‘actual,’ tension is
released and I am given free rein to delight in the awareness of my own safety.”42 Thus the
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sublime entails first an object that elicits a feeling of terror in the subject, and the transition from
merely terrifying to ecstatically sublime only happens if the object of one’s terror (e.g., an
exploding volcano, an approaching tsunami) is recognized simultaneously as being at a safe
enough distance to ensure the subject’s safety. The experience of sublimity, then, is contingent
on a range of proximity between the subject and object. Standing near the mouth of an exploding
volcano is too dangerous, and looking at a photograph of the same exploding volcano on your
couch is too safe—there is a goldilocks zone within which terror gives way to pleasure. 43
Proximity is an essential variable in the constitution of the sublime, and I will have much to say
about proximity in hip hop culture and the screw sublime.
The Burkean sublime was not just the domain of the human/natural world; indeed, in the
climax of his treatise Burke positions rhetoric as a locus of sublimity beyond any other art
(especially painting), and potentially beyond the natural world.44 What is especially sublime
about rhetoric is its obscurity. Burke takes Milton’s Paradise Lost as the paragon of sublime
poetry, quoting a long excerpt in which Milton conjures up images of Satan standing like a
tower, somewhat misshapen and occluded. In engaging with Milton’s prose, “the mind [of the
reader] is hurried out of itself, by a crowd of great and confused images; which affect because
they are crowded and confused. For separate them, and you lose much of the greatness, and join
them, and you infallibly lose the clearness. The images raised by poetry are always of this
obscure kind.”45

Timothy Morton uses the term “Goldilocks zone” to refer to this space in the sublime. He borrows the term from
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This runs counter to the priority Burke gives to terror, as one would be hard-pressed to
make the case for words, no matter how sinister or powerful, being as physically terrifying or
dangerous as natural objects like storms or volcanos. According to Philip Shaw, Burke finds that
“whatever is obscure, our ideas about death or the nature of existence, for example, is terrifying
and therefore sublime precisely because it cannot be presented to the mind in the form of a clear
and distinct idea.”46 But the notion that whatever is obscure is necessarily terrifying is
unconvincing. If the obscurity of Milton can be sublime and not terrifying (or at least less
terrifying or life-threating than the natural world), then it follows that since whatever is obscure
is not necessarily terrifying, terror is not necessarily required for the sublime.
In the Critique of Judgement Kant moves Burke’s empirical and physiological account of
the sublime into the domain of his own transcendental idealism, reversing Burke’s ontology: it is
no longer the object that is sublime, but rather the recognition of our own transcendental faculty
of reason when faced with something overpowering to our senses.47 Moreover, Kant makes an
explicit distinction between the beautiful—having to do with form—and the sublime—having to
do with formlessness in nature (though he contradicts this on occasion by pointing to structures
like St. Peter’s Basilica and the Great Pyramids in Egypt as bestowing sublimity).
There are two modes of the Kantian sublime: the mathematical and the dynamical.
The mathematical sublime begins with our “judging the size of an object by calculating
(according to a numerical rule) how many times an object will fit into some unit of measure.” 48
The feeling of sublimity arises from the disruption of this process of subsuming the multiple into
the whole via a certain measurement; one’s capacity for measurement reaches a limit beyond
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which one cannot understand with any determinate concept, but the totality of which my
transcendental faculty of reason can conceive. Consider the concept of infinity: there is no object
that can adequately present infinity to one’s sense and imagination, yet one can still hold an idea
of the infinite. To put it another way, Phillip Shaw summarizes the mathematical sublime as the
experience of “the imagination” being “overwhelmed by spatial or temporal magnitude; the
experience is too great for the imagination to take it all in at once.” 49
The dynamical sublime forces us to reconcile our own power of reason, our own
autonomy, with the sheer force and power of an object. The object’s overbearing power
“‘outrages’ our will, because we know that, as sensibly conditioned beings, we are helpless
before it.”50 But instead of the mind grasping the idea of a totality through reason despite the
failing of sensible intuition (as in the mathematical sublime), the mind “realizes the rational idea
of freedom” when confronting overwhelming power from a safe distance in the dynamical
sublime.51 The process through which this manifests a pleasurable experience can be
summarized as follows: first, we recognize our being overpowered, our weakness when
confronted with the (natural) object; then, almost simultaneously, we recognize a greater power
than the object in our own power of reason; thus we feel the sensation that nature ultimately has
“no dominion over us,” because while the “boundless ocean may dwarf my imagination … my
ability to conceive of this deficiency points to the existence of a higher faculty, something
greater even than either nature or imagination.” 52 Though we tend to call objects sublime, really
they are just raising the “soul’s fortitude above its usual middle range,” demonstrating that we
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are indeed “a match for nature’s seeming omnipotence.” 53 In both mathematical and dynamical
modes of the Kantian sublime, “what is uncovered is the rational a priori ground of cognition, a
pure ‘idea’ of totality or freedom, which is not subject to the empirical, contingent conditions of
nature.”54
While everyone has the capacity to experience the sublime—because we all possess the
transcendental faculty of reason, which, when recognized, in turn reveals our freedom in the face
of domination—not everyone can experience the sublime. 55 According to Kant, “[i]t is a fact that
what is called sublime by us, having been prepared through culture, comes across as merely
repellent to a person who is uncultured and lacking in the development of moral ideas.” 56 It is the
cultivation of our own morality that makes it possible for us to intuit the might and power of a
volcano as sublime rather than as mere physiological terror and danger, because it is that
cultivation that has opened the door for our recognizing reason as the faculty over which nature
has no dominion. This “moral culture” is thus a necessary training ground for and precedes any
experience of the sublime, and is also the “context within which this happens: civilization as a
set of practices, institutions, traditions, and paradigms that are the means by which this training is
achieved.”57
It is on this point where Kant and I simultaneously align and diverge. That one is
prepared through a kind of cultural training is a point of agreement between us, and is a central
predisposition to what I will call the screw sublime (and to what I will call in Chapter 3 “placial
thrownness”). I am less convinced by (and indeed less interested in) the moral dimension of
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Kant’s aesthetics, and find myself sharing a concern for a potential pitfall noted by Douglas
Burnham:
The points Kant makes about moral culture and civilization could easily be taken as prime
examples of the pernicious habits many philosophers have of taking their own historical,
geographical, racial or sexual situation as the universal model. Similar worries have been raised
concerning the various examples and asides Kant provides … in the whole conception of the
relation between aesthetic judgement, morality, and politics. Kant clearly claims that the way he
(and his contemporaries) understands and experiences, for example, freedom and thus also the
sublime is uniquely correct and also should be the goal for all others.58

The presumption of a single, “uniquely correct” experience that trains one’s morality for the
sublime shares a similarly totalizing outlook with the assessment of authenticity in early hip hop:
to be considered properly hip hop—that is to be considered authentic, “real,” and/or “hard”—
certain “historical, geographical, racial, [and] sexual,” as well as economic and political,
conditions were prerequisites. Of course, the rigidity of this view softened as numerous
subgenres took shape across the country, and hip hop authenticity became a multivalent
construct. Recall, though, my anecdote that opened the introduction of this dissertation, in which
a track beloved in its original form was perceived as being disparaged when in screwtape form.
This exemplifies a commonly held view that, while different hip hop can and should be enjoyed
by anyone all over, the identity of certain tracks (and the artists they represent) should not be
disturbed, or else something of its original realness and authenticity is lost. Conversely, there are
numerous examples of Houstonians that listen to and enjoy certain artists only when they are
featured on screwtapes.
Even if we ignore the moral aspect of Kant’s analysis (and similar claims to authenticity
within hip hop) we are left with his concern for cultural disposition, which, along with the entire
notion of the sublime, boils down to a recognition of the tension between personal (or regional)
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autonomy and its necessary inextricable ties to the heteronomy involved in dependence on a
social (or national) context. The cultural training in the case of Houston is not a recognition of
the transcendental faculty of reason being indomitable by the might of something in the senses,
but rather a recognition and assertion of local cultural autonomy in tension with the heteronomy
of popular hip hop tastes, to which Houston taste was indebted. This tension, a mutation of the
Kantian sublime, is an essential quality of the screw sublime.
A second, closely related variable for the screw sublime that is no less mandatory for
Kant’s sublime is a range of physical and cultural proximity to a particular object (or objects); in
this case I am concerned with the physical, cultural, and sonic proximity between Houston and
popular national hip hop. Geographically, Houston is equidistant from both Los Angeles and
New York, tucked down into the self-described Third Coast of the United States that is neither a
flyover region nor a cultural destination. However, there are two other levels of proximity at play
here: at a cultural level, a listener must be a fan of (or at least have a broad exposure to) popular
hip hop of the time in order to hear Screw’s tapes as hip hop at all; but at a different level, one
would have to be from or intimately familiar with Houston’s place in hip hop for Screw’s
techniques to register as playing out that tension between local autonomy and the heteronomy of
national taste.
But the degree to which Screw obfuscates sound has a goldilocks range within which it
has to maneuver. If Screw did nothing to the tracks then a screwtape would amount to nothing
more than a playlist, and if he did too much, the resultant sound could conceivably be discerned
as not hip hop at all. It is the intersection of cultural and geographic proximities—that is, the
intersection of broader hip hop culture within Houston—with these sonic obfuscations that
coalesce into a Screw sublime. This sublime experience is not one-size-fits-all: the goldilocks
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zone here is shaped through a convergence of one’s cultural predisposition to popular hip hop
and geographic residence in Houston.
Note again that what is sublime for Kant is not an inherent quality within the object. “The
sight of [an overpowering object] becomes all the more attractive the more fearful it is, provided
we are in a safe place,” and what is sublime is the tension between “aesthetic estimates of
power” and our recognition that our faculty of reason cannot be dominated by that power—our
recognition of our own autonomy.59 It is the sound and the degree of familiarity (i.e., the cultural
distance) of an object—rather than the sight of an overpowering object—that is the locus of the
screw sublime. The “safe” distance here is a sonic distance forged out of Screw’s techniques—
not too close to its original form and not distorted to the point where its original form is
unrecognizable. The screwtape is indeed a recognition of local aesthetic autonomy, but a
recognition only achievable from a certain proximity and with the proper cultural training. It is
not sublime in the same way for everyone (many have asserted that the screwtape is hip hop,
albeit a bad version of it), because it is shaped through a convergence of one’s cultural
predisposition to popular hip hop and predisposition to Houston culture.
Remember that in Kant’s analysis of the mathematical sublime there is a frustration of
our faculty for understanding certain spatial and temporal parameters of particular phenomena.
With very few exceptions, hip hop tracks from the 1990s follow certain spatio-temporal norms:
an intro, oscillating verse and chorus (usually three times), outro formula; tracks last between
three to four minutes; phrases and rhyme schemes are usually two, four, or eight measures long.
Screw’s recalcitrant techniques subvert all of these conventions. More to the point, these sounds
do not fit into our determinate concepts of hip hop. The screwtape transgresses the most
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fundamental parameters of hip hop song structure: register, song length, rapping speed, and
phrase and rhyme scheme are all manipulated (or entirely erased) through chopping and
backspinning; stripping backing tracks of their “original character” by combining them with
other tracks through layering; and the continuous, seemingly never-ending (i.e., immeasurable)
obfuscation of what the sound of a track and its rapper is “supposed to be” by screwing.
This examination of the Burkean and Kantian sublimes prepares a revaluation and
critique of Krims’s hip hop sublime. Despite the cogency of his analyses, Krims overlooks issues
central to hip hop identity and sound. First, he conflates most black urban environments
represented in hip hop into a unified location of the ghetto, which “is generally the dangerous,
decaying place that arose in the wake of the deindustrialization and urban gentrification of the
1970s.”60 The forces of inner-city devastation that created this urban environment were so
intense that those ghettos remained a more or less enduring reality. However, “it does not
necessarily follow,” Krims writes, “that the ‘inner city’ or ‘ghetto’ image remains static
throughout time;” in fact, “images and ideas of ‘the urban’ in rap music and video … change
drastically over time, and those changes are inseparable from the development of rap music.” 61
In other words, the ghetto stays the same, while representations of it shift.
The notion of a singular, broadly construed ghetto seems to come out of the idea that
most predominately African American or Latin-X segments of any inner city in the US had (and
have) a shared experience of being without the tools or infrastructure to withstand the totalizing
forces of political and economic hegemony. Hip hop is one of the cultural strategies through
which residents of these places represent their reality in the 90s, and the poetic strategies of its
deployment and the audiences for those representations can differ drastically from one ghetto to
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another. Yet Krims’s contention that certain musical poetics of hip hop (and the hip hop sublime,
specifically) are better equipped to sonically represent the “realness” and reality of the ghetto,
and that shifts away from these musical strategies mark an abandonment of the ghetto, is without
due consideration of place-specific cultural realities and the cultural representations thereof. This
is all to say that the resonances of hip hop’s sonic representations have much to do with its
audience’s place, both spatio-socially and hierarchically. Audiences are spatially (dis)placed in
terms of their physical distance from the ghettos purported to be represented by the hip hop
sublime. In Houston’s case, the local audience and performers found themselves at the bottom of
hip hop’s hierarchy, evidenced by the disproportionately low visibility of their artists. Shifts in
approaches to sonic representations and the audiences consuming them were manifestations of
more than new methods of representations within the pernicious culture industry of late capitalist
society.
The black urban life Krims purports the hip hop sublime represents did not fully represent
black urban life in 90s Houston. For Houston hip hop fans, the reality of inner-city life
represented by Krims’s hip hop sublime was not their reality. Consider the spatial geography of
“the ghetto” itself: New York City ghettos are mostly organized within and around clusters of
low-income public housing developments (colloquially called “projects”) such as the Bronx
River Houses, which includes nine fourteen-story-high buildings and over 3,000 residents. 62
Houston ghettos are mostly organized around single-family free-standing homes within
neighborhoods that are more spread out and usually more dislocated from traditional sites of
commerce or culture. Moreover, Houston’s public transportation system was notoriously limited
in its reach, especially with respect to underserving poorer communities of color. The oft-
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repeated adage “you have to have a car to live here” was an incontrovertible truth, especially for
residents of those dislocated communities. As is often the case, necessity led to artistic
innovation and expression: custom-painted cars with gaudy wheels and rims and massive stereo
systems became the ideal (though hardly the required) medium through which screwtapes were
ingested. The distention of Houston ghettos, their less-concentrated space, and the necessity of a
car to navigate the sprawling city, are all facets of ghetto life alien to most residents of northeast
ghettos. The representational potency of Krims’s hip hop sublime is thus markedly duller for
Houston residents than for New York residents, just as the screwtape resonates differently (i.e.,
more sublimely) for Houstonians than for New Yorkers. (I will deal with the issue of place in
much greater detail in Chapter 3.)
When Houston rappers and producers sought to contribute their own voices and culture to
the wider hip hop community, their own versions and sonic representations of Black urban life
were mostly ignored. Pimp C, having been asked about the state of hip hop, unleashes a vitriolic
polemic against East Coast hip hop that clearly highlights the degree to which he feels his group
and the rest of Texas hip hop has been sidelined:
I don’t give a fuck about hip hop because I ain’t ever made none of that shit. We wasn’t real hip
hop from the beginning of time. They said we wasn’t real hip hop ‘cause we don’t have no trains
or no backpacks, and one leg of our pants ain’t rolled up to our knee and shit, know I’m talmbout
[“talking about”]? So, you know, after a mothafucka tell you something for so long and let you
know they don’t want you … after a while a nigga don’t wanna be down with you bitch-ass
niggas no more, know I’m sayin? So we got our own shit down here: A long time ago we had our
own music, when Street Military [a Houston hip hop group] was puttin it down, know I’m
talmbout? And when Willie D [of the Geto Boys] and them was comin down and talkin country
and letting they nuts hang—that’s when I grabbed onto something that was special, and I ain’t
never looked back [to national hip hop] … They wouldn’t have been [able to] sell all those
goddamn records they sold in the 80s if it wasn’t for the South and the Midwest. You
motherfuckin niggas didn’t sell all those records in New York. I know you didn’t. And you
niggas wouldn’t be [able to] take no tour if it wasn’t for the rest of the country. You know, niggas
tried to shit on us, man. [They said] ‘You need to go down South; you need to shut your mouth;
y’all ain’t real hip hop down there …’ Well guess what, we ain’t real hip hop down here, nigga.
Stay up there where you at, [with] your funny ass cars and your funny ass houses, nigga. We
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down here havin thangs, nigga. [The] cost of livin good down here in Texas. I’ve been driving
Cadillacs since I was fifteen years old, bitch. Keep your mind on your [own] shit. 63

Clearly Pimp C in no way felt he or his urban reality were being represented by the music that
employs the hip hop sublime. And yet screwtapes feature tracks that do employ the hip hop
sublime, as well as numerous tracks that do not. The screwtape works at a narrower local level
(while of course interrogating the “global” level), wherein the original tracks’ genre, message, or
hardness are still unfolding for the listener in the background, while Houston’s place and status
within the very system that sends those messages in the first place is foregrounded through the
sound of Screw’s techniques. We can thus expand and reformulate descriptions of the hip hop
sublime—
•

as a “sonic shorthand” that “constituted … musical ‘hardness’” and “encoded musically
the urban conditions of community devastation and danger;”

•

that “framed for the listener … the fears and pleasures of the black, inner-city ghetto that
both fascinated and horrified rap fans and our popular culture generally;”

•

that “served, in rap music culture, as a figure for the view of inner-city menace and
despair from the point of view of a trapped underclass”64

—to a screw sublime that accounts for the screwtape’s representation of Houston hip hop
culture:
•

that “encoded musically” the conditions of Houston’s cultural neglect within hip hop;
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•

that “framed for the listener the pains and pleasures” of being artistically indebted to and
inspired by popular hip hop on the one hand and overlooked and marginalized by it on
the other.

•

that served as a “figure for the view” of intra-cultural hierarchy from the point of view of
the trapped cultural underclass (i.e., Houston hip hop culture).

It is somewhat surprising, given both the stature of Krims within musicology and the
stature of the word sublime within the humanities, that scholars have yet to interrogate the degree
to which the hip hop sublime instantiates sublimity. Remember that Krims defines the hip hop
sublime by a narrow experience of certain sonic parameters, and claims that its “sublimity stems
from the musical layering’s defeating the conceptual boundaries and unifying descriptions in our
categories of pitch combination.”65 His argument seems to be that one’s inability “to locate a
normative or ‘principal’ pitch level against which the others can be heard as deviating” gives rise
to a sonic representation of the (unrepresentable?) decay in late-capitalist inner-cities.66 But this
formulation of sublimity endows that “dense combination of musical layers” with a degree of
autonomy that is belied by the variety of other sonic forms of ghetto representation, and by the
fact that the hip hop sublime was later used to “represent” in other ways.67
Krims does not entertain the possibility that the effect of the hip hop sublime—that is the
effect of its jarring incommensurability—might have a shelf-life quite apart from more general
mutations in cultural representations of urban life. The sound of hip hop had ascended to the
most popular music genre in the United States by the late-90s, and with increased exposure came
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increased familiarity, ubiquity, and sanguine attitudes towards sounds (and images) that were
formerly heard (and viewed) as threatening. After all, scandals of old morphing into the
commonplace of the present is a phenomenon with a long history in the arts and elsewhere:
Bernini, Monteverdi, Martha Graham, Cezanne, democracy, the curveball, and helio-centrism
have all more or less followed this path from transgressive to banal. Paul Crowther has noted an
analogous occurrence in the philosophy of the sublime:
It is likely that, during the originary epoch of the Gothic novel and sublime landscape, the artistic
audience was indeed ‘transported,’ that is, responded to the represented subject-matter in much
the same terms as they would respond to the experience of it in real life. Unfortunately, once the
treatment of a sublime subject-matter consolidated into a conventional genre, it became much
more difficult to respond in such terms.68

Hip hop had gone from a national boogey man to a money-making machine unrivaled in
the music industry. Of course Krims might argue that this ascendency was part and parcel of
shifts in the poetics of hip hop’s sound and cultural representations away from inner city
devastation in tandem with socio-economic mutations of late-capitalism, and their urban and
spatial effects. However, as I just suggested, the problem with correlating the dissolution of the
hip hop sublime with a dissolution of representations of ghetto realism in hip hop is that, in some
places, the jarring incommensurability of the hip hop sublime itself became sonically benign
more than something to be reined in and censored. And in other places the hip hop sublime was
never the sonic strategy of ghetto representation.
In the case of Houston’s K.B. and Lil’ Flea’s track “Dangerouz,” from their chillingly
titled 1997 album A Frightening Portrait of the World in a Violent Time, the semantic references
to a devastating and dangerous urban reality are as stark and unnerving as ever.69 Instead of the
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hip hop sublime, “Dangerouz” features a brooding minor mode progression, accompanied by
continuously suspended fourths and ninths in the synthesizer’s upper register. When listening, it
is hard to imagine an argument for this track’s being less sublime than the tracks Krims
discusses, since “Dangerouz” invites feelings of irreconcilability and simultaneous pleasure and
fear. What we have with this track—which is contemporaneous with the reality rap genre as
defined (by Krims) by the hip hop sublime—is the representation of a ghetto urban environment
through consonant, software- and synthesizer-generated sounds rather than through
incommensurate layers of sample-based sounds.
The inherent tension in Screw’s layering technique elucidates the screw sublime as
distinct from Krims’s concept perhaps better than any other feature of this music. An instructive
example can be heard when Screw combines “Comin Down,” an at-the-time recently released
track by Houston rapper and Screwed Up Click (SUC) member Mr. 3-2, with New York rapper
Nas’s smash hit, “If I Ruled the World (Imagine That)” (hear the original versions in Example
1.8 and Example 1.9, respectively).70 Example 1.10 picks up with the instrumental coda of
“Comin Down,” which lasts roughly fifty-two seconds (thirty seconds on the original
recording).71 Screw somehow extends the instrumental backing of “Comin Down”—perhaps
through continuous backspinning, perhaps by seamlessly replacing the texted record with its
instrumental counterpart—for four more minutes.

Matthew Carter, “Example 1.8 - Carter - All Day in the Trey-Fold,” YouTube, posted April 29, 2020,
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Mr. 3-2, “Comin Down,” on The Wicked Buddah Baby, Rap-A-Lot, 1996; Nas, “If I Ruled the World (Imagine
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At around 2:23 of Example 1.10 Screw unleashes a nearly minute-long flurry of
impressive scratching, first on the single syllable “I,” then on the refrain “If I ruled the world,”
all while the laid back “Comin Down” continues unperturbed. Screw undergirds one of the most
recognizable hip hop refrains in the country with the instrumental track of a local Houston
rapper; in this moment, the New York sound is in effect sonically subjugated to the autonomy of
this Houston deejay’s scratching, and subordinate to the unscathed Houston track that props it all
up.
One would fairly expect Screw to eventually release the antecedent phrase “If I ruled the
world …” into its consequent, “I’d free all my sons.” Instead, Screw completely abandons the
Nas track, reverting right back to the “Comin Down” instrumental—a striking moment of
undermined expectations. The “Comin Down” instrumental lingers by itself until around 3:28, at
which point Screw embeds the introduction to “If I Ruled the World”—a lyrical two-voice
melody sung by Lauryn Hill—into the instrumental of “Comin Down.” The lyrical introduction
of “If I Ruled” gives way to its hard-hitting, determined beat, and Nas’s relentlessly biting attack
in the track’s first verse; this is followed by an iteration of the chorus in its entirety, fulfilling the
denied expectation of the scratching section—all of this is still accompanied by (or is
accompanying?) the now nearly ten-minute-long beat of “Comin Down” (not all of which is
excerpted in Example 1.10).
In some sense we can hear this excerpt as fulfilling the sonic requirements for Krims’s
hip hop sublime: incommensurate layers of timbre, register, pitch, and instrumentation are on full
display. But unlike the layers in the hip hop sublime, which are short snippets of sound sampled
from a record of (often) unfamiliar origin that “pile up” to form a unified track, the layers here
are entire tracks pitted against one another. Thus whenever Screw layers tracks, whatever
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instances of Krimsian sublimity may be indwelling within either track are now piled on top of
one another in an even more expansive and layered sonic landscape. In this sense, then, the
difference between the screw sublime and the hip hop sublime is a matter of degree rather than
kind.
In another sense there is a difference in kind that is irrevocably connected to the
experience of the screwtape and local Houston hip hop identity. The two tracks simultaneously
represent an overarching hip hop culture and, more narrowly, disparate and opposing regional
cultures. By juxtaposing a little known Houston track left sonically pristine besides its screwed
tempo with a popular New York track that is subjected to Screw’s sonic manipulations, Screw
underscores Houston’s felt sense of being itself an “incommensurate layer” within hip hop. But,
as I have already suggested, Screw’s techniques also reveal an admiration for and indebtedness
to non-Houston styles as much as they signify Houston’s place outside of them. Screw doesn’t
just fade out the “Comin Down” instrumental and let the Nas track continue on its way; instead
he starts over the Nas track from the beginning (the lyrical melody), thus restoring (resolving?)
the intense timbral, pitch, stylistic, and place dissonance to its aesthetic influence.
The screw sublime is both an expansion, or “maximalization,” of the sonic prescriptions
of the hip hop sublime and a new mode of representation achieved through techniques of
interrogating non-Houston music by inscribing Houston ambivalences and aesthetic tensions into
sound—a sound that profoundly resonated (and continues to resonate) with local Houston
listeners. The screwtape is a misfit sound borne out of and representing a city being pushed to the
geographic, cultural, and aesthetic margins by the very artform to which it was indebted, and its
transformation and reconstitution of disparate hip hop is both an homage to and a distancing
from popular hip hop styles. The screw sublime asserts not (just) realness, hardness, or late-
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capitalist urban decay, but rather a certain tension entailed in Houston hip hop place-ness and
local identity.
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Chapter 2. Assessing Houston Hip Hop Authenticity: Paradoxes, Tensions,
and the Allure of the Screwtape
Authenticity has always been central to hip hop. Aesthetic judgements concerning what
authenticity is, where one finds it, and the rubrics with which it is assessed are often based on
non-aesthetic criteria—social, racial, economic, and the like—that vary among artists, fans, and
critics. Screwtapes are widely considered the authentic representation of Houston hip hop culture
that emerged in the 1990s, despite comprising tracks that mostly represent non-Houston cities.
That these tracks in their screwtape form somehow contributed to Houston identity challenges
conventional assessments of authenticity, how it manifests and is represented in hip hop, and
how cultures recognize and adjudicate it. This chapter attempts to account for that phenomenon
in two ways: through a critique of authenticity, and through an application of the philosophy of
object-oriented ontology (OOO, or “triple-O”) to the object of the screwtape.
Our route on this journey is not a straight line, but rather a somewhat circuitous one,
constantly spiraling inward towards our destination. Just as the clarity of a map depends on its
cartographer’s accuracy and attention to detail, my enterprise in the first half of this chapter
aspires to a kind of cartography of authenticity in the 1990s. It unfolds in three parts. First, I
explicate authenticity’s centrality to 90s popular music. Second, I give an overview of the most
prevalent typologies of assessing hip hop authenticity. Third, I demonstrate how what I will call
the authenticity paradox undergirded representations and evaluations of authenticity. Throughout
this discussion we will find the screwtape in constant tension with the paradigms of 90s
authenticity, through distortion, reconfiguration, and inversion.
The second half of this chapter explores the screwtape and authenticity through the lens
of Graham Harman’s theory of OOO in two ways. First, I provide a kind of social object history
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of the screwtape, focusing on its malleable—yet always indispensable—role within Houston hip
hop identity. Second, I suggest the screwtape’s authenticity can be more deeply understood
through an aesthetic process Harman calls allure, which pits inaccessible objects against their
accessible qualities while simultaneously creating new objects. The processes we hear in a
screwtape, producing and sustaining tension among disparate tracks, reveal the enigmatic but
foundational nature of authenticity. The screwtape shows that authenticity resists demonstration
but all the same cannot be discarded. Authenticity operates through withdrawal.
—I—
Why the 1990s?
By the early 90s, hip hop’s popularity was growing at an unparalleled pace. In June 1991,
N.W.A.’s Niggaz4life became the first hip hop album to take over the top spot on the Billboard
200. This was due in part to a significant change in Billboard’s chart-tracking metrics, but it was
also a harbinger of the decade ahead for a genre that, by the mid-90s, had become “the globe's
biggest-selling genre.”72 One reason for hip hop’s ascent in popularity was the increasing appeal
of its representations of authenticity. Although most popular music genres in the 90s trafficked in
some form of authenticity, the focus on the authentic seemed to obtain special significance in hip
hop. Artists that were considered sellouts or inauthentic were thought by many to exemplify how
hip hop had been “stolen from its community, repackaged by money-minded businesspeople
looking to create a wider appeal by erasing hip-hop's historic function, and sold back to the
streets through marketing ploys such as music videos and Top-40 charts.” 73 Conversely, rappers
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who could “keep it real”—a phrase synonymous with the idea of maintaining one’s
authenticity—were seen as resisting the “commodification of rap,” a structural tool that, Becky
Blanchard maintains, “allowed large paychecks and platinum records” to mystify the “historical,
social, and economic contexts” of hip hop’s origins.74 New heights of financial and popular
success were now achievable, and hip hop artists who aspired to them often sought to reconcile
wide appeal and marketability with an unassailable representation of authenticity. As we will
soon see, these two factors collided as authenticity itself was accruing more value as a
commodifiable product.75
My narrow frame of the 90s is not meant to suggest inherent differences in degree or kind
between authenticity in 90s hip hop and those of preceding or succeeding eras; after all, gangsta
rap—arguably the hip hop subgenre most concerned with the image of authenticity—emerged in
the 80s. Rather, this frame underscores marked shifts in the 90s popular music landscape that
reveal representations and assessments of authenticity to be more contested, variegated, and
vociferously defended than in previous decades.76
A significant feature of the 90s was an accelerating culture war in which hip hop was
front and center. There are a handful of moments that, based on their being publicly enmeshed
within this war, we could reasonably consider as marking a more or less discrete starting point
for 90s hip hop culture. One candidate—if we stretch our timeframe to include the “long” 90s—
would certainly be the 1988 release of N.W.A.’s Straight Outta Compton, featuring the
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controversial track “Fuck the Police,” a performance of which led to the group’s arrest at a 1989
concert in Detroit. Another is the Geto Boys’s 1990 self-titled Geto Boys album, the release of
which was halted by Geffen Records (which later terminated its distribution of the album
altogether) based on public concerns about the album’s obscene, violent, misogynistic, and racist
content.77 Later that year, the defense lawyer for two men accused of murder claimed that they
were under the spell of “Mind of a Lunatic,” a track from Geto Boys that is considered a
forerunner of the hip hop subgenre of “horrorcore.”78 Much of the controversy around the album
played out publicly thanks to the Tipper Gore-led Parents Music Resource Center (PMRC),
which crusaded to “censor and regulate” rap music through “fear mongering and casting
aspersions on music they didn’t understand;” “the controversy,” avers Brett Koshkin, “would
only prove to exacerbate [Geto Boys’s] infamy and, in turn, recruit legions of new listeners
curious about all the hubbub.”79
Similarly, the criminalization of sales of 2 Live Crew’s 1989 As Nasty as They Wanna Be
and the group’s subsequent exoneration in an October 1990 obscenity trial was a watershed in
both the visibility of hip hop nationally and discourse around the censorship of popular art.
Moreover, the controversy surrounding their trial seemed to boost sales of the group’s aptlytitled 1990 album, Banned in the U.S.A., as evidenced by a conspicuously wordy L.A. Times
headline: “Despite Chains’ Boycott, Campbell Album Sells: Rap: The Explicit ‘Banned in the
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U.S.A.’ is Doing Brisk Business. The More Restriction, Says an Executive, the More Interest is
Stimulated.”80
For hip hop’s defenders, censorship was seen as a bulwark against the authentic intention
of an artist’s expressivity. Resistance to censorship appealed to fans as a symbol of artistic
resilience, while representing financial viability to record companies. That the likes of 2 Live
Crew, Geto Boys, and N.W.A. stood behind their work despite the specters of arrest and
financial ruin was, for many contemporaneous and nascent fans, evidence of artistic authenticity
in the face of powerful hegemonic opposition. 81
We should note that there were instances of record executives supporting the release of
products that were sure to be condemned as obscene and potentially censored. In 1992, the thrash
metal band Body Count was set to release an album titled Cop Killer, which included a track by
the same name, on the Warner Bros. Records label. Warner executives debated whether they
should pull the album based on the likely backlash it would face. After the group decided to
change the album title to Body Count, controversy eventually raged over the track “Cop Killer,”
with calls for its removal coming from all over the socio-political spectrum. In a Wall Street
Journal op-ed titled “Why We Won’t Withdraw ‘Cop Killer,’” acting chief of Warner Gerald
Levin claimed that pulling the track would set “a destructive precedent,” and would “signal to all
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the artists and journalists inside and outside Time Warner that if they wish to be heard, then they
must tailor their minds and souls to fit the reigning orthodoxies.” 82 After Las Vegas Police
claimed “Cop Killer” was the motivation for an assault of two patrolmen, and with mounting
pressure from police departments, government officials, stockholders, and a deluge of physical
threats, Body Count frontman Ice-T—whose very presence in the group shifted the narrative
from a controversy about a thrash metal track to one about hip hop—would announce that the
band was pulling “Cop Killer” from the album. 83
Depending on one’s social and political perspective, hip hop was either a victim and an
artistic scapegoat, or a catalyst for violence, crime, and misogyny. Regardless of one’s view, the
increasing popularity and profitability of the genre was undeniable, and the perception of
authenticity was a tentpole to its appeal.
Those censorship cases and the resultant cultural backfire are instances of how consumers
of 90s popular culture looked askance at the ease with which those in power could interfere with
aesthetic tastes.84 While this form of control was playing out publicly, the music industry was
enacting less-public, though hardly less-consequential, machinations that, often indirectly,
triggered and justified fears of corporate-mandated homogenization of taste. Smaller independent
record labels were being consolidated into larger ones, which were in turn being swallowed up
by still larger megalabels. International corporations in particular went on a spending spree, and
between 1986 and 1995, every major US record label besides Warner (which merged with Time
to form Time-Warner in 1989) was foreign-owned; and while some notable independent labels
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were able to withstand (and even thrive within) this mass consolidation, the major corporations’
control over national promotion and distribution rendered indie labels mostly invisible to all but
small, devoted fan bases. By the end of the 90s, roughly 90 percent of the national music market
was controlled by five companies: Universal, Warner, Sony (who owned CBS and Columbia),
Bertelsmann (better known as BMG, which took over RCA and hundreds of other labels), and
EMI (which owned Capitol and Priority).85 These megalabels were also taking greater advantage
of music’s cross-media potential within a synergized culture industry, marketing songs on the
radio, on television shows, in commercials, and especially in movies, the effect of which was an
onslaught of similitude—one would hear the same song over and over, whether on an album, on
the radio, or on a screen. Indeed, “four of the five top-selling singles of the years 1991-95 were
movie tie-ins,” underscoring how “music was becoming part of a branded audiovisual package
rather than a product or an activity in its own right.” 86
Another windfall for the music industry was the compact disc (CD). Although albums
were first available on CD in the US in 1983, 1991 was the first year that CD sales eclipsed
cassette tape sales. The CD provided a financial boon for a recording industry that, while still
flourishing, was experiencing stagnant album sales, and its purported technological
advancements enabled record companies to justify reselling music previously released on
cassette and vinyl. Major labels could re-issue “prodigious back catalogues” of previouslyrecorded and previously-released music on CD, thus creating a whole new revenue stream at
little cost; as Colin Harrison notes, “[m]ining existing assets took precedence over cultivating
new talent, and the key developments lay in marketing and packaging.” 87
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Consumers eagerly welcomed the CD as an upgrade over cassettes, too, enthused by its
improvements in audio fidelity, its ease of use, and its sleeker, more portable dimensions.
Despite the CD’s physical compactness, the jewel case in which it was packaged provided more
space for liner notes, album art, graphics, printed lyrics, and other imagery. This expanded
surface area—in a way a return to the physical appeal of vinyl records with improved
functionality and fidelity—was an ideal canvas for growing corporate and consumer interests in
“design-intensive” products, which are marketed to a narrower segment of consumers by
highlighting cultural symbols, dialects, and histories on a more granular, local scale. 88 Artists
whose albums were design-intensive—one strategy of which was retaining the indie labels
names and images that were in fact merely symbols deployed by the major labels that had
purchased them—were read by target audiences as being more authentically aligned with their
cultural milieu and collective identity than those artists more transparently produced for mass
appeal. Moreover, in the 90s more than any time before or since, regional hip hop was marketed
on a national (and global) scale, and whatever facets were particular to a certain region (that is,
whatever was authentically of that region) were “design-intensified,” for wider consumption.
The CD would remain the preferred medium through which music was consumed
throughout the 90s—except, of course, for “screwheads” (the term of endearment used to
describe fans of DJ Screw). Although Screw eventually acquiesced to advice that he duplicate
screwtapes onto CDs, Screw’s and fans’ resistance to the change reveals a notion of authenticity
derived from a negation, or lack: the cassette tape lacked the fidelity of the CD, yet Screw and
screwheads found it more representative of their culture. Comprising nothing more than a title
scribbled or stamped on the front, screwtapes lacked any design-intensivity even compared to
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other cassette tape releases, let alone the ramped-up design-intensiveness of CDs. Screwtapes
had no record label backing them, and thus no marketing, advertising, or radio and television
exposure—this lack of corporate control militated against any concern of censorship or coercion.
All of these factors amount to a sacrifice of potential success in order to stay true to one’s
aesthetic, which seems a perfect fit within 90s hip hop authenticity. And yet, screwtapes were
felt to embody a Houston-specific authenticity, even though most of the music on screwtapes
was originally made outside of Houston. Moreover, although freestyles by local rappers were a
primary factor in the appeal of screwtapes (for many, the primary factor), it would be
disingenuous to suggest that the non-freestyle portions that constitute the majority of these tapes
were ancillary to their appeal or identity. Thus the screwtape’s authenticity must be located
outside of and in addition to the conventional criteria of authenticity that it, in other ways, might
fulfill.
Much 90s popular culture symbolism and discourse connote an aesthetic formalism
wherein the view that there is a positive correlation between an art’s lack of social influence and
its authenticity is rooted in the basic assumption that the work is expressing some essential
quality. Art critic Clement Greenberg found this essentialism in painting where “content is to be
dissolved so completely into form that the work of art or literature cannot be reduced in whole or
in part to anything not itself” and “subject matter or content becomes something to be avoided
like a plague.”89 Musicologists have long sought to analyze the “music itself” by bracketing it—
“it” usually being a written score, not actual sound—off from socio-historic factors, “a concept
derived from a positivist musicology that presumes art to exceed the social meanings that
inevitably contain it.”90
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Claims of musical essentialism in the West have their roots in Kant’s division between
the phenomenal realm—the world as it appears to us and as we experience it through the
senses—and the noumenal realm—the underlying structure of the phenomenal realm, but
“knowable” only through the transcendental faculty of reason, and entirely unknowable through
the senses. Kant’s work gave rise to the wave of Romanticism in the nineteenth century, and,
along with Schopenhauer, Herder, and Brendel, to the concept and practice of “absolute music.”
While I do not mean to draw a straight line from Kant, through Western bourgeois traditions of
aesthetic philosophy and classical music, to essentialism in 90s US popular music, I do mean to
collapse all essentialisms into a belief in a kind of subcutaneous, shadowy structure that
undergirds whatever is given to “mere” appearance and sensible intuition.
Many have interpreted historically Black music genres like hip hop as emphasizing non(or not solely-) discursive modes of expression that reveal its essential qualities. Appeals to
essentialism, especially in cases where history and historiography have viciously marginalized,
distorted, subjugated, and silenced creators, performers, and contexts, are understandable insofar
as they attempt to reveal that which has not been, and cannot be corrupted by those forces.
Commentaries on Black music often locate essentialism in musical techniques, including vocal
inflections, various modes of African retentions, rhythmic practices, and emancipatory responses
to white supremacy. In his exceptional book Lying Up a Nation, Ronald Radano suggests that
Black music is so alluring because it “expresses a quality of experience that seems momentarily
to exceed the merely discursive, even as that experience is quickly rendered within language
constructs. That is, there are qualities to black music and perhaps more generally to the modern
musical experience since the eighteenth century that draw us into uncharted realms beyond the
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limits of language.”91 Claims of hip hop essentialism tend to run along similar lines, while often
adding a vector of inner-city urban decay that many purport to inflect the voice of hip hop. They
may also read hip hop as demonstrating a musico-historical connection to “essentialist elements
[of] African-derived musical compositions,” including “elements of call-and-response,
importance of rhythm and percussion, attributes of African vocality, and so forth.” 92

Assessing 1990s Authenticity: Typologies, Problems with Typologies, and Stylistic
Proximity
Remember that authenticity in 90s popular music is contingent upon how it registers within
parameters set up by the network of authenticity gatekeepers—namely, audiences, critics, and
other forces outside of the musical product itself. As such, the scales upon which authenticity is
weighed, measured, packaged, and presented, shift depending on the criteria. Thus, authenticity
is claimed by some, and accepted or rejected by others. Having surveyed much (though hardly
all) of the academic and popular discourse on authenticity in popular culture, I will detail here
the most common typologies of representing and interpreting 90s authenticity, and demonstrate
that those typologies cannot sufficiently account for how Houston hip hop authenticity resonates
in the screwtape.
In an article from December 1999, Kembrew McLeod presents a taxonomy of
authenticity in hip hop, categorizing each modality as an authentic/inauthentic dualism: racial
(black/white); social-psychological (expressing one’s true self/expressing a self for appeal);
exposure (underground/commercial); masculinity (hard/soft); location (inner city/suburbs); and
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what I’ll interpret as stylistic proximity (showing a clear indebtedness to previous hip
hop/showing no clear indebtedness to previous hip hop).93 McLeod offers a content analysis of
hip hop lyrics that focuses on particular words and phrases like “keeping it real” that are
especially assertive of a rapper’s authenticity. “Because authenticity exists as a discursive
construction,” McLeod writes, “a linguistic-oriented method [is] an appropriate way to analyze
how it is used in communities threatened with assimilation.” 94 McLeod holds that discursive
authenticity claims are primarily made in hip hop to resist assimilation and to subvert
commodification of hip hop culture.
While McLeod’s article unearths some intriguing data with respect to rap lyrics, it is also
emblematic of some of the shortcomings that run through much of the literature on authenticity.
First, a strictly discursive analysis of the lyrical content of hip hop ignores non-lyrical sounds of
a track almost entirely. If the sonic backing of a track is foundational and has a voice in claims to
and interpretations of authenticity, then bracketing it off from a track’s lyrics ensures a deep
understanding of a listener’s experience—and thus their assessment of the music’s authenticity—
cannot be attained.95
Second, McLeod’s binaries cannot account for numerous examples of hip hop artists
outside of or somewhere between those binaries altogether, which leaves little room for
representations and interpretations of authenticity that are either dynamic or that occupy liminal
spaces. Missouri City is considered a suburb of Houston because of its population and proximity
to Houston; Z-RO—who is from Missouri City and an SUC member—considers himself and his
music as unequivocally authentic representations of “the streets,” that is, the streets of Missouri
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City. Despite its physical distance from the inner-city, Missouri City would seem, based on ZRO’s lyrics, to share the deleterious signs of systemic segregation, over-policing, and civic
neglect that predispose one to authentic street life. Whether or not Z-RO’s lyrics paint an
accurate picture or are posturing for effect is beside the point here. Rather, Z-RO is one of
numerous examples that problematizes the efficacy of the streets/suburbs authenticity binary,
which suggests rather reductively that authenticity is based on mere geography.
Third, the underground/commercial binary suggests that an artist with less commercial
exposure confers a higher degree of authenticity. While this is certainly true for many fans, it is
not true that an artist’s authenticity, whatever fans base it on, necessarily dissolves with
commercial success. Most commercially successful hip hop artists were, at one point,
underground artists, and most of them retain their authenticity in the eyes of many of their fans.
In fact, for many new listeners, which wider exposure brings, the very journey from the
underground represents a certain dimension of authenticity, and fans and critics of undergroundturned-popular artists may hope to see and hear a maintenance of authenticity.
Lastly, the claim that authenticity is being asserted in these ways in order to resist
assimilation and commodification is historically dubious. After all, hip hop had ascended to one
of the best-selling music genres in the US (it outsold Country music for the first time in 1998),
was extremely popular among the white suburban upper-middle-class, had television shows
devoted solely to its music, and permeated every level of popular culture media and expression.
In fact, the very representations of authenticity that McLeod proclaims as strategies of resistance
were often commodified as authenticity. Rappers, producers, record labels, video directors,
fashion designers, and advertisers were all keenly aware that consumers would spend more
money and time on something they considered authentic. This is a dimension of what Adam
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Krims has called the “commodification of ghettocentricity,” wherein the lack of value in Black
inner cities that resulted from late-stage capitalism’s urban decay (i.e., poverty,
deindustrialization, forced displacement) is a surplus value when deployed symbolically in hip
hop.96 Thus, “the most abject results of world economic production [i.e., the creation of urban
ghettos]” were packaged into a source of wealth that exponentially exceeded the value of the
“material structures and infrastructures” of the actual ghetto, and of the value of the workers’
labor (rappers, producers) that mutated this lack of value into use value.97 I do not mean to say
that hip hop is not or cannot be an expression of resistance; rather, I mean to push back against
the misinformed assertion—which McLeod is hardly alone in making—that hip hop is always
inherently resisting commodification, when in fact it is often that exact assertion that is being
commodified.

Stylistic Proximity
A special measure of authenticity within hip hop (and outside of it) is the degree to which an
artist represents their understanding of and appreciation for highly regarded stylistic forerunners,
the violation of which often immediately casts a negative light upon the perceived transgressor.
In an introductory article to an issue of the Journal of Management Studies devoted to
authenticity, the authors aver that “two distinct strategies may be used for claiming authenticity:”
one is to emulate the canon of one’s field as exactly as possible, while the other is to be “original
and offer a distinctive approach” such that it reshapes a genre.98 While seemingly opposed, both
strategies exemplify a preoccupation with authenticity based on stylistic proximity.
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The first strategy presupposes an ur-authenticity, a stylistic “patient zero,” and contends
that straying from the original makes an untenable claim to authenticity based on and within the
style or genre of the original. Tribute bands—bands that mostly play only the music of a single,
very popular band—are an illustrative example of representations of authenticity through close
stylistic proximity. The website for the band Wish You Were Here, a tribute to the music of
British psychedelic rock group Pink Floyd, claims that the band “authentically recreates music
from the entire Pink Floyd canon, including classic favorites … along with show-stopping deep
tracks for the true Floyd fanatics.”99 The top of the homepage for PIGS, another Pink Floyd
tribute band, reads: “PIGS: CANADA’S MOST AUTHENTIC PINK FLOYD TRIBUTE: An
authentic re-creation of the incredible music of Pink Floyd from 1967-1994.”100 Both bands are
making the case that the quality of their band is based on how authentic it is, and that
authenticity is based on faithful (indeed, the most faithful) reproduction of a preexisting product.
These bands want to be judged according to their music’s degree of authenticity, which is to
judged according to proximity to (and fidelity toward) the original songs.
The second strategy, that of claiming authenticity through an “original and distinctive
approach,” is the more common—or at least the more visible—of the two. However, an
important facet of this strategy that the authors fail to mention—perhaps because it’s so
obvious—is that the original and distinctive approach has to maintain certain generic markings
of the style it claims to be reshaping. A non-representational metal sculpture cannot claim to be
reshaping the style of landscape watercolor painting, though they both are “visual arts.” The
sensual qualities of the new product cannot stray so far from the stylistic origin, or else all
palpable resonance between the two are severed. In these claims to authenticity, then, the
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material must simultaneously index its connection and indebtedness to foundational stylistic
markers as it pushes against them in other ways.
Music history is replete with examples of stylistic proximity as a primary criterion of
authenticity. Steve Reich, the famous American composer of minimalist, or “process” music,
(in)famously stated once that he had no interest in music from Bach to Wagner, implying that he
had no interest in the most canonical period of Western Art Music. This claim is, to some, an
affront to the West’s most beloved and authentic works of art, especially heretical when uttered
by someone considered to be a composer of Western Art Music. Reich’s training at Julliard and
later Mills College means that he not only knows the canon from Bach to Wagner, but
presumably knows it better and on a deeper level—both analytical and hermeneutic—than most
of his castigators can claim to know it. His composer pedigree vouchsafes his ability to be
simultaneously uninterested in classical music and an authentic classical composer. Of course,
Reich owes much of his success to his music’s crossover appeal to fans and critics of popular
music, who likely care little (or at least far less) about whatever authenticity criteria Reich’s
music did or did not meet within classical music circles. Despite his fairly traditional training,
Reich spent a number of years studying Javanese Gamelan music, African drumming in Ghana,
and experimenting with new tape technologies. His understanding of and professional training in
classical music’s canon is viewed by some fans of classical music as imbuing Reich’s music with
authenticity, and his ability to stylistically transgress the hard boundaries of the classical world in
which he was nurtured signals his authenticity to his crossover fans.
Charlie Parker’s music neatly articulates the fluidity of the stylistic proximity tension: his
emergence as bebop’s preeminent creative voice in the 1940s was met with disdain by many oldguard jazz musicians who considered his music too transgressive of the New Orleans and Swing
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styles of the 1920s and 30s, respectively; others heard Parker as part of a stylistic evolution and
revolution that was reshaping the artistic spirit and technical language of jazz for the better. 101
Eventually Parker’s bebop style was taken up as the standard of jazz performance, and many
musicians who had adopted Parker’s language early were soon being either praised for their
authentic replication of a bebop ur-style or castigated for derivative devotion to it, leaving
themselves and their music no room for innovation.
A couple of recent public squabbles in the hip hop world concerning the music of Tupac
and Notorious B.I.G.—unquestionably two of the most iconic rappers in hip hop history, and, to
90s fans, two of the most authentic—have centered on this issue, as well. In a 2018 interview,
California rapper Lil Xan gave Tupac’s music a rating of 2 out of a possible 9 points, calling it
“boring music.”102 Another rapper, Lil Yachty, was harshly criticized for saying, somewhat
boastfully, that he couldn’t name five songs by Tupac or Notorious B.I.G; he justified his
ignorance by asking rhetorically, "if I'm doing this my way and making all this money, why
should I do it how everybody says it's supposed to be done?"103
The backlash to these comments was swift. Interestingly (if somewhat predictably), the
vehement responses rarely focused on the issue of taste, but rather argued that the comments
were proof that these rappers’ own music lacked skill and talent. Michael Rappaport, an actor
who is well-respected for his knowledge of and affinity for hip hop history, and who wrote and
directed a documentary about the hip hop group A Tribe Called Quest, responded to Lil Xan’s
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comments in an Instagram video in which Rappaport contends that Lil Xan “doesn’t get to speak
on anything that has anything to do with hip hop or rap music.”104 Waka Flocka Flame, a popular
rapper in his own right, tweeted “Lil Xan banned from hip hop,” later tweeting that “[Tu]pac
help[ed] me get thru childhood!!! Shit hurt to see the youth disrespect [the] man that paved the
way for all of us… Respect is everything, never forget that.” 105 For many, then, to appear
unappreciative of hip hop tradition disqualifies an artist from being an authentic member or
representative of hip hop culture, no matter how their music sounds.
The special issue discussed above rightly categorizes replication and innovation as two
fundamental approaches to representing and evaluating authenticity, but these evaluative criteria
arise ultimately out of concerns over stylistic proximity to a preceding paradigm, the assessments
of which are fluid, depending on the view of its authenticators. Measuring authenticity based on
proximity illustrates the shortcomings of an authentic/inauthentic binary. Screwtapes, with their
“sampling” of entire tracks, would seem, on the one hand, to have over-stepped the boundary of
acceptable proximity into downright theft (hence the scare quotes around the word “sampling”).
On the other hand, screwtapes tugged so forcefully on stylistic norms that they were heard by
many as bewildering affronts to whatever artist was being “screwed,” and thus at a proximity far
too distant to be authentically hip hop. Even assessments of their stylistic proximity vary; and
yet, to Houston hip hop the screwtape is its crowning achievement, its authentic keystone beyond
reproach.
Turning back momentarily to the controversy we described above, some rappers have
defended polemics against rappers like Tupac and Notorious B.I.G., and their views, too, are
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based not on musical quality, but on perceptions of authenticity. Rapper Kodak Black recently
made this argument rather succinctly, claiming that “I’m better than [Tupac and Notorious
B.I.G.] because I live what I rap about.”106 03 Greedo, himself an L.A.-based rapper like Tupac,
said in a recent interview: "Tupac sucks… He's a great actor. Part of his music shit was acting…
I got to go to court on Friday, I got a whole metal leg, I'm really from the projects. I really got
my 'hood on my face. My first major project is called The Wolf of Grape Street, [which is a
reference to] the gang I'm from. Tupac was a bitch ass nigga. I'm a gangsta nigga.” 107 These
criticisms focus not on Tupac and Notorious B.I.G.’s music as such, but rather on their music
entailing false biographical statements fabricated solely for consumer appeal, making their
musical narrative inauthentic—and that makes their music “suck.” This “practice what you
preach” authenticity differs from stylistic proximity, but is also one of the most valued modes of
authenticity among (and outside of) hip hop artists and fans: it seems to spark the most debate
and in-fighting between rappers and among their fans, is often considered the most reliable
instantiation of a rapper’s “realness,” and is a powerful safeguard against all attacks, be they
aesthetic or personal. 108
Yet another privileged expression of authenticity is being resistant or immune to outside
influences. This is nothing new, of course. Art made against the grain by rebels, loners, and
outsiders, has always been widely praised for those qualities themselves, while rarely are
artworks admired for their conformist, subservient, and bourgeois qualities, or for being made
based solely on what consumers are forecasted to purchase. In this sense, projecting the image of
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going against the grain was in fact in lockstep with the norm.
This brings us to the crux of an omnipresent paradox within the frame of 90s hip hop:
artists that wanted their music to have broad appeal found that appeal to be contingent on their
music being affirmed as authentic; and that affirmation was contingent, in part, on authenticity
not being marketed and packaged for a wide audience—which, of course, it was.
In the words of Simon Frith, “pop music becomes more valuable the more independent it is of
the social forces that organize the pop process in the first place.” 109 In Houston and the
screwtape, we find a telling inversion of this tension. But before we get there, we must first take
a closer look at its pervasiveness.

Curating Authenticity and the Authenticity Paradox
In a cruel twist that would have made Theodor Adorno say “I told you so,” the idea of the
authentic artwork and artist was now a commodifiable quality subsumed into and sold by the
culture industry to a mass audience. 110 Consumers in the 90s wanted to be reassured that the
products their artists were presenting were truly authentic and not motivated by outside
influence. Whether or not consumers were consciously responding to megalabel consolidation
that had taken control of the music industry, increased censorship, cross-media viability of single
songs, or to the decadent flash and surface value of the 1980s, authenticity was accorded a value
that, if not greater in degree than in earlier decades, was more urgently demanded, and more
vigorously presented, defended, and scrutinized. Of course the material fans consumed in order
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to adjudicate artistic authenticity was being marketed to them by the huge corporations whose
discernable influence was for many a mark of inauthenticity. This tension between fans’ thirst
for authenticity and record labels’ ability to market products that satiate it is central to what I call
the authenticity paradox, and successfully navigating this paradox required curating an
impression of genuine authenticity.
Although authenticity was a moving target, always dependent on its evaluators’ criteria,
one common theme across most popular music genres was what we can describe as a kind of
stripping away of excess, pretense, and theatricality that dominated much of the 1970s and 80s.
This was expressed perhaps most starkly in the aesthetics of grunge music: tattered, loose-fitting
clothes countered the garish, skin-tight, overtly sexualized attire of the preceding decade; short,
choppy guitar solos displayed a disinterest in and rejection of technical virtuosity that was often
a feature of 80s rock; lyrics expressing a vaguely pessimistic, anomic worldview ran counter to
fun-loving, heavy-partying, and raucous lyrics. Nirvana, the most popular band to come out of
the 90s grunge scene, is an exemplar of how to deftly engage the authenticity paradox. Their first
album, Bleach, recorded in 1989 allegedly for around 600 dollars, features what would
conventionally be considered poor production value, mediocre musical performances, and a
combination of choked, screaming, drooping vocals with seemingly meandering, rudimentary
guitar solos. Despite these “shortcomings”—or more likely because of them—executives at
David Geffen’s DGC record label heard Bleach’s commercial potential and signed Nirvana in
1991.
Their next album, Nevermind, was one of the best-selling albums of the decade, and
includes the single “Smells Like Teen Spirit,” one of the most-played radio and video singles of
the decade. The music video for “In Bloom,” another popular single from the album, is
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particularly instructive here. In it, we see the band on what is supposed to be the Ed Sullivan
Show, on a black-and-white television, with conservative, buttoned-up clothes and horn-rimmed
glasses, subtly bobbing their heads without moving much of the rest of their bodies (see Figure
2.1). The band members are marking themselves as a group of conformists undermining their
authentic selves in exchange for being on television in front of a wide audience.
Of course anyone familiar with the group likely knew this wasn’t the actual message, and
midway through the video, those images of conformism start to jump-cut to scenes of the band
wearing dresses, running around the stage, writhing on the floor, throwing their instruments in
the air and smashing them on the ground, and eventually destroying the set (see Figure 2.2).
These visuals are continuously juxtaposed with the “clean” version of the band (except at the
end), and their climactic coming together seems to be Nirvana winking at their audience,
working within and artistically taking advantage of the system rather than being coerced by it. It
is as if the band is proclaiming that they are still authentic, explaining to their audience that, in
order for Nirvana’s music to simultaneously reach a wider audience while also resisting
corporate influence, the band has to play the part of a double agent, gaming the machine by
pretending to be a cog within it. The commercial appeal of the video was that Nirvana appeared
to lampoon the very commercial appeal that secured them a music video and many millions of
album sales in the first place. 111
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Figure 2.1. Nirvana being “conformist” in “In Bloom.”

Moreover, the iconic album cover of Nevermind, with its image of a naked baby underwater
grasping for a dollar bill attached to a fishing hook, is a warning that the lure of money, and the
over-commodification that results from it, can injure or even drown us—and yet, this image
donned the cover of an especially profitable commodity, thus justifying the very enterprise the
cover warns against. Nirvana’s Bleach roots and the authenticity they projected were clearly
integral to the success of Nevermind. Nirvana and DGC were able to present and preserve an
impression of authenticity, an impression that above all “involved establishing and maintaining
an image of anticommercial rebelliousness despite achieving significant commercial success.” 112
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Figure 2.2. Nirvana being “authentic” in “In Bloom.”

Garth Brooks, one of the most popular 90s country musicians, also tackled the
authenticity paradox by representing a musical aesthetic for those who had grown disenchanted
with an industry that was either unable or unwilling to give voice to a more populist, middleAmerica, anti-bourgeois identity. Brooks presented his brand of authenticity in part by openly
revering behavior that was considered unsavory by conventional social standards. This kind of
speaking truth to political correctness is nowhere more apparent than in the chorus to “Friends in
Low Places,” in which the words “I got friends in low places / where the whisky drowns and the
beer chases / my blues away” are sung in a lively, shanty-like refrain. The words and rollicking
music here position binge-drinking in dive bars as a fun, advisable, commonplace, and indeed
authentic way to deal with one’s emotions for huge swaths of the US, despite (or because of) its
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poor reputation in mainstream culture. Moreover, this song positions Garth Brooks himself as a
participant in, ally for, and a rank-and-file member of that identity, and thus his music as an
authentic representation of it. With the lines “Well I’m not big on social graces / Think I’ll slip
on down to the oasis [a bar],” as well as the very opening lines of the song, “Blame it all on my
roots / I showed up in boots / and ruined your black tie affair,” Brooks reinforces that not only
will he not jeopardize his true self (his “roots,” which are apparently evidenced in wearing boots
at fancy parties) for the sake of following contrived social conventions, but he is proud to move
against the grain. And you, the 90s listener, should be proud to do so, too (so the song suggests),
especially since you have Brooks and his fans to embolden and legitimize your identification
with this brand of authenticity.
In hip hop, a particularly useful example of navigating the authenticity paradox comes
from an MTV Cribs episode that aired in 2001, and its potency justifies a brief transgression of
the 90s timeframe. The typical Cribs episode is meant to give audiences an inside look at famous
peoples’ luxurious homes, with those famous people acting as the de facto tour guide. Some of
the most common symbols are huge mansions, expensive cars with expensive tires and rims,
lavish furnishings like state-of-the-art entertainment systems, swimming pools, multiple
bedrooms, massive walk-in closets filled with clothes and shoes, pricey jewelry, and swimming
pools. On this episode, Redman’s modest Staten Island home features a mattress on the floor, an
iron lying next to it, clothes on the floor or hanging in a small sliding closet, and a small
television, a cousin sleeping in a sleeping bag on the floor, and wads of cash kept in a shoebox
above the refrigerator (see Figure 2.3).113 Redman is doing three things simultaneously here:
first, he is marking himself as more authentic by the fact that he is staying true to his roots and to
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his identity by living in the same neighborhood he occupied before fame. This in effect says that
success has not changed him, that who he was, which made him popular, is still who he is.
Second, in contrast to himself, he is marking other Cribs appearances as less authentic. Lastly, he
is satirizing the theatricality and whole enterprise of Cribs, which commodifies the inauthentic as
authentic. In fact, the inauthenticity of the show motivated Redman to do the episode as he did;
he was dismayed to learn that many of the rappers who had previously been featured on Cribs
had rented much of what they represented as their own just for the filming of the episode,
including cars, furniture, and even houses. 114

Figure 2.3. Redman on MTV Cribs.

1990s consumers elevated authenticity to a higher priority in their musical tastes. A
diverse network of fans, critics, advertisers, and scholars argued over the criteria for adjudicating
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authenticity, and a range of candidates from a variety of genres were touted as exemplifications
of authenticity (Nirvana, Garth Brooks, N.W.A.) or inauthenticity (Milli Vanilli, MC Hammer,
Celine Dion) in music. Such efforts confirm Richard Peterson’s insistence that authenticity “does
not inhere in the object, person, or performance said to be authentic. Rather, authenticity is a
claim that is made by or for someone, thing, or performance and either accepted or rejected by
relevant others.”115
For those audiences doing the accepting and rejecting, an essential factor in the appeal of
the authentic work is its purported immunity or resistance to outside influence and
homogenization. Steve Marmel avers that, if labels continued to control and mandate taste, “the
true winner is mediocrity—saccharin (sic), overproduced garbage like New Kids on the Block,
so middle-class, suburban and clean it makes your teeth hurt.” 116 Though he does not use the
word authenticity, Marmel’s complaint implies that mediocre, saccharine, and overproduced
music entails those qualities when artists compromise their authentic artistic values in exchange
for the success promised by submitting to corporate hegemony. 117 One problem with this kind of
aesthetic judgement is that it seems based on an ethics that suggests an artist couldn’t
intentionally set out to create music that Marmel happens to consider mediocre, saccharine, and
overproduced. To make such music is to be already under a corporate spell, and thus is to be
inauthentic.
Nonetheless, distrust of corporately curated music acts was widespread enough among
audiences that the official website for the boy band ‘N SYNC—whose music would surely have
made Marmel’s “teeth hurt”—once claimed: “In 1996 five guys got together, formed a band,
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made an album, and changed the world, all in one shot. That’s the basic story behind the quintet
known as ‘N SYNC.”118 This is an organic origin story about “a group of boys who acted on
their own volition,” that runs counter to the actual story: “after responding to a casting call by an
Orlando professional manager associated with the Walt Disney Company,” five guys were
“selected to form a pop band that was given the name ‘N SYNC (based on the last letters of their
first names).”119
That N’ SYNC—one of the most popular, mainstream, fun-loving acts of the 90s—
represented itself in this way demonstrates the overarching value of appearing authentic. And the
vigor with which music’s authenticity was (and continues to be) asserted, challenged, and
defended illustrates its cultural stakes. Corporations quickly realized that if authenticity was a
matter of assessment rather than inheritance, they could shape musical products to fit whatever
rubrics their target audiences employed.
One might interpret audiences as making a distinction between two kinds of corporations:
one is a pernicious, multi-tentacle monster that swallows up smaller record labels, controls
artistic decisions, and modifies products to fit target demographics. The other is a more benign,
creatively hands-off, facilitative entity whose primary function is to provide artists access to a
far-reaching distribution network. The dividing line between the two was not always clear. But
since consumers seemed more tolerant of the latter, artists and smaller labels that inked deals
with major labels would often justify the move as solely a means to reach a larger audience than
could be reached independently. After New Orleans-based independent label Cash Money
Records signed a $30 million pressing and distribution deal with Universal, for example, Cash
Money co-founder Bryan Williams (“Birdman”) assured his audience: “we got this game on our
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level; y’all understand what I’m saying?”120 What he was saying is that fans could assuage their
fears of a major label interfering with Cash Money’s recording artists, and that Cash Money was
still the creative force behind its musical products. In other words, Universal was merely brought
into the fold to ramify Cash Money’s audience.
Unsurprisingly, artists and labels were rarely transparent about being in a label-controlled
relationship. Why would they be? To admit such a dynamic would amount to a public abdication
of artistic authenticity, which would undoubtedly alienate potential (or current) audiences. 121
The N’ SYNC origin story discussed above is an example of a label obfuscating the degree of its
control in order to appear merely facilitative (or better yet, to appear not involved at all). It seems
that so long as they had no reason to suspect an artist’s work was in a form the artist hadn’t
intended, audiences generally had little problem with corporations functioning as benign
distribution networks.122
Authenticity and reception were thus intertwined issues, and the stakes of the former
could be especially high when a piece of music entailed powerful emotional responses in
audiences. It would be problematic, for example, for listeners to be emotionally invested in a
track and the artist who performs it, only to find out that the track is not representative of the
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Artists as diverse as Prince, Neil Young, Mandy Moore, and David Byrne have spoken out against the power of
major labels after fulfilling their respective contracts. More recently, we have seen artist-label feuds play out
publicly. In 2013, a group of fans of the singer Kesha (formerly “Ke$ha”) started a petition titled “Let Kesha have
Creative Freedom,” alleging that Kesha’s producer, Dr. Luke, was “controlling ke$ha like a puppet, feeding her
what she doesn't want, and her creativity is dwindling and affected negativity [sic.]” (see the petition here:
https://www.thepetitionsite.com/815/027/678/let-keha-have-creative-freedom/). In 2014, Kesha sought to void her
contract with Dr. Luke and the Sony Music label by suing them, claiming Dr. Luke was sexually, emotionally, and
verbally abusive. Dr. Luke countersued Kesha for defamation and breach of contract. In February 2020, a New York
Supreme Court judge ordered Kesha to pay Dr. Luke $374,000 in back royalties stemming from breach of contract.
(See Althea Legaspi, “Dr. Luke Wins Ruling in Continuing Kesha Defamation Dispute,” Rolling Stone, February 6,
2020, https://www.rollingstone.com/music/music-news/dr-luke-scores-big-win-kesha-defamation-dispute-949226/.)
122 This is not to say that consumers found less-pernicious labels above suspicion. It is fair to say that many fans of
popular music (and of popular culture in general) resented major labels while at the same time viewing them as a
necessary evil.
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artist’s creative intention, but rather was designed and packaged by invisible and unnamed
background figures to target those vulnerable emotions it activated. In such cases where the
veracity of art’s authenticity is called into question and the listener feels coerced, the connection
between listener and piece (and performer) can be compromised. And if emotions are so easily
targeted and elicited, confidence in the authenticity of those who arouse them was paramount.
But as we just noted above, artists and labels were well aware of how integral this confidence
was to profitability.
With all of its parts assembled, we can now summarize the befuddling nature of the
authenticity paradox as follows: authenticity is considered resistant to corporate coercion and
corporations construct that image through coercive maneuver. Thus, they influence taste by
appealing to an anti-influence sensibility.
Screwtapes navigate the authenticity paradox in unusual ways. A surefire way to militate
against corporate control would be to make and release products independently, and Screw was
unsurpassed in his level of independence. However, although screwtapes were made for a local
audience without any corporate influence, they often feature tracks that had already reached a
mass audience in part thanks to corporate influence. Moreover, Screw takes no sides in the
various bids for authenticity that populate his tapes. By juxtaposing, for example, Junior Mafia’s
“Get Money,” which is produced by Puff Daddy and features Notorious B.I.G. and Lil’ Kim,
with Tupac’s “Hit ‘Em Up,” screwtapes equalize claims to authenticity by subjecting them to the
same sonic treatments. To equalize authenticity is not to negate it—neither Screw nor the
majority of his fans would suggest that there is no such thing as authenticity at all. Rather, it is to
confront the disparate representations of authenticity on equal terms.
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The screwtape’s authentic sound, then, is expressed through mining the depths of other
sounds. Depth, according to Theodor W. Adorno, “always implies a distinction between essence
and appearance.”123 The changing rubrics for authenticity and the endless debates about what it
entails demonstrate how the essence of authenticity is ever-ungraspable and withdrawn.
Nonetheless, it is through parsing the sonic surface of a track—its “appearance”— that its
essence is defined. It would seem that it is through the manipulation of appearance that the
elusive depth of essence is approached, if never entirely revealed.
The screwtape constantly confronts the depth that inheres in this distinction through its
sonic processes. Adorno connects the concept of depth to “speculation,” without which “there is
no such thing as depth.”124 To speculate here is not to offer a measured guess or to forecast an
outcome, as the term is usually used (those are the kind of speculations that measure authenticity
based on the taxonomies we have already detailed). The speculation Adorno describes is a
process of assertive interrogation that “goes beyond whatever is the case, beyond mere
existence,” beyond mere appearance. 125 Speculation is:
the element of freedom in thought … It is the element of freedom because it is the point at which
the expressive need of the subject breaks through the conventional and canalized ideas in which
he moves, and asserts himself. And this breakthrough of the limits set on expression from within
together with the smashing of the façade of life in which one happens to find oneself – these two
elements may well be one and the same thing.126

The imagery of smashing through a façade of expressive limits clearly resonates with
Screw’s techniques. On the screwtape, these symbolic façades—which, like Adorno’s,
were erected by “the power of the status quo”—are the ubiquitous sonic parameters of

Theodor W. Adorno, Lectures on Negative Dialectics: Fragments of a Lecture Course 1965/1966, ed. Rolf
Tiedemann, trans. Rodney Livingstone (Cambridge: Polity, 2008), 107.
124 Ibid.
125 Ibid., 108.
126 Ibid.
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hip hop.127 The screwtape’s manipulations align it with what Adorno calls the
“speculative moment:”
what will not have its law prescribed for it by given facts transcends them even in the closest
contact with the objects, and in repudiating a sacrosanct transcendence. Where the thought
transcends the bonds it tied in resistance—there is its freedom. Freedom follows the subject's urge
to express itself.128

Screwtapes are always in close contact with the tracks they employ; indeed, one often hears
screwtape tracks both as new and as preexisting. They are speculative through close
interrogation.
One might hear the screwtape’s stretching out of sonic parameters as a speculative
approach to exposing the withdrawn essential kernel of authenticity nestled within tracks. Or
perhaps one might hear the speculative process as itself an assertion of authenticity. In either
case, screwtapes represent authenticity through repudiating authenticity’s sacrosanct
transcendence, and they do so by staying in “closest contact with the objects” that present
authenticity as such. To put it more bluntly, screwtapes assert authenticity through speculatively
probing authenticity.
Recall a portion of Pimp C’s comments I excerpted at length in Chapter 1:
They said we wasn’t real hip hop ‘cause we don’t have no trains or no backpacks, and one leg of
our pants ain’t rolled up to our knee and shit … after a while a nigga don’t wanna be down with
you bitch-ass niggas no more, know I’m sayin? So we got our own shit down here … You know,
niggas tried to shit on us, man. [They said] ‘You need to go down South; you need to shut your
mouth; y’all ain’t real hip hop down there …’ Well guess what, we ain’t real hip hop down here,
nigga. Stay up there where you at, [with] your funny ass cars and your funny ass houses, nigga …
Keep your mind on your [own] shit. 129

Adorno, Negative Dialectics, 17.
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Clearly Pimp C is working within an authenticity paradigm that Screw is not. For Pimp C,
authenticities were distinct from one another and inherent to (at least) regional cultures, and
Southern authenticity needed to be defended against besmirching and dismissive
Northeasterners. Not only were there sides to choose, they were mutually exclusive. Screwtapes
aestheticize authenticity differently, however, and should therefore be conceptualized differently.
What we have revealed here is an inversion of the authenticity paradox: the screwtape
employs music that may or may not be coercive, but by stripping off the sonic norms that are the
usual signifiers of authenticity, the screwtape wrings a kind of countercultural authentic appeal
through speculation. The veneer of resistance to corporate coercion gave rise to corporate
coercion, and the inversion is that corporate music was deconstructed to create non-corporate
local culture. In fact, grounding Houston authenticity in the sound of the screwtape doesn’t
suggest qualms about the validity of authenticity, but rather that authenticity is both ineluctable
and inscrutable.

— II —
Screwtape as Object
We turn now to the objecthood of the screwtape, whose role in shaping Houston hip hop’s
cultural identity and sense of authenticity is our primary focus for the remainder of this chapter.
The reach of hip hop’s objects in the 90s was unprecedented, permeating seemingly every facet
of cultural representation: in fashion, hip hop popularized baggy and sagging blue jeans, athletic
jerseys and plain white t-shirts, dew rags, “blinging” jewelry, and Air Jordan basketball shoes
(now culturally symbolic rather than specifically athletic); major film releases featured rappers
like Tupac, Ice Cube, Nas, and DMX, which not only spotlighted the rappers themselves, but
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elevated the presence of VHS and DVD media within hip hop culture (rather than solely CDs
and tapes); cars—their size, paint, wheels, rims, and sound system—were increasingly
customized to fit an often regional hip hop aesthetic. Moreover, these objects native to hip hop—
in addition to words, phrases, and dialects—were mobilized as popular entertainment writ large,
and were being consumed en masse across racial, economic, and spatial lines. That objects,
abetted by the music industry, conveyed aesthetics, ideologies, and authenticities was nothing
new—objects have always been enfolded into cultural identities. What is novel about the
situation in the 90s is the intensified synergy among and between objects, the frequency and
volume of their representations, and the expansion of their reach.
Objects in Houston hip hop were no less visible than in other local cultures: Houston had
its own idiosyncratic car culture, music videos, fashion, album media, expressive language
(though whether this constitutes an object as such is debatable), and, as the previous chapter
demonstrated, sound. However, in the case of Houston the single object of the screwtape truly
bound much of the local hip hop culture together, and it did so in at least five ways.
First, it is crucial to note that the screwtape’s space of production was DJ Screw’s own
home. This was both convenient and financially pragmatic: he didn’t have to leave his house,
could make tapes whenever he wanted, and didn’t have to pay for studio time. This all suited his
insatiable appetite for making tapes: we can get a sense of this from both his prodigious output
and from images of the floorspace in his bedroom covered with crates of records (see Figure
2.4).
Second, screwtapes were bootlegs, meaning Screw sampled whatever tracks he wanted
without having secured the rights to use them from the original artist or record label. To be used,
tracks were subject only to their being available on vinyl and to Screw’s aesthetic choice. This of
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course means that screwtapes were immune to the opinions, capital investments, or profit
expectations of record label executives, and all of the sales profits went straight to Screw
himself. These two prongs together—not paying to use tracks and being his own boss—
incentivized Screw’s continuous output.
Figure 2.4. DJ Screw at the turntables in his house, circa 1995.

Third, and related to the preceding point, screwtapes had no advertising or promotion of
any kind. Moreover, there were no track listings, album art, music videos, or any other
multimedia from which a listener could discern any information about a tape’s contents. The
tapes themselves had two incarnations. Until 1998, they were made on dark gray Maxell 100
minute tapes—affectionately called “graytapes”—with a title and Screw’s phone number
scrawled on the front by Screw. When he eventually opened up his own shop, Screw switched to
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a cheaper clear cassette with titles screenprinted onto the front (see Figure 2.5 and Figure 2.6).
Despite—or perhaps, once again, because of—the absence of conventional modes of
advertisement, the mystique of the screwtape aroused a sense of excitement and anticipation
among eager listeners, and having access to a tape before others conferred higher cultural status
on the tape’s owner.130
Figure 2.5. Original graytape screwtape,’94 Shit.

Fourth, the techniques through which non-Houston tracks are deployed on screwtapes
underscore Houston’s incipient identity crisis. I covered much of this already in Chapter 1, but it
is worth reiterating: Houston was mostly overlooked in the hip hop world of the 90s, even as
other cities were being mined for a growing national appetite for a “Southern sound.” The

To get a sense of how priority begets cultural status in this case one need only peruse the comments that abound
in Screw-related social media groups and other online content. See for example the Facebook group All Screwed Up
R.I.P. DJ Screw, https://www.facebook.com/groups/160282007639038/, discussions in various forums on Texas
Takeover, http://texastakeover.com/index.php, and comments sections under innumerable screwtape YouTube
videos.
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screwtape wrests agency from the marginalizing forces of popular hip hop and reasserts it for
Houston, shaping local authenticity through distorting national hip hop to which local identity
felt connected on the one hand, and by which it felt marginalized on the other. That which
excluded Houston has, on the screwtape, been subverted and itself repurposed to be emblematic
of Houston’s own sonic, economic, and geo-cultural identity.

Figure 2.6. Clear screwtape, South Side Most Wanted.

Fifth and finally, Screw’s sound became so popular locally that many of the Houston hip
hop albums from the late-90s and well into the 2000s were released in two versions: original, and
“screwed and chopped” (see Figure 2.7).131 The sound of the screwtape has continued to
permeate the Houston scene, and more recently DJ Screw himself has received greater national

Because for many Houstonians the word “screwed” should only be applied to mixtapes made by DJ Screw,
albums that employ “screwed and chopped” techniques are often dubbed “slowed and throwed,” “chopped not
slopped,” “chopped and skrewed,” and the like.
131
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visibility: burgeoning megastar Travis Scott’s October 6, 2018 performance of “SICKO MODE”
on Saturday Night Live featured numerous cascading backdrops of Screw’s likeness, and much
of the music video for the same track features Scott and rapper Drake (unquestionably one of the
most popular hip hop artists in the world) performing in front of Screwed Up Records and Tapes,
better known among Houstonians as The Screw Shop (see Figure 2.8 and Figure 2.9). Likewise,
Screw garnered national attention after the murder of George Floyd in Minneapolis on 25 May,
2020, since Floyd was a member of the SUC and rapped on a handful of screwtapes.

Figure 2.7. Two versions of Z-RO’s The Life of Joseph W. McVey: original on the left, screwed
and chopped on the right.
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Figure 2.8. Projection of DJ Screw’s face during Travis Scott’s performance of “SICKO
MODE” on Saturday Night Live.

Figure 2.9. Travis Scott and Drake in front of Screwed Up Records and Tapes in the music
video for Scott’s “SICKO MODE.”
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We know by now that the screwtape’s most identifiable facet is its sound. More than a
mere surface quality, that sound is the screwtape’s chief organizing principle. Through Screw’s
techniques, our calcified expectations of things like rhyme scheme, phrase structure, cohesion
between vocals and backing track, song length, and album length, are all frustrated. Moreover,
the identity of a track (or tracks when layering is employed) is altered in such a way that,
although it endures as a kind of shadowy presence, something altogether new appears to be
taking shape. These tracks in their new screwtape forms are heard by Houstonians as being more
than merely manipulated; in other words, screwtapes are heard by Houstonians as originals
rather than as modifications of originals.132
Originality is, of course, largely construed as the unassailable form of authenticity. As
such, the screwtape would seem to be just another instantiation of this classic notion of
authenticity. The problem with this formulation is that much of the music that is the basis for a
given screwtape is not original to that tape.
So where is the authenticity, one might be asking. According to our conventional rubrics,
we can locate it in the original tracks, in their artists, their fans, their places of representation.
But all of this privileges the original recordings and their representative identities in a way that
ignores or downplays the screwtape’s prominent role in Houston’s identity, which was itself in
the midst of a crisis. For Houstonians, the screwtape is not merely an assemblage of disparate
tracks from different places interspersed with local rappers’ freestyles, but rather an object with
an identity all its own. Tracks subject to Screw’s sonic deformations are both distinct from and

This assertion is similar to Dave Headlam’s position on Led Zeppelin, which is to grant authorship to the band’s
covers and reworkings of pre-existing music based on their signature sound—a sound he labels “style class.” See
Dave Headlam, “Does the Song Remain the Same? Questions of Authorship and Identification on the Music of Led
Zeppelin,” in Concert Music, Rock, and Jazz in 1945: Essays and Analytical Studies, ed. Elizabeth West Marvin and
Richard Hermann (Rochester, NY: University of Rochester Press, 1995), 313-363.
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recognizable as their original, and thus seem somehow different in both degree and kind. That
something widely considered authentically Houston emerged through the sonic manipulation of
that which is thoroughly non-Houston problematizes our understanding of authenticity.

Authenticities in Tension and the Allure of the Screwtape
In the analysis sketched so far, we have seen how authenticity is always paramount yet rarely
agreed upon, always essential yet receding and withdrawn. Adorno’s notion of speculation is a
useful way of engaging with the issue, but through it, as Simon Jarvis queries, an obvious
question arises: “how can anything at all be transcended in renunciation of transcendence?” 133
The notion of authenticity being forged through Screw’s interrogation of authenticity is similarly
puzzling. Philosopher Graham Harman’s concept of allure elucidates the ways in which the
screwtape engages with and critiques authenticity while serving as the fount of a critical Houston
hip hop identity.
Harman, founder of object-oriented ontology, organizes his metaphysics into a quadruple
structure, in which all objects endure through four realms of being: real object (RO), sensual
object (SO), real qualities (RQ), and sensual qualities (SQ) (see Figure 2.10). For Harman, the
realm of the real—whether object or quality—is ontologically withdrawn from access by
humans or non-humans, while the sensual realm is accessible and plays out on the surface of
experience. Although the real realm is never revealed to the senses, it is always interacting with
the sensual realm, as is the sensual realm with it. We can boil down the enterprise of OOO into
one general maxim: every single object in the cosmos—including bar stools, distant galaxies,
bass guitars, and cassette tapes, imaginary or theoretical objects like unicorns, Darth Vader,
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Schrödinger’s cat and Escher stairs, or any thing—is a playing out of tensions among these four
poles of being. While Harman examines every permutation in this quadruple structure, he often
highlights the special nature of the tension between real objects and their sensual qualities (ROSQ), which manifests most powerfully in aesthetics.
Figure 2.10. Graham Harman’s quadruple structure of objects. 134

A work of art is just as unexplainable as any object through knowledge of its individual
parts. If we replace a painting with a plaque that describes every conceivable detail of the
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painting—its specific colors, their chemical makeup, where they are spatially positioned on the
canvas, how they interact with one another, the images they depict, the relative proportions of
those images on the canvas, and so on—we will presume to have exhaustive knowledge of the
painting. Yet this knowledge could not replace our aesthetic experience of the painting. This is
why Harman concludes that “the art object is obviously something over and above its constituent
pieces.”135
Just as fallacious as reducing an art object down to a taxonomy of its parts is attempting
to reduce it upwards to its social, cultural, political, and economic effects. Harman’s primary
objection to this kind of interpretation is that it cannot sufficiently account for change. For if
objects are nothing but their relations and effects in a given moment, “how is it that they can be
doing something very different five minutes or two weeks from now?”136 Take Picasso’s
Guernica as a case in point. The painting is certainly a protest against the bombing of a Spanish
town during Spain’s 1936-39 civil war. “But if it were nothing more than that,” Harman
contends, “it would be a piece of political propaganda that might easily be replaced by several
paragraphs on an anti-fascist flyer.”137 Neither Guernica nor any object that “has merit qua
artwork” can be reduced to its “socio-political message;” for if it is art, “then it must be capable
of many other possible effects or even of none at all.”138
The point here is that we cannot fully account for the essence of an artwork by explaining
its parts, its effects, or both simultaneously (what Harman calls “undermining,” “overmining,”
and “duomining,” respectively), because it is always withdrawn within the realm of the real.
Graham Harman, Dante’s Broken Hammer: The Ethics, Aesthetics, and Metaphysics of Love (London: Repeater,
2016), 181.
136 Ibid., 49-50.
137 Graham Harman, “Aestheticizing the Literal: Art and Architecture” in Center 21: The Secret Life of Buildings,
ed. Michael Benedikt and Kory Bieg (Center for American Architecture and Design at the School of Architecture at
The University of Texas, 2018), 62.
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Thus, explanations and analyses that rely on paraphrase or literal description of an object are
actually not pointing us towards the RO, but rather to the SO, which “appears directly to us
alongside its qualities.”139 Aesthetic experience is inherently wrapped up in the RO-SQ rift, and
thus any analysis of aesthetics must take seriously that confrontation between the withdrawn real
object and its accessible sensual qualities.
Let us use the object “boots” to illustrate this point a bit further. After I finish writing a
few more paragraphs I will need to take my dog for a walk, and since it’s raining I will wear my
boots. When I pick out my two boots among the various other pairs of footwear piled up in the
front hall of my apartment, I am making a distinction among sensual objects. My capacity to see
differences in color, size, texture, and muddiness, enables me to sensually distinguish boot
objects from other sensual objects like tennis shoes, running shoes, and dress shoes. I am not at
all concerned with the withdrawn real object of my boots. I am not engaging my boots
aesthetically. Conversely, Martin Heidegger, in a famous essay titled “Origin of the Work of
Art,” offers a thoroughly aesthetic account of a painting of boots by Vincent Van Gogh. 140
Through interrogating the boots’ sensual qualities, Heidegger reveals the tension between those
qualities and the inaccessible real object hiding behind them. He sees this painting as a
mysterious confrontation of what he calls Earth and World, but using OOO terminology, we can
refer to this RO-SQ tension as allure.141 This indirect revelation of the mysterious surplus in
objects is the nature of aesthetics, and it highlights the tension between the real and the sensual,
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between appearance and essence, and, indeed, between conventional explanations of authenticity
and Screw’s speculative confrontation with them.

Allure
One of Harman’s most vivid definitions of allure is that it is a “special sort of interference … in
the usual relation between a[n] … object and its visible symptoms. What we have, in other
words, is strife between an object and its own qualities, which seem to be severed from the
object.”142 He finds the tension of allure in a variety of situations:
In humor, the comic laughingstock loses all ability to adapt his properties to his surroundings, and
is thereby clumsily split off from those properties. In metaphor, the cypress is invoked as an
integral object distinct from any list of its traits. A cute baby human or animal attempts adult
tasks with undersized bodily limbs or an awkward rhythm, thereby splitting apart the typical
immediate fusion between a living creature and its own torso. Tragic or courageous figures break
off from adaptable contact with their surroundings and fold back into special private destinies.
The fascination of a beautiful sculpture exceeds any measurable list of elegant ratios and seems to
arise from a hypnotic underlying daemon, as if the object made use of the properties as secondary
instruments at its command … All of these cases show that allure contends with objects and notes
in separation rather than through the usual fusion of the two.143

For Harman, the literary metaphor appears to be the most illustrative example of allure. While
we will see the process of allure unfold differently on the screwtape than it does in the metaphor,
it is worth looking at a couple of Harman’s examples to firmly grasp the basic process. Consider
the metaphor “my heart is a furnace.” Harman contends:
[the] object known as a heart captures vaguely defined furnace-qualities and draws them haltingly
into its orbit. The inability of the heart to fuse easily with furnace-traits (in contrast with literal
statements such as ‘my heart is the strongest muscle in my body’) achieves allusion to a ghostly
heart-object lying beneath the overly familiar sensual heart of everyday acquaintance.144
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In other words, sensual qualities normally attached to the object “heart” are stripped away, or at
the very least distorted, and the qualities of the object “furnace” are repurposed to fuse with a
weird new “furnace-heart” object.
In Max Black’s metaphor “man is a wolf,” we do not intuit that “humans are vicious,
carnivorous pack animals overly influenced by phases of the moon.”145 Rather,
we are never quite sure just what the relation is here between human and wolves. A human being
is the subject of the metaphor, but not the accessible human we encounter every day in numerous
contexts. Instead, it is a human deeper than all access, now orbited strangely by inscrutable wolfqualities.146

There would be a similar, though not identical (i.e., asymmetrical), object-quality tension if we
flip the metaphor into “a wolf is a man.” In this case the “wolf-object would lie in the depths,
orbited indistinctly by numerous hazy human-qualities … But in both cases the underlying object
is not entirely unfamiliar, since we are loosely acquainted with the basic ontological style of both
humans and wolves.”147
Over and over Harman returns to the aesthetic experience of allure, only slightly
modifying its metaphysics over his career, and always offering fresh and insightful
interpretations. Below are just eight examples—all but one from the same book!—that together
encapsulate the core machinery of allure. I have purposefully maintained seeming redundancies
to mirror Harman’s own degree of emphasis:
•

allure “occurs only in special experiences and seems to have something to do with
separating the agent from its specific qualities.”148
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•

“[allure’s] sine qua non is that every form of allure makes a distinct separation between
an agent and its qualities.”149

•

“allure is a special and intermittent experience in which the intimate bond between a
thing’s unity and its plurality of notes somehow partially disintegrates.”150

•

“allure displays a relation between poles of being that are supposed to be separate, but
which in fact are engaged in constant interaction” 151

•

“in allure, there is a combat between the object and itself, between the monad and its
own traits. For this reason, allure also seems like a good candidate for providing a key to
the other forms of such interaction, serving as a kind of primitive atom-smasher for
exposing the simplest workings of relationality to view.”152

•

“allure falls entirely outside the scope of any critique of ontotheology, since it makes no
attempt to bring the hidden kingdom of objects to direct visibility. There is indeed such a
kingdom: or rather, there are a many such kingdoms as there are things. But allure makes
no claim to get us closer to this shadowy realm, since it plays out entirely in the realm of
relations, not that of the things themselves.”153

•

allure makes possible “indirect access to the things-in-themselves … by allowing the
hidden object to deform the sensual world, just as the existence of a black hole might be
inferred from the swirl of light and gases orbiting its core.”154
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•

allure “liberates qualities … from their banal servitude to … objects … [and] generate[s]
new objects rather than passing straight toward those [objects] already stockpiled in our
midst”155

From these definitions we can distill the process of allure into five principles:
•

an interference or tension between agent and qualities

•

a separation of agent and qualities

•

an experience of the separation of agent and qualities

•

a relationship forged between opposites

•

formation of new objects

We have yet to see or hear the actual operations of this aesthetic process on the
screwtape. Remember that, although screwtapes do indeed often feature tracks recorded by
Houston rappers, impromptu freestyles by Houston rappers, along with shoutouts to local people,
places, and artifacts, the typical methodologies that would (and do) focus on these one-to-one
semantic symbols as the only possible loci of Houston-centric cultural identity are incapable of
accounting for the depth at which Houstonians so heavily found themselves invested in the
screwtape object. It is the impotence of the tools in our current methodological toolbox that have
compelled my turn to OOO and allure. If the screwtape does indeed exemplify an alluring
process that “occurs only in special experiences and seems to have something to do with
separating the agent from its specific qualities,” and creates new objects in its midst, then we
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should be able to reveal such processes. 156 It is time now to make good on implied promises by
taking stock of agents, qualities, and their process of separation on screwtapes.
With respect to a given track on a screwtape, allure unfolds generally in a three-step
process. First, we have the original track, depicted in Figure 2.11, in its unified object-quality
form.
Figure 2.11. Allure of the screwtape, step 1.

Second, Figure 2.12 illustrates how the disrupting force of Screw’s techniques put the
allure process in motion by severing the original qualities from the original object. To sever in
this case is not to annihilate or destroy a connection, but rather to separate, occlude, and
repurpose.
Figure 2.13 illustrates the third and final step, which occurs when the intervening process
repurposes those severed qualities to form a new object all its own: the screwtape. The
resonances of the original are of course never entirely annihilated, and still endure in their
original memory alongside the experience of the new object, as well as within the new object in
their distorted form.

156

Ibid., 142.
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Figure 2.12. Allure of the screwtape, step 2.

Figure 2.13. Allure of the screwtape, step 3.

Treating the terms “agent” and “object” as interchangeable, I offer the following
preliminary—which is to say non-exhaustive—account of agents, qualities, separations and
results of their entanglement.
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Agents:
•

original track, with all its unified objecthood

•

calcified expectations of the music’s sonic qualities—tempo, rhyme scheme, rhythmic
profile, song length, album length, intro/outro time, register, etc.

•

hip hop culture, broadly understood

Qualities:
•

those sonic qualities mentioned above (whose preponderance calcified into expectations)

•

material qualities associated with the original track (album art, music videos)

•

Place-specific qualities associated with the original track’s origin (vernacular, style of
dress, cars of choice, drugs of choice)

Separations:
•

Screw’s techniques disrupt the agent/quality unity and enact their separation by stripping
the original sound qualities from our expectations of them, forging a new identity distinct
from the original, and mediating it all through a non-descript cassette tape distinct from
the original track’s mediation.

•

screwtape culture begins to bubble up by way of the relationship being forged with the
ripping of ubiquitous cultural qualities from their agent, like an imaginative child
transmuting ordinary experience of a cardboard shipping box into one of an indestructible
fort surrounded by a carpet moat of flames.

Result:
•

new object, with new agents and new qualities.

•

new cultural identity through relationship with newly formed aesthetic object.
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And just as that object-quality duel, which “liberates qualities … from their banal servitude” to
agents and “generate[s] new objects,” unfolds in allure, so too are tracks’ musical qualities
severed from their original object and reconstituted to form both a new object and a new
relationship: namely the screwtape and the Houston hip hop culture that found its bid for
authenticity within it. The original track has particular sensual qualities—certain rhyme schemes,
a certain tempo, timbre, and harmonic rhythm—that comport more or less to our expectations of
how those qualities are presented in hip hop music. Yet those qualities on a screwtape—even as
they emit a distant echo of their previous object-quality relationship that still resonates on a
different, if related, sonic and cultural plane—certainly do not continue their banal servitude to
their original object master.

Allure and Authenticity
Having demonstrated the shortcomings of conventional notions of authenticity in assessing
Houston hip hop culture and how the special interference found in the object-quality tension of
allure plays out palpably on screwtapes, it is time now to square the mechanics of the latter with
my contention that it presents us with new ways of thinking about the former.
Recall that there are facets to screwtapes that align with conventional hip hop authenticity
markers, since the diversity of tracks index a range of significant cultural objects and
authenticities. The notion of realness is foundational to hip hop cultures, and to be “real” is
synonymous with being authentic. The ways through which rappers and producers represent
realness vary widely, and often depend on variables like audience, subgenre, and region.
(Realness in gangsta rap, for example, is expressed and interpreted differently than it is in
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conscious rap; rappers from northeastern urban cities mark realness in different ways than
rappers from rural Alabama.)
Consider, however, that a plurality of realnesses inhere in screwtapes insofar as they
present an array of artists and their respective representations of authenticity. The degree to
which the screwtape not only exhibits the allure process, but also sustains it over the course of
single tapes and a career yielding many hundreds of tapes, indicates a sonic critique of the very
notion of realness as an immutable phenomenon. Screw warps tracks in such a way that their
shared malfunctioning strips away their dislocation from one another, and unifies them within a
field of unreality. By denaturing the purportedly real, screwtapes foreground a given track’s bid
for authenticity as an artificial enterprise.
The screwtape’s leveling all realness to the same ground of no-realness recalls our
discussion of Clement Greenberg, whose aesthetics maintain content should serve to elucidate
the two-dimensional form of the canvas. Allure, as heard on the screwtape, throws these tensions
into stark and sustained relief, lifting qualities from their embedded state, shrouded in the
shadow of distinctiveness, and dissolves them together into the same sonic form. A weird result
is that it is through Screw’s exposé of the unreal that Houston hip hop culture found a reified
sense of its own realness. It seems ironic, then, that the screwtape was felt by locals as
expressing a singular form of Houston-based realness, even as the screwtape seems to implicitly
argue against that possibility. However, that a single authenticity would manifest through a
tension among multiple authenticities is precisely the kind of anomaly allure reveals. The new
object of Houston authenticity is formed, in this case, not through a synthesis of tensions, but
rather through a negative dialectic to which the foregrounding of those non-authenticities gives
rise.
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Zooming out just a bit, we can view the screwtape and its corresponding Houston hip hop
authenticity as instantiating an allure-like tension between traditionalism and what I’ll call
Screwism.157 For many Houstonians, screwtapes served as an entry point into contemporaneous
mainstream hip hop. Rapper Dat Boy Grace recalls that “screwtapes was like our radio station,”
and “to be on a screwtape, that was like having a hit song on the radio;” Lil Keke often heard
popular artists from New York and California for the first time on a screwtape (not on the radio
or on MTV); in an interview with the now defunct Murder Dog magazine, Screw himself
ruminated on how Houston ostensibly had only two hip hop radio stations: “We got 97.9 The
Box, and we got the radio station SCREW.”158
These comments reveal that the tradition of radio remained for Houstonians a viable
medium through which to learn about current mainstream hip hop, but the project of Screwism
filters songs one would hear on traditional radio through Screw’s techniques, distorting (or
rather, destroying) their radio-friendliness, and supplements them with tracks one would
typically not hear on the radio, along with lengthy freestyles by local rappers. Screwtapes could
ground the listener in Houston while, as Andrew Nosnitsky notes, “simultaneously providing a
running tally of hip hop trends writ large.”159 The idea of radio, a symbol par excellence of hip
hop traditionalism, is thus thrown into tension with Screwism.
A piquant Screwism is the screwtape’s lack of track titles, names of artists or producers,
or any information at all about a given track. Whether one sees this as indicating a “music speaks

My use of traditional encompasses “the tradition” of hip hop aesthetics generally (the use of rhyme schemes,
four- and eight-measure phrase structures, songs roughly three-and-a-half to four minutes in length, and whose
instrumental backing tracks fit into the broadly defined realm of hip hop beats), as well as mainstream hip hop in the
1990s. I considered using the term “modernism” instead of Screwism, but I sought to avoid the baggage that term
invites. One should not be surprised to find some accord between the two.
158 Beverly, Sweet Jones, 132; Thisis50, “Lil Keke Talks DJ Screw, Texas, Remembers Pimp C,” YouTube, posted
July 3, 2014, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yXXMV3Ri02Y; quoted in Beverly, Sweet Jones, 126.
159 Andrew Nosnitsky, “Hall of Game: Gray Matters,” Pitchfork, March 4, 2013, https://pitchfork.com/features/hallof-game/9069-dj-screw/.
157
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for itself” aesthetic or “if you like a track you’ll have to figure out who it is on your own,” it
stands in stark contrast to imagery that typically adorned album covers and liner notes. See, for
example, the gaudy cover art in Figure 2.14, which is representative of most records released in
the 90s under the popular No Limit Records label. Screw, of course, did release three albums on
the regional Bigtyme Recordz label, each of which had album covers and track listings.
Figure 2.14. Album cover for Lil Italy’s On Top of Da World (No Limit Records).
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However, these label-connected releases evidence a divergent aesthetic by depicting a
human skull either holding a giant screw or with screws through its cranium, and containing
none of the symbols of wealth, glamour, sex, or the ‘hood that predominated contemporaneous
albums in the genre (see Figure 2.15). Whether the screwtape’s total lack of design or the
albums’ divergent one, these Screwism aesthetics are in tension with Screw’s extensive reliance
on and clear affinity for mainstream tracks and artists.
Figure 2.15. Album cover for DJ Screw’s Bigtyme Recordz: All Screwed Up, Volume II.
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Screw employed deejay techniques like scratching, cutting, and having emcees give
shoutouts, which accords screwtapes firmly within hip hop traditionalism going back to the
1970s. But we are now well-versed in Screw’s manipulations through what musicologists might
call “extended performance techniques,” which were not novelties or one-off experiments, but
rather the keystone to the screwtape sound. It is this nexus point where sonic tensions of
traditionalism and Screwism converge most acutely.
Lastly, we can find the Screwism-traditionalism tension in the screwtape’s reception.
Screwtapes were often met with exasperation and confusion, and were considered an acquired
taste that was apprehensible only by certain people in certain places. The Texas rap group
U.G.K. realized this when, after playing a screwtape for record executives in an attempt to
illustrate the sound they wanted for their forthcoming album, the executives “looked at each
other with blank stares,” laughed, and asked perplexingly, “What is this?” 160 Even some hip hop
fans in Houston had trouble getting onboard at first: “When screwtapes first started popping up,”
remembers Matt Sonzala, Houston native and respected hip hop journalist, “I remember the first
time I heard a screwtape, and I thought my friend [who was listening to it] was insane. I had no
idea why he was playing me a slowed down cassette. I really didn’t get it.” 161 Numerous
anecdotes abound of people hearing a screwtape for the first time through a portable boombox,
assuming the sound was an indication that the boombox’s batteries were dying, then changing
the batteries only to be exasperated by the fact that the tape sounded the same. 162 Having special

Beverly, Sweet Jones, 128.
University of Houston Libraries, “A Screwed Up History: Legacy of DJ Screw,” YouTube, posted June 20, 2012,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I8h8cNVby8c&t=3s.
162 Lil Keke, one of the earliest members of the SUC, said in an interview, “when we first heard [a screwtape] we
thought the batteries was messed up” (Thisis50, “Lil Keke Talks DJ Screw, Texas, Remembers Pimp C,” YouTube,
posted July 3, 2014, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yXXMV3Ri02Y). Z-RO, one of the SUC’s later members,
remembers hearing a screwtape and not knowing “if the batteries were about to die or if [Screw] was doing the shit
on purpose, but he used to spin records and that shit used to play slow, slow, slow;” Z-RO’s first reaction was to
160
161
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aesthetic access to art that others do not have is a thread that runs through audiences of all
musical styles, including hip hop. In this case, Screwism claims an understanding of,
appreciation for, and connection to works that others (ideally most others) found
incomprehensible, uninspired, or inappropriate—even though (and herein lies the tension) those
works rendered unapproachable were, in their original form, emblematic of mainstream hip hop
style. Screwism was no bulwark against some perceived banality of traditionalism, but rather a
bold enactment of tension inherent in the hip hop status quo.

Conclusion
Houston hip hop culture and the screwtape must be assessed against the backdrop of 1990s
authenticity. That the screwtape’s originality and Houston hip hop identity draw from preexisting hip hop tracks and cultures suggest that new approaches to exploring authenticity are
needed. One might consider the dialectical dance playing out on the screwtape as yet another
example of music “evolving”—to use a worn-out term—from stylistic predecessors. A notable
difference in this case is that the foundation of the screwtape is an assertive manipulation of
tradition rather than a progressive growing out of tradition.
Houston-specific aesthetic privilege and whatever authenticity it entails arises through a
connection to tapes that engages with the authenticity paradox by highlighting the very issue of
authenticity as both essential and difficult to pin down. We found Screw’s interrogation of
authenticity to be similar to what Adorno called the speculative moment. Through staying in
close contact with the object at issue, screwtapes reveal an abiding tension between essence and
appearance.

exclaims: “Nigga, you need some batteries” (Jesse Serwer, “Interview: Z-Ro on DJ Screw and the S.U.C,”
November 16, 2010, http://web.archive.org/web/20120402153837/http://jesseserwer.com/blog/?p=343).
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This prompted a turn to Graham Harman’s object-oriented ontology and the process of
allure. We have seen how the object-quality tension of allure plays out at the sonic level of the
screwtape in the form of qualities being ripped from their agents, the result of which is the new
objects of the screwtape and Houston hip hop culture forming in their wake. Allure reveals how
Houston authenticity arises through a critique of authenticity that itself is made manifest through
that sustained tension Screw’s techniques enact. We also saw how a more general allure-like
tension unfolds in a Screwism-traditionalism duel that contributed to the formation of Houston
hip hop culture.
What we find is that allure reveals a local flavor of authenticity that is itself shaped
through the disrupting force of Screw’s techniques, which lay bare an unalloyed strife among a
plurality of authenticities, while negating any privileged claim to authenticity they might make.
The mechanics of allure hint at how the screwtape’s sonic resonance shaped Houston-specific
hip hop authenticity, even as the screwtape elucidates the fungibility of such a notion.
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Chapter 3. Gathering Houston: Towards a Phenomenology of Place through the Screwtape
But we took it. It’s our track. This is H-Town’s track, it’s a DJ Screw track.163
- Madd Hatta
So far as the idea of experience is concerned, the key point is that understanding
the structure and possibility of experience … is inseparable from an
understanding and appreciation of the concept of place.164
- Jeff Malpas

I get my hair cut in an underground barbershop in the 59th Street-Columbus Circle subway
station in New York City, which is roughly a half-hour subway ride from my apartment on 207th
street. I enjoy working on the subway. Perhaps the rocking of the train car and the attendant lack
of distractions and means of procrastination that abound at home contribute to my sense of
productivity. The place and space of a subway ride is meaningful to me in various ways,
depending in part on the constraining factors of destination, time of day, the availability of a seat,
and my personal state of mind: I might reread my notes for a lecture I am en route to present,
check baseball scores on my phone, or just decide to listen to Schubert’s “Unfinished” symphony
to forge a symbolic comradery with an unfinished dissertation. The barbershop is a small square
room with four barber chairs, two on either side facing a wall away from the other two. There are
two televisions usually set to a cable station that, during weekday afternoons, airs predictable,
over-acted films that one might categorize as “made-for-TV movies,” or “B-movies.” I enjoy
watching whatever part of whatever movie I stumble upon in this barbershop. I sheepishly relish
the stilted dialogue and overly-expressive affectations, but I also enjoy the experience for reasons
I have yet to understand. After all, I do not go home and finish or rewatch whatever film was

979THEBOX, “Kendrick Lamar Freestyles Over ‘June 27th,’” YouTube, posted November 11, 2014,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Oje_Z27kBXU.
164 Jeff Malpas, Place and Experience: A Philosophical Topography (Cambridge University Press, 1999), 33.
163
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playing, nor do I search for other works by the film’s writer, director, or actors. It struck me that
the effect of these films has every bit to do with the place in which I view them.
I came to this realization in part thanks to the B-movie gods’ good graces, which, during
my latest barbershop visit, serendipitously gifted me the holiday feature titled The Sons of
Mistletoe (2001). As I write this, I recall the plot of the film involving locals of a small town
attempting to dissuade a big-city rich woman from selling their beloved home-town hotel, which
she inherited. Clearly the details of the film were not as indelible as I thought, since the actual
plot description reads as follows: “An heiress who was long estranged from her father comes to
town to sell off all of his belongings. Too late she learns that she has sold a boy's orphanage run
by a gentle man who grew up there.”165 Again, it seems that where I saw was more memorable
than what I saw.
Around the mid-point of my haircut, I watched a poignant scene in which Jimmy (George
Newbern)—the affable man who grew up in and continues to work with the orphanage—
confronts Helen (Roma Downey)—the big-city heiress—after finding out she sold the orphanage
that her father bequeathed to her (which he had formerly rented out for a mere one dollar-permonth):
Helen: “That old house is falling down around you, Jimmy, it’s gonna take hundreds of thousands of
dollars to fix it up right; you know that. Have you looked for anything else?”
Jimmy: “There is so much history in that house. You know what a special place it is!”
Helen: No, I don’t—I didn’t grow up here!” 166

Spoiler alert: Helen comes around, and the orphanage is saved. Helen’s change of heart is not
(or not only) due to her feeling guilty about selling an orphanage, but rather to her spending more
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John Sacksteder, storyline to The Sons of Mistletoe, iMDb, https://www.imdb.com/title/tt0286140/.
The Sons of Mistletoe, directed by Steven Robman (2001, Ontario, Canada: CBS Productions).
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time with the people and places that constitute the town. What was formerly a mere location in
space for Helen has become a place that both has and gives meaning. As my viewing was
inevitably cut short, I was struck by how my entire day, as banal as it seemed, was grounded in
and permeated by experiences of place.
It may seem obvious enough what the word place means here, but one might be surprised
by how widely uses of place, along with the related term space, vary both in definition and
clarity, often depending on the branch of study one examines. Both terms are commonly used
interchangeably; if a distinction is made, place is usually something or somewhere with a
specific location and an agreed-upon discrete boundary (a county line, a point on a map), and
space something with an amorphous boundary loosely-agreed upon by a group of people, the
parameters of which other groups may or may not be conscious or with which they may or may
not agree (e.g., neighborhoods). As Jeff Malpas succinctly summarizes:
many of the discussions of place in the existing literature suggest that the notion is not at all
clearly defined. Concepts of place are often not distinguished at all from notions of simple
physical location, while sometimes discussions that seem implicitly to call upon notions of place
refer explicitly only to a narrower concept of space.167

Despite the diversity in methodology and scope across disciplines, there seems to be consensus,
either explicit or implicit, that place is fundamental to experience.
This chapter divides into three sections. The first engages with questions about
experience: what are we actually talking about when we use the term place? Do we have a
different sense of place than space? If so, what do those differences entail? How has the
literature on hip hop and place engaged with these and similar questions?

Malpas, Place and Experience, 19. Although Malpas is commenting on the field of philosophy, his findings
obtain in musicology and hip hop studies.
167
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The second section examines how place bears on the social worlds within it, particularly
on those cultures like Houston hip hop that claim certain music to be representative of placebased identity. I will suggest that experience of place—and thus our understanding of it—must
be fundamentally grounded in a deeper background web of structuration, constraint, and what I
will call placial thrownness (all of which will be defined below). This background frames the
social and cultural underpinnings of place.
The theory to be advanced in the final and lengthiest section is a phenomenology of place
as experienced in Houston hip hop culture. By applying Edward Casey’s notion of gathering to
musical and historical analyses, I hope to reveal various ways in which the experience of
Houston obtains through the cultural artifact of the screwtape.

I.
Defining Place (and Space)
In an epigraph to a chapter devoted to exploring the role of space and place in Western thought,
Malpas invokes Albert Einstein’s distinction between the two: “If two different authors use the
word, ‘red,’ ‘hard,’ or ‘disappointed,’” Einstein quipped, “no one doubts that they mean
approximately the same thing … But in the case of words such as ‘place’ or ‘space,’ whose
relationship with psychological experience is less direct, there exists a far-reaching uncertainty
of interpretation.”168 Even an authority on space such as Einstein—and few people in history
have done so much to reorient our thinking about space—finds himself befuddled by a
terminological ambiguity surrounding the distinction between place and space. Clearly, if a
distinction between these terms is to be meaningful, and if such a distinction reveals a vital
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aspect of experience, then we must dig a bit deeper to secure some sort of terminological
specificity.
Geographer Tim Cresswell offers a pragmatic reading of place that represents its most
common use in everyday language and experience, without delving into the ontology or abiding
structure of place. For Cresswell, place is a location in space that is imbued with meaning.169 He
uses the example of a college dorm room: when a new student first encounters their dorm room,
they “are confronted with a particular area of floor space and a certain volume of air.” 170 The
room is mostly space configured with some stripped beds, indiscriminate empty furniture, and
bare walls. “Now what do you do?” asks Cresswell; “you add your own possessions, rearrange
the furniture within the limits of the space, put your own posters on the wall, arrange a few books
purposefully on the desk.”171 By suffusing meaningless space with meaning, the student
transmutes it into a place—“your place,” dear student.172 “Space,” Cresswell concludes, “has
been seen in distinction to place as a realm without meaning – as a ‘fact of life’ which, like time,
produces the basic coordinates for human activity. When humans invest meaning in a portion of
space and then become attached to it in some way (naming is one such way) it becomes a
place.”173
This paradigm of space being primary and place secondarily positioned within space is
the most entrenched within the humanities, and was inherited from a “spatial turn” that
subordinated the concept of place as location to space as absolute, uniform, and infinite. While
that turn coincided first with the rise of scientific modernism in the sixteenth and seventeenth

Tim Cresswell, Place: An Introduction, 2nd ed. (West Sussex, UK: Wiley Blackwell, 2015), 7.
Ibid.
171 Ibid.
172 Ibid. This room, even empty, may have residual meaning for previous students who resided there, for the
architect who designed it, the furniture maker, etc. It endures as a place—as a different place—for others.
173 Ibid., 16.
169
170
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centuries, “many of the fundamental concepts and methods that we have tended to see as
definitive of modern geographical knowledge,” John Agnew and David Livingstone contend,
“date from the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.”174 Agnew and Livingstone note that our
eighteenth- and nineteenth-century understanding of place and space endures even as those
concepts have since “undergone sweeping question, revision, addition, and reinvention.” They
argue the sharp distinction made between place as “standing in for the local and specific” and
space as “representing the general or universal” is one of the dominant tendencies within
geography that needs to be more carefully interrogated.175
In his book Homo Geographicus, cultural geographer Robert David Sack suggests that
place is real, space is real, both are “multifaceted and interdependent,” and every place we
experience is situated within a “universal physical space.” 176 With one exception, the physical
structure of space is not altered by the things inside of it. 177 But once we are engaged with things
in space in any meaningful way, we have all of a sudden found ourselves in place. Sack is less
interested in arguing over the cosmological stakes of priority, even though he holds that if “space
exists without us, we cannot live in space,” and that “we must transform space into places for us

John A. Agnew and David N. Livingstone, “Introduction,” in The SAGE Handbook of Geographical Knowledge,
eds. John A. Agnew and David N. Livingstone (London: SAGE Publications, 2011), 13. There was a more recent
“spatial turn” during the 1980s that was heavily influenced by deconstructionists like Jacques Derrida, Michel
Foucault, and Edward Said. For an overview see the Introduction in Barney Warf and Santa Arias, eds., The Spatial
Turn: Interdisciplinary Perspectives (New York: Routledge, 2009).
175 Agnew and Livingstone, “Introduction,” 13, 6.
176 Robert David Sack, Homo Geographicus: A Framework for Action, Awareness, and Moral Concern (Baltimore:
Johns Hopkins University Press, 1997), 31.
177 The exception for Sack is the space of the universe, whose “structure is altered by the distribution of mass and
energy” (Homo Geographicus, 31). I assume Sack is referring to the mass of objects like planets and super-massive
black holes, and the energy that emanates from supernovae and colliding black holes. Recent discoveries suggest
more exceptions than these, however; one of the potential implications of the 2016 detection of gravitational waves
by the Laser Interferometer Gravitational-Wave Observatory (LIGO), for example, is that space on Earth can be (is
always?) warped on a granular, quantum level.
174
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to exist.” Humans are not the only agents with transformational power, though, since “place is as
constitutive of the self and culture as they are to it.”178
Along these lines, Sack argues convincingly that whether or not we are in the midst of a
place or space has to do with our perspective, noting that “from the not-very-abstract perspective
of experience, the world is full of places, from forests and marshes to cities, streets, and houses;
when we move quickly and do not pay much attention, they tend to blur together so that our
experience is one of movement through space.” 179 For our part in this process, we must be
involved in some baseline intentional way, even if tacitly so, in order to be in place and for place
to be in us, so to speak. It is reasonable, then, to assume that a place will simultaneously be the
same place and myriad places due to various perspectives gathered therein, even as it retains
generic characteristics more-or-less agreed upon by those same diverse perspectives.
Ultimately, place for Sack is socially constructed and natural; and since it “combines the
unstructured physical space in conjunction with social rules and meaning,” place is “constitutive
of ourselves as agents.”180 He contends that Henri Lefebvre’s oft-invoked model of sociallyproduced space and its attendant interpreters in geography and the social sciences have actually
confused place for space, and thus cannot recognize space as merely a “physical property” and
place as “both physical and cultural.”181 Space constructionists like Lefebvre miss the fact that
place’s “cultural qualities draw on its physical properties, and its power or effect derives from
and influences both,” since, for them, place is mere location in space. 182

Sack, Homo Geographicus, 31.
Ibid..
180 Ibid., 33 (my emphasis).
181 Ibid.
182 Ibid.
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Hip Hop and Place
Within studies on hip hop and place, scholars often construe hip hop as reclaiming broad
spatial areas (like the ghetto) or more narrow segments of them (like this particular ghetto) from
the hegemony of a political and economic system. That system subjugates and marginalizes
Black urban life, and relegates it to the very ghetto that hip hop supposedly seeks to symbolically
(re)control. These studies claim that hip hop uses—or “marks”—space both discursively
(through lyrics and vernacular) and visually (through music videos and fashion) as a form of
resistance.183 Such interpretations often rely, implicitly or explicitly, on a Lefebvrian model of
the social production of space, wherein those in power control and organize the everyday spatial
movements and decisions of its underclass, who can only assert their autonomy through spatial
practices that push back against those dominating forces.
Murray Forman has written prolifically on the intersection of hip hop and place/space,
and his work often theoretically leans on the concept of social and cultural productions of place
and space. His principle argument is best articulated in an article titled “Represent: Race, Space,
and Place in Rap Music,” which would later be expanded upon in his similarly-themed book The
‘Hood Comes First: Race, Space and Place in Rap and Hip Hop, and is worth excerpting at
length:
Today, a more pronounced level of spatial awareness is one of the key factors distinguishing rap
and hip hop culture from the many other cultural and subcultural youth formations currently
vying for attention. Throughout its historical evolution, it is evident that there has been a
gradually escalating urgency with which minority youth use rap in the deployment of discourses
of urban locality or 'place,' with the trend accelerating noticeably since 1987-88. With the
discursive shift from the spatial abstractions framed by the notion of 'the ghetto' to the more
localized and specific discursive construct of 'the 'hood' occurring in 1987-88 (roughly
corresponding with the rise and impact of rappers on the US West Coast), there has been an
See for example Forman, The ‘Hood Comes First; Keyes, Rap Music and Street Consciousness;” Kniaź, “My
City, My ‘Hood, My Street;” Kubrin, “Gangstas, Thugs, and Hustlas;” McLeod, “Authenticity Within Hip Hop;”
Rose, Black Noise;” Sheila Whiteley, Andy Bennett, Stan Hawkins, eds., Music, Space, and Place: Popular Music
and Cultural Identity (Surrey, England: Ashgate, 2004). For an exceptional critique of this view, see Krims, Music
and Urban Geography.
183
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enhanced emphasis on the powerful ties to place that both anchor rap acts to their immediate
environments and set them apart from other environments and other 'hoods as well as from other
rap acts and their crews which inhabit similarly demarcated spaces.184

In some sense, it seems that “the ghetto” is spatial, and “the ‘hood” is placial. But throughout his
work, Forman never clearly defines his terms, thus obscuring the roles he believes space and
place play in hip hop culture. How, for example, are we to understand the space/place distinction
when we are told that the “emphasis on the powerful ties to place” in some “rap acts” sets them
apart from other rap acts that “inhabit similarly demarcated spaces?”
Forman has even drawn from Houston hip hop. In an article that purports to theorize
place through an analysis of Scarface’s “My Block,” Forman concludes by situating his work
within a wider interest in how “we might use spatial and temporal theories in tandem to better
understand what is happening culturally on the ground, on the block, and in the ‘hood.”185 Spatial
and temporal? What happened to place? Is it now taken as read to be subsumed within the term
space, or did time take place’s spot in the theoretical toolbox? This excerpt seems to suggest the
latter; however, two sentences later Forman finds that “the themes that emerge from [Scarface’s
song “My Block” and its music video] are linked with actual moments and existing places and
spaces in particular ways that illuminate ideological underpinnings of identity and subjective
agency.”186 Ultimately, Forman’s analyses are typical of hip hop studies in two ways: 1) they
read hip hop’s performance and representations of place (and/or space?) as an act of reclaiming,
but whether this reclamation is of space, place, both, or either, is unclear; and 2) when definitions
are provided (or at least implied more clearly), space is interpreted as a larger, more generic
container that encompasses narrower, more particular places.
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Thomas Sigler and Murali Balaji suggest that “the representation of place—particularly
of specific geographic locations—continues to factor prominently in how rappers articulate their
identities, and more importantly, how corporations market them,” which runs counter to scholars
who maintain that changes in the music industry had led to a despatialization of hip hop. 187
Sigler and Balaji see the contemporaneous turn to more regional hip hop as a way for artists and
labels to splinter the hip hop culture into geographical subsets. This was a boon for both artists
and labels. The artists promoted their localized image to residents and non-residents of the
neighborhoods and regions they claimed to represent while the labels marketed the “authenticity”
of the local on a global scale. Authenticity was derived from and produced within place while
being commodified for its authenticity in capitalist space.
Sigler and Balaji interpret representations of place as expressions of authenticity, or
realness, that is central to both hip hop’s appeal and its identity. News and media outlets often
wielded the image of the Black urban ghetto as a symbol of crime, drug abuse, and self-imposed
poverty, but hip hop reclaimed it to symbolize “space that challenges Black invisibility and
marginalization.”188 Corporations soon realized the potential financial windfall of hip hop’s
ghetto representations. The inextricable union of ghetto symbolism and hip hop identity was “coopted by cultural industries for the purpose of global commodification and consumption, thereby
keeping [the] rhetoric of difference/Otherness while obliterating the actual space by which this
difference can be articulated.”189 Sigler and Balaji, however, do not construe hip hop’s
representation of space and place as autonomous resistance to a pernicious and subversive
capitalist system. Rather, they astutely assert that this representation is “an economic and cultural
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construct” that commodifies place, and that the “regionality of the music and the new ways
artists construct themselves as local belies the true nature of the genre’s production.”190 In fact,
the producers of hip hop culture—rappers, deejays, beat-makers, album art designers—are
“willing participants in this commodification process,” and “the production of culture cannot be
divorced from the capitalist economic systems that help to produce it.”191 “Place,” then, “is both
a commodity and sign value in hip hop, as artists from specific locales have glorified their
proximity to physical—and symbolic—spaces in order to reify their claims of authenticity.” 192 In
other words, the maturation of regionalism in hip hop necessitated the structural underpinning
that many claim it rejects.
Much like Forman, however, Sigler and Balaji rely solely on content analyses of videos
and lyrics as the representational media of space and place. They, too, use those terms
inconsistently: place mostly stands in for a specific geographic region but at other times is used
more narrowly, and at still other times seems interchangeable with space.
Matt Miller, one of the most illuminating writers on Southern hip hop, has explored the
Dirty South—a widely-used term of endearment for Southern hip hop culture—as an imagined
space. He demonstrates that the geographic borders and cultural representations of the South
were fluid throughout the 1980s and 90s, and were being constantly constructed and reimagined
by virtue of the shifting discourse and media within and about hip hop. 193 Miller’s insights are
borne out through analyses of various instantiations of Dirty South-ness in hip hop tracks, and
the issue of space and place rears its confounding head as Miller’s imagined space morphs
(unconsciously?) into place:
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Since rap music’s initial development in New York City during the mid 1970s, it has been
characterized by the production and consumption of place-based identities, to the extent that
‘‘representing’’ one’s home town or neighborhood has become a defining element of the genre.
The exact reasons why rap music seems to be keenly attuned to issues of place remain unclear,
although they are likely related to the lack of adequate representation of marginalized
communities in the mass media environment, a historically-rooted trend which continues to the
present day. While rap music has become a powerful vehicle for the expression and transmission
of place-based identities, these are not static in character or number— they are created and
renegotiated in response to changes within the field of rap music production, as well as larger
social forces.194

Submerged in the overarching assertion that place is important in hip hop, we actually find
another argument for place-thinking as a mode of resistance. Notice that Miller claims place’s
centrality to hip hop is likely a response to the mass media’s underrepresentation of marginalized
communities. Yet Miller’s argument contradicts the fact that it is precisely the negative effects of
marginalization that are packaged and suffused with value by artists and corporations who profit
from the continued enactment (or perceived enactment) of those marginalizing forces. As for the
actual places and spaces being represented, they are often—or at least ideally—recognizable by
both local and wider listening audiences. In this way, corporations and audiences furnish
regional hip hop acts with credibility as “hip hop,” and recognize them “as representative of that
place and therefore offering a unique perspective on the art form.” 195
From this overview we can tease out the three most typical ways in which hip hop
scholars conceptualize space and place: their meanings are completely interchangeable, and thus
either term can be used to describe the same thing; one of the terms is a social and political
catch-all, while the other is inconsequential; or the two are deployed as if they are distinct, but
the distinction between them is mostly unclear. I maintain that this lack of clarity is a product of
hip hop studies—in addition to musicology and popular music studies more generally—being
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uninterested in investigating the nature of space and place as such, which, as we saw in the
preceding discussion, are themselves complicated and contested concepts.

II.
Structure, Constraint, and Thrownness
I draw again from Jeff Malpas, who provides an entry point into a deeper sense of the dialectic of
place and its social dimensions:
The idea of place encompasses both the idea of the social activities and institutions that are
expressed in and through the structure of a particular place (and which can be seen as partially
determinative of that place) and the idea of the physical objects and events in the world (along
with the associated causal processes) that constrain, and are sometimes constrained by, those
social activities and institutions.196

Structure and constraint are instructive terms here. Objects, events, institutions, causal processes,
and social interactions all constrain in various ways, and they do so within and through a
structure of place. These experiences unfold in a field neither entirely determined, nor entirely
constructed. The experiences of assertive, autonomous subjects play out within a field that is
neither of their making, nor uninflected by them. This phenomenon is similar to what Martin
Heidegger calls “thrownness” [Geworfenheit], which refers generally to the myriad
circumstances in which the human subject [Dasein] finds itself without having a say in it. These
situations do not determine the behavior of agents but they do constrain the range of possible
actions. “We are not only thrown into an unchosen world,” writes Graham Harman, “but also rise
above that world and project our own possible choices onto it.” 197
The grounding principle of structuration theory, as outlined by the sociologist Anthony
Giddens (following Durkheim), moves away from what it sees as a reductive notion that
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“structural properties of society [always] form constraining influences over action,” and instead
posits that “structure is always both enabling and constraining.” 198 Even among those
sympathetic to structuration theory there are debates about the balance between enabling and
constraining forces, but that there is a balance at all is what concerns us here. What has been
given very little attention, however, is place’s role within the enabling and constraining structure,
and in the expressive responses within it.
Before we get to that, though, it is worth dwelling a little longer on constraint. Giddens
notes that sociology has imbued the term with various meanings, but that one of the enduring
modes of constraint from Durkheim through the present “depends upon the observation that the
longue durée of institutions both pre-exists and outlasts the lives of individuals born into a
particular society.”199 Giddens then underlines three senses of constraint, again expanding upon
Durkheim: material constraint—“deriving from the character of the material world and from the
physical qualities of the body”—sanction—“deriving from punitive responses on the part of
some agents towards others”—and structural constraint—“deriving from the contextuality of
action, i.e., from the ‘given’ character of structural properties vis-à-vis situated actors.”200
Adam Krims has offered an illuminating critique of the constraining structural forces on
music cultures and their geographical representations, particularly those within late capitalist
societies. His approach in Music and Urban Geography is to “take as a premise the dramatic
changes” in large cities across the world over the last few decades, “using them as instances for
explaining changes in musical culture, and looking toward how the two processes may find a
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connection in a larger unity, including contributions from music back to urban form.”201 While
this aim seems to implicitly comport with the constraining/enabling dualism we find in
structuration, Krims is far more skeptical about the degree to which capitalist structures are
enabling. He sees theories that equate representations of local places to autonomous expressions
as falling into the exact trap that the constraining structures have perniciously set, and challenges
contemporary views of local music cultures as resistant to market forces. Instead, Krims claims
that these localizations are formed in large measure through market hegemonies. As Jonathan
Hiam correctly asserts in a review of Music and Urban Geography, one of the targets of Krims’s
overarching critique is “cultural musicology’s myopic celebration of subaltern cultural practices
and their power to challenge the ‘totalizing’ effects of capitalism.”202 Those cultural practices
“profit from challenging or complicating national boundaries, dominant identities, and cultural
homogeneities,” and “acquire value precisely for having challenged hegemony.” 203
What is especially exciting about Krims’s analysis is that it takes seriously the distinction
between place and space. Krims avers that space has been transformed within the discourse into
a coercive, globalized, homogenizing force of oppression, while place is now seen as an effective
counterpunch to that force. He is right that much of the scholarly literature views representations
as more autonomous based on how “local” they are. The more localized the representation
(place), the more it is seen to resist hegemonic control (space). Krims, however, suggests that
although it was accurate initially to read place-as-resistance—at least in hip hop—as a genuine
cultural expression, that resistance became co-opted because of the very fact that it was deemed
genuine. Thus, the perception of place as the locus of resistance became a selling point for the
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dominant structure, and at this stage in late capitalism, space and place have crowded onto the
same side of the structural coin. This form of curated place representation was a constraint
imposed by the mystified structure of record label executives, marketing teams, and complicit
networks of artists and designers.
Despite laying out an erudite and convincing case, I find Krims overestimates the
structural force of the commodification of space and place. His research focuses on certain case
studies that elucidate his point (as it should), yet there is little discussion of other cultural
scenarios that clearly belie it. While he hedges at times—on the recent trend of local music and
the love of one’s place, Krims remarks that “one might, from a newer perspective, appreciate it
as both resistance and compliance”—he nonetheless inches himself into a constructivist corner
by stripping the makers and consumers of their own intentional connection to whatever (real or
imagined) place-world in which they find themselves.204 For Krims, corporations seize on and
build their coercive structures around the habits of makers and consumers. Thus he gives little
attention to alternative social and historical constraints that may work outside the purview of
corporate control. To put it plainly, Krims’s constraints leave little room for people in music
cultures to “rise above that world” of their thrownness, and project their “own possible choices
onto it.”

The Social Geography of Black Houston: A Case of Placial Thrownness
I have concocted the somewhat cumbersome locution placial thrownness to emphasize
constraints and structures that arise from the particulars of place, as opposed to those that may be
more a matter of, for example, genetics, technology, familial makeup. Part of the nature of
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placial throwness is the constraint of geographic landscape; hills, mountains, waterways, soil,
elevation, and yearly rainfall all constrain potential human activity. The city of Houston occupies
a vast area of land that is swampy, humid, and criss-crossed with bayous, has an elevation right
around sea level, is close to the ocean, prone to hurricanes, and susceptible to flooding. The city
of Pittsburgh, on the other hand, has an average elevation of 1,365 feet, is built on a landscape of
rolling hills bordered by three rivers, and has cold, snowy winters. Houston’s harbor, situated (or
thrown) just inland from the Gulf of Mexico, attracts different commerce and industry than do
the rivers intersecting in Pittsburgh. Moreover, the oil and energy sector has shaped the Houston
economy and job market for over a century, while the massive coal deposits found in Pittsburgh
in the eighteenth century sparked an economic and cultural boom in what came to be known as
the “Steel City.” Single-family homes in Pittsburgh often have basements, and homes in Houston
do not. The influence of Houston’s Mexican and Mexican-American population can be felt
throughout the city (particularly in its food), while the wave of Eastern European emigrants that
moved to Pittsburgh enliven its culture. Houston’s flat land and notorious zoning laws (or lack
thereof) led to and enabled expansion outward beyond the downtown area (itself an important
nexus for train travel in the South during the nineteenth and early-twentieth centuries), which led
in turn to a sprawl of neighborhoods and suburbs that continue to spread further and further
outward. Geographical constraints of nature, then, necessarily lead to constraints of culture.
Originally, a conjoined group of Houston neighborhoods that would eventually be
plunged into race-based poverty and neglect were not organized so noxiously: “wards were
divided along geographic boundaries, regardless of population density. The wards met at
Congress and Main. Northwest of that intersection was First Ward; northeast, Second Ward;
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southeast, Third Ward; southwest, Fourth Ward.”205 Neighborhood demographics were relatively
mixed, as proximity to one’s place of employment dictated where one lived more than anything
else.206 But as the Jim Crow South took shape, Blacks in Houston, as in numerous other cities,
were thrown into a structure of almost complete segregation along racial and class lines. Black
residents often found themselves confined to neighborhoods that were denied many basic public
services and plunged into economic poverty and neglect, and they were systematically
discriminated against in their pursuit of jobs, housing, and education. This historical shift itself
illustrates how the social structures of a place into which people are thrown are paramount.
Indeed, the constraints of one’s placial thrownness tighten as political forces are more forcefully
asserted, and in Houston this is evidenced by the constraints of externally-imposed boundaries
morphing over time from vocationally-based to race-based. In addition to the natural
geographical and topological constraints to which one is predisposed and which are outside of
one’s control, we can add those constraints that organize everyday social and political life.
A feud between Northside and Southside Houston neighborhoods during the 90s has its
historical roots in the appreciable distance between Black neighborhoods, forged through Jim
Crow practices. Well into the twentieth century, Black neighborhoods in Houston were not only
segregated from non-Black neighborhoods, but were distinct from one another, and “the fact that
Blacks were not concentrated in a single concrete ghetto” meant that identities were place-based
at the neighborhood level.207 Segregation and the establishment of the Houston Housing
Authority (HHA) in 1938 had the most consequential and lasting effects on Black lives and
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Black places in these neighborhoods, and both contributed to the systematic dislocation of Black
residents from the downtown wards, which increased polarization of Northside and Southside
neighborhoods.
The Black suburbs of Houston were no utopia, either. As the Black population grew
exponentially in the last half of the twentieth century, it “became more spatially decentralized,”
even as “Blacks largely remain residentially segregated from whites.” 208 As Black residents
moved out of underserved inner-city neighborhoods, they did not find things much better in their
still-segregated suburbs. Instead, “Black Houstonians often became resegregated or ‘ghettoized’
in suburbia.”209 To make matters worse, suburban Black neighborhoods were “encircled by new
residential and commercial construction with few amenities benefiting nearby Black residents,”
clearly demonstrating that services were being allocated along color lines rather than territorial
or geographic ones.210 Writing in 1992 (on the cusp of the Northside/Southside feud), Robert
Bullard recounts examples of this phenomenon of neglect being central to one’s placial
thrownness:
[T]he Houston City Council annexed the all-Black Riceville community in 1965. However, as
late as 1982 this small Black enclave in the rapidly growing southwest sector of Houston did not
have running water, sewer or gas connections, sidewalks, paved streets, or regular garbage
services. The Bordersville community is another case of an area that was systematically left out
of the economic planning picture … Houston annexed this northeast community in the mid-1960s
as part of its bustling Intercontinental Airport complex, and this community straddles an area of
considerable and growing affluence. However, the problems in this Black neighborhood are not
unlike those found in Riceville, which lies nearly thirty miles to the south—namely, the lack of
running water, sewer lines, paved streets, regular street repairs, and related amenities that other
Houstonians take for granted.211
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From the standpoint of civic resources, segregation, and discrimination, Black neighborhoods in
the Northside and the Southside had much in common. In terms of housing alone, the options
and opportunities for Black Houstonians were severely constrained by discriminatory policies
and practices within government institutions and among construction companies, which resulted
in constrained housing choices and local amenities. 212 Of course, this is not a phenomenon
specific to Houston, but rather one instance of a far-reaching failure in governmental housing
policy and claims of urban renewal. Just as in other parts of the country—see, for example, the
dislocation of thousands of mostly Black and Hispanic residents during the building of the CrossBronx Expressway in New York City—the “rehousing of displaced residents was subordinated
to the primary goal of clearance and redevelopment.”213
These practices are just some of the central factors in the placial thrownness of
neighborhood residents; however, they are not determinative, nor even reliably predictive, of
those residents’ experience of place. Houston’s hip hop cultural identities were certainly
undergirded and shaped to some degree by this overlapping field of structure, constraint, and
thrownness, but they were forged, experienced, and expressed more meaningfully—and indeed
more discernably—through cultural artifacts like the screwtape.
Screwtapes were instrumental in dividing Houston hip hop culture in the mid-90s along
those placially thrown geographic lines of North and South. Lance Scott Walker summarizes the
deadly schism:
There was a line drawn through the middle of the city [during the 1990s], a Northside/Southside
beef that turned bloody for some before running its course near the end of the decade. The
warring dissolved completely in the new millennium with some watershed collaborations
between North and Southsiders, but not before a long exchange of recorded venom back-andforth between the different sides of town.214
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Z-RO, Southside rapper and SUC member, recalls: “back in them times in Houston, it was North
vs. South. If you was from anywhere north of the Astrodome, you couldn’t come on the South
side and vice versa. It was really a heated, tension-filled time, man. You could get your best lick
at a motherfucker through music.”215 Northside rapper Paul Wall was a fan of screwtapes and
credits them as a primary influence (as did, eventually, many other Northsiders). Yet in the mid90s, he had to procure screwtapes clandestinely, and appreciate them furtively: “Me being from
the Northside, I had to be an undercover Screw lover, [and] I was jamming Screw on the low
[without anyone knowing]. When my homeboys come around and catch me with a screwtape …
they [would] clown me and tell me to [take the tape out, saying] ‘we from the Northside, we
don’t jam that!’”216 Another Northside rapper, Slim Thug, succinctly articulates why Northside
screwtape listeners had to be “undercover:” “[Why] the hell you gonna be riding down the street
jammin’ some shit while a nigga [on a screwtape] talkin’ about “Fuck You?”217 Paul Wall and
Slim Thug are referencing how screwtapes at the time would often feature Southside rappers
“talking shit” about the Northside, which led to heated confrontations between the two
neighborhood regions. The vitriol on screwtapes seemed to stem from a perceived antagonism by
the Northside, particularly through a wave of Southside custom car thefts.
The “recorded venom” on screwtapes sonically entrenched North/South boundaries
whose geo-social histories predate this feud. And since, according to the tapes, the Northside
propagated the feud, Northside residents were willy-nilly marginalized with respect to the
burgeoning local screwtape culture. The screwtape sound purported to speak for and represent
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this part of Houston, and those from that part of Houston could not lay claim to being among
those represented. In other words, the North/South distinction was at first mostly a matter of
placial thrownness, and screwtapes (along with various other social and cultural machinations)
suffused it with meaningful cultural distinctions.
To engage fully with the place-ness of the screwtape, however, we must leave Houston
and venture briefly into the realm of phenomenology. This will ensure that we return to Houston
with a sharper, more effective methodological eye.

III.
Edward Casey’s Phenomenology
For philosopher Edward Casey, whose ontology of place will serve as my final theoretical
tentpole, perception is the intentional crux of experience. Casey holds that the subjective
experience of place is not of an empty vessel that “receives simple and senseless data of
place.”218 Perception is prior to determinative concepts, and thus “is never entirely a matter of
what Kant calls ‘receptivity,’ as if the perceiving subject were merely passive;” yet “cultural and
social structures [also] sediment themselves into the deepest level of perception.”219 This means
that perceptions of place are not essentially “precultural or presocial.” 220
Casey skillfully unpacks just how perception is simultaneously constituted—
No more than perception is built up from atomic sensations is it constructed from brute givens
unaffected by cultural practices and social institutions. On the contrary: these practices and
institutions pervade every level of perception, from the quite implicit (e.g., tacitly grasped outer
horizons) to the extremely explicit (e.g., the thematic thing perceived). The permeation occurs
even—indeed, especially—when a given perception is preconceptual and prediscursive. To be not
yet articulated in concept or word is not to be nonculturally constituted, much less free from
social constraints. Hence, the primacy of perception does not entail the priority of perception to
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the givens of culture or society, as if the latter were separable contents of our being and
experience: these givens become infusions into the infrastructures of perception itself. The
primacy of perception is ultimately a primacy of the lived body—a body that … is a creature of
habitual cultural and social processes.221

and constitutive—
[t]his is especially evident when we perceive places: our immersion in them is not subjection to
them, since we may modify their influence even as we submit to it. This influence is as
meaningful as it is sensuous. Not only is the sensuous senseful, it is also placeful. As Steven Feld
puts it, ‘as place is sensed, senses are placed; as places make sense, senses make place.’ The
dialectic of perception and place (and of both with meaning) is as intricate as it is profound, and it
is never-ending.222

Despite the perspicacity of Casey’s and similar remarks on place, the constitutive and constituted
facets of culture and society—both “given” and “inseparable” from the very act of place
perception—are often undeveloped. Instead, they are usually folded into a continual churn of the
place-bound human experience in which place and perception are primary to space and time,
without being paid any critical attention. 223
One of Casey’s most enlightening revelations is that places gather. Because Casey
contends that gathering is a kind of “holding” that is itself held, it is not always clear in his
analyses to which holding he is referring. What he makes indubitably clear, however, is that to
gather “is to have a peculiar hold on what is presented (as well as represented) in a given place,”
and that the power of the “massively diversified holding action” that brings “experiences and
histories, even languages and thoughts” together within the midst of place, is the “power of
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gathering.”224 Gathering is what gives us a sense of a place’s enduringness. When I return to a
place after a long absence, I do not experience an entirely new and unfamiliar place, but rather a
place I remember, only with potentially new, distorted, and effaced qualities. Gathering, then, is
not only the purview of place itself; we, through our past and present experiences, gather things
in place, and things gather us in place.
Casey theorizes four ways through which gathering holds, two of which will be our focus
here. First:
it is a holding together in a particular configuration: hence our sense of an ordered arrangement of
things in a place even when those things are radically disparate and quite conflictual. The
arrangement allows for certain things—people, ideas, and so forth—to overlap with, and
sometimes to occlude, others as they recede or come forward.225

The screwtape certainly qualifies as an arrangement of the “radically disparate” and the
“conflictual” in an “ordered arrangement.” The contents on screwtapes “overlap,” sometimes
with themselves (backspinning; layering of different points of the same track), and sometimes
with other tracks (layering of two different tracks); they are “occluded,” they “recede” and
“come forward” (screwing, chopping, backspinning, and layering). Moreover, the “particular
configuration” in which the screwtape holds contrasts with those contents’ original
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configuration, as well as with the ubiquitous configurations of hip hop conventions (song length,
album length, rhyme scheme, timbre, register, etc).
Second:
the hold is a holding in and a holding out. It retains the occupants of a place within its boundaries
… But, equally, a place holds out, beckoning to its inhabitants and, assembling them, making
them manifest … it can move place-holders toward the margins of its own presentation while,
nevertheless, holding them within its own embrace.226

On the surface this may seem redundant, since to “recede or come forward” rings synonymous
with a “holding in and holding out.” The distinction is that the first category deals with the
relations of things in place, and the second deals with the way in which things belong to a place
(whether they are actually there at the moment or not). To put it another way, the first category
includes seemingly incommensurate entities gathered together and held as a unified, ordered
arrangement, while the second category concerns entities that inflect our experience of place,
even as those entities may not be present for us or are largely obscured from our view.

Screwtapes: A Gathering Storm
Those special ways in which gathering holds are rarely discrete from one another, and with their
dynamism comes incessant imbrication. This is precisely the magic Casey finds in the
phenomenology of place: through such fluid, and at times contradictory mechanics of gathering,
a place, this or that place, is given “its peculiar perduringness, allowing us to return to it again
and again as the same place and not just as the same position or site.” 227
I contend that the screwtape gathers in ways that accord with Casey’s phenomenological
analysis, and that the frame which holds the screwtape’s gathering is the placial thrownness,
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constraint, and structure of Houston. The analyses that follow aim to expand Casey’s ontology
through focusing not on how places gather broadly, but rather on how screwtapes instantiate a
gathering process at the level of the cultural sound object.228

Leanin’ on a Switch
Recall that a screwtape typically features either pre-existing tracks that are manipulated, or
improvised freestyles by local rappers, backed by the instrumentals of pre-existing tracks.
Because the freestyle’s semantic content lends itself too facilely to a reductive conclusion about
the screwtape’s representation of Houston hip hop identity (which is the general thrust of nearly
every discussion of screwtapes), I have so far mostly ignored the screwtape freestyles in
deference to Screw’s use of pre-recorded material. However, these freestyles are essential to
every screwtape fan’s experience, and have always seemed to obtain a deeper level of local
resonance than one-to-one indexical analysis provides. Indeed, I contend that screwtape
freestyles are an illustrative example of gathering.
One of the most beloved freestyle-centric screwtapes is Leanin’ on a Switch (its
popularity perhaps only surpassed by June 27th, discussed below). Besides a contemplative
thirteen-minute version of D’Angelo’s neo-soul classic “Brown Sugar” to close out the tape,
Leanin’ on a Switch comprises freestyles performed by SUC stalwarts Lil Keke and Big Pokey
throughout, and Mike D on the B-side.229 The best-known portion of the tape is certainly the
roughly twelve minutes of Keke and Pokey freestyling over the instrumental track of Goodie
I have modified Casey’s terminology in one important way: rather than holding in and out, I will instead use the
term gathering in and out. I do so out of rhetorical preference for the immediate action implied in the word “gather,”
in contrast to what rings to me as the more static nature of the verb “hold.” One gathering their belongings does so
assiduously and in succession, whereas one holding that thought or holding their position waits or maintains their
present state with as little change as possible.
229 Lil Keke and Big Pokey are usually referred to by others and themselves with the shorthand “Keke” and “Pokey,”
respectively. For ease of reading, I will use the same conventions.
228
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MoB’s “Cell Therapy.”230 The chorus of the original track has the refrain, “Who’s that peeking
in my window? / Pow! Nobody now.” Lil Keke opens with the phrase “Peepin’ in my wind-uh,
month of Septemb-uh / ridin’ foreign car in the wint-uh / I got to do it for the summertime,
because / I’m just a pimp in my own rhyme.” Whether morphing the word “peeking” into
“peepin” consciously or not, Keke immediately indexes the original track, followed by an abrupt
departure from it. This instance makes for a rather obvious little kernel of the gathering hold: the
opening of the original’s well-known refrain—“Who’s that peeking in my window?”—obviously
comes forward in Keke’s opening phrase, while part of the operative word “peeking” recedes
through Keke’s use of “peepin.”
Screw gathers in the infectious instrumental track of “Cell Therapy,” originally produced
by Organized Noize, the inimitable Atlanta-based production team responsible for classic
Southern hip hop albums by Goodie MoB, Ludacris, and Outkast. This track’s lurching pianobass accompaniment feels right at home enmeshed with the twelve minutes of Keke and Pokey’s
masterful display of classic Houston freestyling, replete with Houston-centric tropes of singleword rhyme couplets, local slang, and name-dropping of people and places. And yet the playful
levity and extended length of the freestyles attenuate the original track’s ominous minor-mode
and the theme of distrust of governmental intrusion and surveillance that the instrumental
represents (or rather, came to represent by association).231
Screw did not go digging deep in his record collection for instrumental tracks whose
original identity might be unfamiliar to the listener (which was and remains a cornerstone
DJ Screw, Leanin’ on a Switch, 1996, cassette tape [unreleased] (released as Diary of the Originator: Chapter 13,
Screwed Up Records and Tapes, CD). Find this freestyle excerpted here: J Garcia, “DJ Screw - Chapter 013 Leanin' On A Switch - Peepin In My Window,” YouTube, posted April 20, 2014,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b2yfhRvWiLA.
231 The would-be window-peeker of “Cell Therapy” is the proverbial Big Brother, and “Pow! Nobody now” is either
the Goodie MoB’s symbolic exposure of Big Brother’s deception, or, as some have suggested, an onomatopoeic shot
across its bow.
230
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aesthetic and ethical concern for deejays and producers alike when sampling music). Goodie
MoB’s “Cell Therapy” was popular: it reached no. 1 on Billboard’s Hot Rap Singles chart, no.
39 on the Billboard 200, and had a music video on regular rotation on MTV. However, the “Cell
Therapy” freestyle from Leanin’ on a Switch became such an underground sensation in Houston
that Keke lifted it from the screwtape and featured it in its entirety as the opening track to one of
his own albums in 2001: Peepin’ in My Window.
The original track is gathered in: its instrumental backing is the sonic vehicle for the two
Houston rappers, and the opening of its refrain serves as both a springboard to Keke’s freestyle
and (with slight modification) furnishes the title for one of Keke’s albums.
Gathering out is a subtler issue here, and we should not take it to be a matter of mere
exclusion. To gather out is not to delete something, but rather to retain the impact of something
that isn’t quite there. If I reach for an apple in a bowl of fruit, and upon grabbing it realize that
the apple is made of plastic, the hardness, crispness, and juiciness are still present for me during
my engagement with the hollow, painted, plastic sphere, but only insofar as I am predisposed to
and have accrued certain expectations about apple-ness. Apple-ness is gathered out. Now, the
fact that the plastic apple is not a saxophone does not mean saxophone has been gathered out of
my experience. Gathering out has something to do with frustrated expectations. It occurs when
the ghost of some element haunts our present experience despite its absence or obfuscation.
“Cell Therapy,” then, is gathered in and out. For anyone familiar with the original, the
repurposing of the instrumental track and Keke’s simple modification of the refrain is redolent of
Goodie MoB and, more generally, mainstream non-Houston hip hop. Notice that this kind of
gathering relies on predispositions. Certainly screwtapes can be enjoyed without them, but the
listening experience we are modeling here is one that relies in large part on feelings of
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ambivalence towards and being overlooked by mainstream hip hop. In this way, screwtapes
gather a particular (re)configuration of sound that embodies that Houston-specific hip hop
aesthetic. All references to gathering in and out that follow should be read in the manner just
described here.
The popularity of Goodie MoB’s “Cell Therapy” was a far cry from that of the track
Screw used as the basis for the following freestyle on Leanin’ on a Switch. Dr. Dre’s 1992
“Nuthin’ but a ‘G’ Thang,” featuring a twenty-one-year-old Snoop Dogg, reached no. 2 on the
Billboard 200, was no. 2 for seven weeks on the Billboard Hot R&B/Hip Hop chart (Billboard’s
Hot Rap chart was still nascent), is widely considered the track that ushered West Coast G-Funk
into the mainstream, and was named by XXL as the greatest hip hop song of the 90s. In the
original, the track’s title is referenced not in the refrain, but in Snoop Dogg’s opening verse,
when he playfully exclaims in his spoken-sing style:
Ain’t Nuthin but a G thang BA-BY /
Two loc’ed out niggas goin’ CRA-ZY /
Death Row is the label that PAYS ME

For each of these three lines Snoop Dogg employs a two-part melodic gesture of speaking more
or less around the pitch B, then leaping up to a sung F-sharp – E for the final word of each
phrase, doubled with the same words and pitches in a studio-layered falsetto (see Figure 3.1). On
the screwtape freestyle, Keke, backed by the effusive West Coast-ness of Dr. Dre’s instrumental
track, again begins by gathering elements from the original text, which in this case are Snoop
Dogg’s memorable lines and their distinctive delivery:
It ain’t nuthin but a G thang BA-BY /
when I come through, pop trunk, grill and the LA-DY /
You can’t FADE ME, you can’t HATE ME /
because Keke on the ‘mic goin CRA-ZY232
Find this freestyle excerpted here: SCREWED4LIF3, “Nuthin' But A G Thang Freestyle (Lil' Keke, Big Pokey),”
YouTube, posted May 19, 2011, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vXuQxPnXOik.
232
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Figure 3.1. Snoop Dogg’s melodic gesture on Dr. Dre’s “Nuthin’ but a ‘G’ Thang.”

Notice those aspects of Snoop Dogg’s excerpt that Keke’s opening gathers into frame:
Keke employs similar spoken raps that drive up into a sung descending whole step on the word
“BABY” and each subsequent word that rhymes with it. Note, too, what is gathered out: unlike
Snoop’s phrases, the sung rhymes of which are each articulated on beat three, Keke delays the
first rhyming word (“LADY”) by one beat (to beat four), the syncopated effect of which is
extraordinary to anyone who knew the original song (which, there is little risk in presuming,
would have been anyone that was listening to Keke’s freestyle). Moreover, he follows this
delayed rhyme with an anticipatory rhyme on beat two of m. 3 (“FADE ME”), and then again on
beat four (“HATE ME”), affecting a kind of rhythmic diminution through which three “BABY”rhymed words are deployed in an every-other-beat pattern. This is all in contrast with the everyfourth-beat pattern of Snoop Dogg’s memorable excerpt. Keke closes out m. 4 with a similar
scheme as in m. 2, which further gathers in Snoop’s rhyme syllable and melodic gesture (the
whole-step appoggiatura), and gathers out its rhythmic regularity through acceleration, all held
together throughout by Screw’s slowed, pitched-down churn of this iconic West Coast track (see
Figure 3.2).
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Figure 3.2. Lil Keke’s modification of Snoop Dogg’s “Nuthin’ but a ‘G’ Thang” phrase.

As was the case in the “Cell Therapy” freestyle, whatever kinship Keke finds with the
original text is fleeting, as, beginning in m. 5, he dispenses the Snoop-tinged gesture and moves
immediately into his own freestyle “style.” However, although the original text is now an
afterthought, Keke interestingly gathers in Snoop Dogg’s beat-three-centric rhyme-scheme that
he gathered out in mm. 1-4; yet whereas mm. 1-4 indexes the melodic and textual gestures of
Snoop Dogg’s original while modifying their rhythm, here in mm. 5-8 Keke retains Snoop
Dogg’s rhythm, yet colors them with a Houston-specific warning that disrespect of the South
(from anyone; not Snoop Dogg, specifically) would lead to retribution (see Figure 3.3). The
combination of Screw’s sonic omnipresence and the rapping of Keke and Pokey—and their
astounding endurance on this and other tapes—gather and hold together.
Figure 3.3. Keke’s gathering of Snoop Dogg’s melodic gesture and rhyme scheme.
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June 27th
The best-known (and almost certainly the best-selling) screwtape is unquestionably June 27th
(1996), the title of which is a memorialization of the date the tape was made and the birthday of
SUC member Big DeMo.233 Although June 27th has two sides, it is only Side B’s thirty-five
minute freestyle session featuring seven SUC rappers, including memorable performances by
Big Moe, Big Pokey, and Yungstar (on his screwtape debut), that is ever invoked by the words
“June twenty-seventh.”234
Such length of continuous freestyling on a screwtape is not anomalous (see Leanin’ on a
Switch), and the performances, besides those by the rappers mentioned above, are on the whole
inferior to those on numerous other tapes (see again Leanin’ on a Switch). What is striking about
June 27th, though, is that Screw undergirds all thirty-five minutes of the session with the same
instrumental track, which in this case is Kriss Kross’s “Da Streets Ain’t Right.”
The instrumental for “Da Streets Ain’t Right” was nowhere near as recognizable as
“Nuthin’ but a G Thang” or “Cell Therapy,” since, by 1996, the presence of Kriss Kross (made
up of the rapping duo of Chris Kelly and Chris Smith) in popular culture had begun to fade. Just
four years earlier, though, Kriss Kross’s Totally Krossed Out sold four million copies. “Jump,”
the hit single from the album, peaked at no. 1 on the Billboard Hot 100 for eight weeks, and the
music video for “Jump,” which featured Kelly and Smith in their characteristic (and cleverly
eponymous) backwards clothes, was in heavy rotation on MTV. “Da Streets Ain’t Right”
appears on Kriss Kross’s 1996 Young, Rich, and Dangerous, their least successful album (though
it did sell over 500,000 copies), and was not even one of the two singles released from that

DJ Screw, June 27th, 1996, cassette tape [unreleased] (released as Diary of the Originator: Chapter 12, Screwed
Up Records and Tapes, CD).
234 Find this freestyle excerpted here: datboiwes333, “DJ Screw - June 27,” YouTube, posted December 21, 2010,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DZeu29nOwjw.
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album (thus even less recognizable).
The original track’s relative anonymity affected its gathering. One would be terribly
hard-pressed to find a Houstonian who would identify the instrumental track of “Da Streets Ain’t
Right” as anything besides Screw’s June 27th. A 2013 visit by Kendrick Lamar to Houston’s
97.9 The Box radio station is a case in point. During an interview segment, Lamar was urged to
perform an impromptu freestyle over an instrumental track. As The Box’s preeminent deejay
Madd Hatta cues up the instrumental to Kriss Kross’s “Da Streets Ain’t Right,” he introduces it
as “a Houston classic; this is H-Town,” to which fellow The Box deejay JMac replies “really
Jermaine Dupri did it,” a reference to the producer of the original Kriss Kross track. 235 Madd
Hatta staunchly defends his construing the track as representing Houston (as opposed to Atlanta,
the hometown of Kriss Kross and Dupri, or any other place for that matter): “But we took it. It’s
our track. This is H-Town’s track, it’s a DJ Screw track.”236 The flippancy with which Madd
Hatta dismisses the implication that the opening sounds of the instrumental of “Da Streets Ain’t
Right”—which is to say nothing of the thirty-five minutes of freestyles that unfold on top of that
instrumental on June 27th—marks anything other than the place Houston, or any person other
than DJ Screw (including the person who actually made the track!), speaks to the gathering
power of this particular tape, and indeed to the sound of the screwtape in general.
To underscore the point further, let us consider a few ways the legacy of June 27th has
impacted Houston hip hop. SUC member Yungstar, who, as I mentioned above, made his debut
on June 27th, garnered some national recognition with his verse on Lil’ Troy’s 1998 “Wanna Be
a Baller.” Two years later he released his much-anticipated (at least in Houston) first solo album,

979THEBOX, “Kendrick Lamar Freestyles Over ‘June 27th,’” YouTube, posted November 11, 2014,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Oje_Z27kBXU.
236 Ibid.
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Throwed Yung Playa, the featured single of which is the track “Knocking Pictures Off Da Wall.”
Yungstar is still active in Houston’s hip hop scene today, but “Knocking Pictures Off Da Wall”
remains far and away his most popular track. It is no coincidence that the track has as its
instrumental backing Jermaine Dupri’s “Da Streets Ain’t Right;” or to put it in terms to which
Houstonians were amenable, DJ Screw’s June 27th.
Thirteen years after June 27th, Drake released the mixtape So Far Gone, which includes
“November 18th,” an homage to June 27th. The track opens with a slowed-down, pitched-down
instrumental of “Da Streets Ain’t Right,” and after about fifteen seconds, we hear Drake’s
slowed-down, pitched-down voice softly exclaim, “One time for the homie, DJ Screw,” followed
by an obsequious nod to screwtape-based hip hop culture in the form of Houston vernacular:
“[speaking] Awready. I’m feelin’ throwed in this bitch. [rapping] I’m so high, even when I’m
comin’ dahn, just met a girl, says she from the H-Town.” Later in the track, in an even more
pitched-down voice, Drake cites perhaps the two best-known lines in Houston hip hop: “Draped
up, dripped out, know what I’m talmbout / three in the mornin,’ get it poppin in the parkin lot.”
(The original lines rapped by Lil Keke on 3 n’ the Mornin,’ the best-known of Screw’s labelbacked releases, are: “I’m draped up and dripped out, know what I’m talmbout / three in the
mornin’ get the gat out the gat out the stash spot.”)
Neither Madd Hatta, Yungstar, or Drake expected or desired anyone to hear the
instrumental of “Da Streets Ain’t Right” as anything other than the instrumental of June 27th.
This screwtape gathered the instrumental of “Da Streets Ain’t Right” so fully into Houston hip
hop that the track without lyrics is held together as an unequivocal Houston sound—“This is H-
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Town’s track, it’s a DJ Screw track”—and the fact that it originated elsewhere is, in Houston,
either genuinely unknown, ignored, or suppressed.237

Tales from the 4
The nature of Screw’s foundational sonic techniques (screwing, chopping, backspinning, and
layering) may themselves make for effective cultural gathering. And since those techniques set
us off on this journey, it is fitting that their recapitulation brings us to a close.
1997 was a watershed for Bad Boy Records, its founder/producer/rapper Sean “Puff
Daddy” Combs, and for hip hop itself. The murder of Notorious B.I.G., one of hip hop’s preeminent lyricists and Bad Boy’s golden goose, would seem to have spelled disaster for Puff
Daddy and his label. However, Puff Daddy memorialized the tragedy with the encomium “I’ll Be
Missing You,” which spent eleven straight weeks on the Billboard 200 (surpassed only by Elton
John’s “Candle in the Wind,” a similarly eulogic piece in memory of Princess Diana, which
spent fourteen straight weeks in the top spot), was the second-best selling single of the year,
earned a Grammy award for Best Rap Performance by a Duo or Group, and was the second
single released from Puff Daddy’s debut album No Way Out, which itself won a Grammy for
Best Rap Album. Puff Daddy the rapper (distinct from Puff Daddy the producer or Sean Combs
the CEO), had actually emerged months earlier with the late-1996 release of the first single from
No Way Out, “Can’t Nobody Hold Me Down,” which featured Mase, a still-unknown rapper
from Harlem. While this song did not perform as well as “I’ll Be Missing You” eventually

The influence of June 27th continues to be expressed through recordings, concerts, high school marching bands,
and unofficial holidays. When asked about the tape in 2019, rapper Lil’ Flip proclaimed: “still to this day I freestyle
to that beat at my shows, every show … When that beat comes on, like when I put it on, the crowd just goes crazy. I
end every show freestyling to that beat, man. It's a soundtrack to the Houston streets" (Matt Young, “Why June 27th
Should be a Houston Holiday for Hip Hop Fans,” Houston Chronicle, June 27th, 2019,
https://www.chron.com/entertainment/article/Why-June-27-Houston-holiday-for-hip-hop-rap-Screw-8327694.php).
Suffice to say that a lengthier treatment of June 27th and its musico-cultural imprint in Houston is sorely needed.
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would, it was nonetheless a massive debut success, ultimately selling over four million copies
and spending six weeks at the Billboard top spot. Moreover, it was an important forerunner to a
tectonic shift in the landscape of hip hop, carving out a new cultural stream whose aesthetic
credo Shea Serrano describes as “We Have Money, Life Is a Party.”238
That Bad Boy ethos that shines through the lyrics and music video for “Can’t Nobody
Hold Me Down” seems incommensurate with the world of the SUC, represented in part through
living room recording sessions and bare-bones cassette tapes sold through a gate. Screw and his
cohort were no aesthetic ideologues, nor were they pure aesthetic pluralists; after all, the central
claim of this dissertation is that the screwtape helped shape a specific (i.e., non-plural) Houston
identity through an iconoclastic denaturing of mainstream hip hop culture while remaining
beholden to that culture in important and discernable ways. It is the gathering up and holding
together of these dialectical forces that resounded so pervasively as embodying the place of
Houston.
The screwtape Tales From the 4—the title a reference to Houston’s Fourth Ward
neighborhood—opens with a roughly thirteen-minute rendering of “Can’t Nobody Hold Me
Down.”239 The opening track on a screwtape sets an aesthetic tone for the rest of the tape— just
as opening tracks do for most albums, as first movements do for symphonies, as first chapters do
for novels (or dissertations). That this East Coast track, which would become the most popular

Shea Serrano, “Why Puff Daddy's 'Can’t Nobody Hold Me Down' Was the Most Important Rap Song of 1997,”
Jezebel, October 12, 2015, https://themuse.jezebel.com/why-puff-daddys-can-t-nobody-hold-me-down-was-themost-1735741259. Puff Daddy also had a hand in producing, and was an audible and visible fixture in, Notorious
B.I.G.’s “Hypnotize” and “Mo Money Mo Problems,” and Mariah Carey’s “Honey.” The combination of these
tracks, “I’ll Be Missing You,” and “Can’t Nobody Hold Me Down,” accounted for the number one Billboard song
for twenty-five weeks in a twenty-eight week stretch in 1997.
239 DJ Screw, Tales From the 4, 1996, cassette tape [unreleased] (released as Diary of the Originator: Chapter 2,
Screwed Up Records and Tapes, CD). Find the excerpt here: FRL2000, “DJ Screw - Can't Nobody Hold Me Down
(Puff Daddy feat. Mase),” YouTube, posted December 1, 2019, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B8AWlk40n_4.
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song in the country, could work as the table-setter to a screwtape whose title makes specific
reference to representing a hyper-local place, might seem a dubious proposition. 240
I use the future-perfect locution “would become” to avoid anachronism here, and to
denote an important facet of Screw’s process. Tales From the 4 was probably made in late 1996,
and every record I can find pertaining to the “Can’t Nobody Hold Me Down” single lists its
release as 1997. The pressed versions of the single, however, all have a 1996 copyright, and the
vinyl version of the single is almost certainly what Screw used on Tales From the 4 (see Figure
3.4).
Figure 3.4. 1996 pressing of Puff Daddy’s single “Can’t Nobody Hold Me Down.”

We should note that track choices were often not made by Screw himself. People would commission tapes from
Screw, and provide him with a pool of tracks from which Screw would sketch out the structure of the tape.
Nevertheless, even those commissioning tapes did so with the understanding that the tracks they chose were subject
to all of Screw’s manipulations.
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The point here is that the track was still on its initial ascent when it appeared on the
screwtape. This is thus one example among many of Screw’s prescience for forecasting national
taste, his being diligently up-to-date (he often procured advance copies of forthcoming albums),
and of the screwtape’s dual role as a local radio station that kept many listeners abreast of
popular trends in national hip hop on the one hand, and on the other as preemptively annexing
tracks within the bounds of a Houston sound before the original became prohibitively ubiquitous.
In other words, in late-1996, although Bad Boy’s role in affecting a cultural shift in hip hop was
underway, the boundaries of whatever cultural place to which “Can’t Nobody Hold Me Down”
belonged were still porous enough that, when subjected to Screw’s techniques, could be gathered
in such a way that it transformed into a cultural artifact that was constituting and constituted by
Houston.
At the outset of the tape, we hear a voice—which appears to be SUC member Dave—
exclaim “Playas gon’ strive, you suckers gon’ die,” at which point the full instrumental of
“Can’t Nobody Hold Me Down” enters the sonic fray.241 On the original, the instrumental intro
lasts twenty-seven seconds before the start of the first verse; on Tales from the 4, the first verse
doesn’t start until 3:39. In the meantime, Screw undergirds a combination of Dave’s rhetorical
interjections and Screw’s turntable scratches with the instrumental version of the track. Dave’s
shoutouts, which are fairly representative of screwtape shoutouts in general, continue as follows:
You know, that’s how it go. Playas gon’ strive, nigga, and hustlas—‘gon keep it real … I’m
hearin’ niggas say ‘playas:’ whatchu playin’ fuh? Shiiit. It’s real. I’m down with DJ Screw,
nigga! And that’s fo’ life. What’s up Big Troy in the Fo’ [Fourth Ward]? You know I gotta put it
down for the Fo,’ nigga … What’s up Jut? From the Clark to the Park [reference to Hiram Clarke
and South Park, two Southside neighborhoods]; It’s all real. I’m from the Fo.’ This how we do it
just like this here. [Extended sequence of Screw’s turntable work] It’s the Fo’ till the day I die.
[More Screw turntable work].

We should note that both the lyrical refrain and sonic backbone of “Can’t Hold Me Down” are sampled from
Grandmaster Flash and the Furious Five’s 1982 “The Message.” Itself a watershed track, the similarity (some would
say theft) would be unmistakable to anyone familiar with the original.
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Before a single rhyme from the original is heard, then, Screw gathers into the sonic frame the
instrumental of the original, and, through the screwed tempo, turntable-isms, and Dave’s
shoutouts, gathers out the original’s text, register, song-structure, length, and place of
representation.
Screw’s turntable punctuations that close out the tape’s long introduction elide with Puff
Daddy’s entrance at 3:40. The original track gathers more fully into frame during its first verse.
As the pre-chorus emerges, Screw’s chops begin to intervene (see Figure 3.5). By the middle of
the second verse, the coherence of the original track, and thus its potential to be gathered more
fully, is forestalled through a flurry of distorting chops and backspins (see Figure 3.6).
Figure 3.5. Original and Screwtape versions of pre-chorus to “Can’t Nobody Hold Me Down,”
mm. 1-2.242
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As is always the case, a chop’s level of disruption correlates with the rhythmic profile
and text of the segment being chopped. We hear a striking example in m. 6 of Figure 3.6. In the
original track, Mase raps “spend time in H-A-double-U-A-I-I,” spelling out the word “Hawaii,”
with a syncopated accent on the last “I” syllable landing on the second sixteenth-note of beat
four. When chopped on the screwtape, the text becomes a jumble of “spend H/H-A-double-U-I/I-

Numbers and the letters “x,” “y,” and “z” in the top row represent sixteenth-note subdivisions of the meter. Red
text indicates chopped syllables, thus original text above red syllables are deleted on the screwtape. Empty cells in
‘Screw’ rows indicate text that is the same in the screwtape and the original. The contrast of empty cells is meant to
better highlight the chopping techniques at issue here.
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I/I.” Screw releases this tension, so to speak, in the very next two-bar phrase, which is left
unencumbered by chopping, and backspun twice so that we hear the phrase three times in row.
The gathering-out of the original text effected by Screw’s chopping is counterbalanced by the
gathering-in of the subsequent backspinning. Nonetheless, although backspinning gathers the
original text closer into orbit than chopping, it drastically gathers out phrases’ temporal structure
by virtue of its repetition.
Figure 3.6. Second verse to “Can’t Nobody Hold Me Down,” mm. 3-6. Orange cells at end of m. 6
indicate that the syllables we hear there (three times) are actually the syllables from end of m. 4, achieved
through Screw’s backspinning.
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Beginning six measures later, Screw’s chops are so raucous—indeed they happen on
every beat—that they mutate the lines:
Yo I think it must be, that girls wanna lust me /
or is it simply, the girls just love me, Brothas wanna…

into:
Yo I/Yo I must/must girls/girls lust/lust /
or/or simp-/simp- girls/girls love/love Brothas/Brothas (chop/chop).243
The first four words “Yo I think it” are not shown on graph. The “(chop/chop)” I have included in the excerpt
represents Screw chopping a moment on the track that has no vocal text, but which nonetheless has an audible
effect.
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If we replace duplicated syllables with dashes (-), the lines on the screwtape are:
Yo I – must – girls – lust – or sim – girls – love – Brothas – (chop).

Besides the lexical nonsense entailed here, which is of course an important gathering
mechanism, this chopping forecloses every rhyming “E” syllable (“be,” “me,” simp-“ly”) on the
and-of each beat, while maintaining the “must/lust” rhyme (see Figure 3.7). The effect is that
much of Mase’s buoyant and playful timbre, every-other-beat rhyme structure, and the selfaggrandizing that epitomizes Bad Boy tracks, have been leveled into a rhetorical pile of mush.
Yet his rapping and the rest of the track are still gathered in as the track “Can’t Nobody Hold Me
Down,” but are palpably transformed and folded into the place of Houston imbued through the
sonic world of the screwtape. And since screwing, chopping, and backspinning by their very
nature deform typical hip hop parameters of sound, their deployment comports to the kind of
gathering out that relies on frustrating expectations.
Figure 3.7. Second verse to “Can’t Nobody Hold Me Down,” mm. 13-14.
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It’s a Dirty World
Layering gathers too. As we saw in Chapter 1, Screw’s layering is distinct from that of Krim’s
hip hop sublime. While what I called the Screw sublime feeds into the notion of gathering
insofar as the sensation of the sublime and the effect of gathering are sewn together into the same
sonic cloth through the needles of Screw’s turntables, the gathering of place through layering is
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primarily an unfolding of a dialectical process through which duration and overlap are more at
issue.
An exceptional example can be heard throughout the A-side of It’s a Dirty World. The
tape opens, fittingly, with The Hot Boys’s “Dirty World.” The track is untouched by chopping or
scratching, and during B.G.’s verse (the fourth and final), at 4:59, Screw begins to layer the
instrumental to Big Steve’s “Ghetto Love.” 244
At 5:25, a singer’s soulful melodic flourishes that ramp up in the outro choruses of “Dirty
World” mash head on with “Ghetto Love"’s sample of a prominent vocal line and guitar groove
from Juicy’s “Sugar Free.” Figure 3.8 reveals three levels of palpable tension between the two
tracks achieved through layering: the pitches circled in red and connected by dotted lines
highlight the various moments of the vocal lines’ crunchy dissonance—B/C in m.1; E/B-flat, Dsharp/E, and C-sharp/C in m. 3; and B/E-flat – G-flat – F in m. 5 (similar melodic dissonances
unfold for dozens more measures); blue boxes demonstrate some of the disjunctive rhythmic
accents that together form the backbone of the layered track’s whirling rhythmic feel; and purple
circles highlight the harmonic conflict that arises through combining chords and melodic
gestures in the G-sharp minor tonality of “Ghetto Love” with the C minor tonality of “Dirty
World.” The effect is jarring.

DJ Screw, It’s a Dirty World, 1999, cassette tape [unreleased] (released as Diary of the Originator: Chapter 34,
Screwed Up Records and Tapes, CD). Entire tape posted here: Diary Of The Originator, “DJ Screw Chapter 034 It's
A Dirty World,” YouTube, posted July 20, 2019, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HE5btrxZeLg.
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Figure 3.8. Three levels of tension in the layering of “Ghetto Love” and “Dirty World” on It’s a
Dirty World.
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Eventually “Dirty World” fades, and Screw switches his focus to chopping and, in
particular, backspinning Big Steve’s “Ghetto Love.” An important feature of the original “Ghetto
Love” is a two-beat anticipation figure that is heard four times (=two measures) preceding the
opening verse, and two times (=one measure) before the third verse (see Figure 3.9). What gives
it such an anticipatory feel is that the second beat is a faint high-pitched chime for two sixteenthnotes followed by a total eighth-note rest (“total” meaning nothing is heard; no percussion,
pitched instruments, or vocals). That empty eighth-note in particular is filled with potential
energy, especially when slowed down on the screwtape. At 7:37, Screw introduces the figure for
the first time, playing it twice. However, instead of letting it play two more times and leading it
naturally (or rather, ‘originally’) into the first verse, Screw cuts it off after two, and reverts back
to the main instrumental groove.

Figure 3.9. Two-beat anticipation figure from “Ghetto Love,” played twice.

That groove gets only eight measures to settle in before, at 8:08, Screw backspins the
two-beat anticipation figure sixteen(!) times. Once again, the figure resolves into the
instrumental groove rather than the verse. From here we eventually run back into the anticipation
figure, played four times, followed finally by the first verse at 9:16. But the damage is already
done; from this simple two-beat hiccup, Screw has gathered in the figure’s material qualities
(still two beats, same rhythm, and relative pitch relations), while gathering out its function as
both anticipatory and benign, and holding it together in a new configuration as a stand-alone,
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delirium-inducing sonic object. And if that wasn’t enough, at 13:39, after a long respite of
playing the entire track relatively untouched, Screw unloads the anticipation figure twenty-four
times(!!), during which Screw quietly exclaims: “Big Moe, wassup?” Screw’s shoutout, with its
typical slow, soft-spoken, casual brevity, seemingly normalizing the abiding malfunction. The
remaining detritus of “Ghetto Love” is swept away at 18:45, clocking in its total performance
time at over thirteen minutes (the original comes in at just under four minutes).
A notable difference between “Ghetto Love” and all of the other tracks discussed so far
in this section is that Big Steve was a Houstonian and SUC member. Nonetheless, the preceding
discussion has hopefully demonstrated that the gathering processes employed through Screw’s
techniques are at least as much a matter of sound manipulation as place of origin. Sure original
Big Steve tracks represent Houston in ways Dr. Dre tracks could not, but just as a black hole—to
recycle a metaphor—bends all light regardless of its source, Screw’s techniques gather any and
all comers indiscriminately into the same sonic realm, held together as a particular expression of
Houston identity.
The tape’s technical tour de force is far from over, though. At 17:30, the disco-inspired
funk guitar/slap bass/lilting vocals of the “Ghetto Love” instrumental is layered with the heavybass/piano instrumental riff of Spice 1’s “East Bay Gangster (Reggae).” Once “Ghetto Love” is
vacated, the “East Bay” instrumental settles in by itself for a few minutes; and when Screw
introduces Spice 1’s rapping at 21:27, Screw unleashes a torrent of chopping and backspinning
that lasts for nearly ten minutes. At 31:45, now into the fourteenth minute of the track’s muddy
two-measure piano-bass groove, we are met with a layering of the unmistakable synthesizer
chimes of the Luniz’s “I Got Five on It.”
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The layering is a bit different here. As “I Got Five On It” gets under way, it seems Screw
has finally left “East Bay” behind, as he did with “Dirty World” and “Ghetto Love;” yet barely a
minute goes by before the “East Bay” instrumental groove is tucked back into the texture. Screw
brushes it aside again at 35:30, and, although one would be forgiven for expecting its return, at
37:06 Screw introduces a new track without a transition or layering as a bridge, making a break
from the preceding material clear and final.
It seems that the gathering of Screw’s layering techniques depends on the following: the
length of a track’s extension in time relative to its usual length, the length and degree to which
that track rubs against another track, and the resultant effect of some sonic components being
retained and read as their original identity, while other components are denatured or forestalled
to a degree at which they are heard as other than their original.

***
Before offering some concluding thoughts on this dissertation as a whole, a brief review of the
ground covered in this chapter is worthwhile. In the first section, we explored contested notions
of place and space, the most prevalent of which construes place as a location within space that is
suffused with meaning. We also saw how hip hop studies have engaged with place, often
interpreting its representations as resistant to coercive and dominating structures. Moreover, hip
hop scholars have tended either to make the distinction between place and space unclear, or to
use space and place interchangeably. In the second section, we folded together the related
concepts of structuration, constraint, and placial thrownness to emphasize the undergirding social
and geo-political background of place. We used historically Black neighborhoods in Houston as
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a modest case study to elucidate how inhabitants are placially thrown into realities they have
little autonomy to affect, but within which they construct and express their identities.
Finally, we drew out of Edward Casey’s phenomenology of place the concept of
gathering, and applied it to analyses of screwtapes to reveal how the place of Houston is
expressed through the screwtape’s sound world. Recall Casey’s contention that place gathers
thanks in part to its special capacity as both constitutive and constituted. The screwtape is
constituted by listeners’ experience of place. Whether through its spatial geography or its
perceived rank as an outsider among other mostly bi-coastal cities in the country, Houston itself
was integral to the screwtape. Attesting to the former, countless fans have noted that, since one
needs a car to get anywhere in Houston, and since it will take a long to get anywhere in one’s car
because of the combination of the city’s sprawl and terrible traffic, the long-form, slow-tempo
character of the screwtape befits Houston’s urban geography. The latter is articulated by Paul
Wall, in a quote we already encountered in Chapter 1: “You didn’t see Texas music on TV, you
would rarely hear it on the radio back then; so if we wanted to listen to Texas music, we had to
listen to screwtapes.”245
The screwtape is also constitutive of listeners’ experience of place. Numerous accounts
abound that confirm the primacy of the screwtape in one’s sense of being in Houston, ranging
from its centrality in the seemingly mundane daily ritual of driving to work, to its sparking
profound, spine-tingling aesthetic shifts in the listener that in turn distort their place-world.
Houston rapper and singer Devin the Dude, describing the screwtape’s impact on local culture’s
sense of place, deftly notes that screwtape sound is: “not just a statement, it’s like the start of a

University of Houston Libraries, “A Screwed Up History: Legacy of DJ Screw,” YouTube, posted June 20, 2012,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I8h8cNVby8c&t=3s.
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whole new culture and a signature sound that Houston didn't have in the beginning. And it just
takes you there and puts you in Houston when you listen to it. It brings you right to Houston.”246

Don Rys, “Houston Rappers Remember DJ Screw, 15 Years After His Death,” Billboard, November 16, 2015,
https://www.billboard.com/articles/columns/the-juice/6762500/dj-screw-houston-rappers-remember.
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